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REGION AT THE CROSSROADS
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
SEARCHES FOR NEW SOURCES
OF ELECTRIC ENERGY

The Pacific Northwest no longer is able to
meet increasing energy needs with inexpensive
hydroelectric power. Regional consumers will
have to pay higher rates, but:

-·How much new power will be needed?

-What sources of power should be devel-
oped?
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·How should the region finance its energy
future?

··How much should new power cost?

These controversial issues are being intensely
debated within the region. Objective answers
are elusive.

The Congress should charge the Bonneville
Power Administration with responsibility for
working with State and regional interests to
conserve electric power, institute more rea'
tic pricing of electricity, develop renewable
energy technologies, and increase public in-
volvement in power planning and policy- .....- .J- -

making.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

B-114858

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives

This report discusses options for the Pacific North
west in meeting its electric energy needs through the year
2000 and the Bonneville Power Administration's role in
meeting those needs.

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and Account
ing Act, 1921 (31 U.S.C. 53).

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget; the Secretary of Energy;
the Administrator of the Bonneville Power Administration;
Governors, Senators, and Representatives of Pacific North
west States; and the House and Senate committees and subcom
mittees h,ving oversight responsibilities for the matters
discussed in the report.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS

DIG EST

REGION AT THE CROSSROADS--THE
PACIFIC NORTHWEST SEARCHES FOR
NEW SOURCES OF ELECTRIC ENERGY

The Pacific Northwest region has entered a
difficult transition period. Most large hydro
electric sites have been developed. Additional
large hydropower supplies, long the mainstay
of regional electrical supply~ are no longer
available. Yet power demand will no doubt
continue to rise as the population expands and
new industrial growth occurs.

Coal-fired and nuclear powerplants are ad
vocated by many power planners as practical
ways to meet future electrical needs. But
conservation options are also being proposed,
as are the potentials for using other
renewable energy sources, including geothermal
energy; solar radiation; and secondary solar·
energy forms, such as wood wastes, wind, ahd
small hydro developments. Regional institu
tions are struggling to develop hew electric
ity management policies which can reconcile
future energy needs with the environment
and economy.

The region's traditional decisionmaking proc
esses are ill equipped to deal with the
problems of transition. No single Federal,
State, or local organization is responsible
for regionwide electricity management. Futher
more, coordination and planning groups gen
erally do not represent the broad spectrum of
regional interests.

In the absence of strong and unified leader
ship, energy management objectives have not
been established and regional institutions
are in conflict over forecasting methods,
conservation potentials, future energy
sources, and power-planning practices. Con
flicts have also developed over customers'
rights to Federal hydropower and utility
requests for Federal assistance in financing
new powerplants. These conflicts have pre
vented the cooperation needed to develop a
regional electricity management program.
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THE FEDERAL ROLE

The Federal role in constructin3 and operating
power generation and transmission facilities
has been significant. Federal dams, built,
operated, and maintained by the Bureau of Rec
lamation and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
furnish over 50 percent of the electricity
generated in the region. The power generated
at these dams is marketed and transmitted
throughout the region by the Bonneville Power
Administration.

To a great extent, Bonneville represents the
Federal presence in energy policymaking. It
markets half of the region's electricity and
owns and operates high voltage transmission
lines capable of carrying up to 80 ~ercerit of
the region's power. Many regional electric
distributors depend exclusively on Bonneville
for their power supplies.

Within the region, Bonneville serves publicly
owned utilities, Federal agencies, investor
owned utilities, and direct service industries.
It is required by law to give publicly owned
utilities and Federal agencies first call
(preference) on the Federal energy it markets.
In fiscal year 1976 preference customers
accounted for 41 percent of Bonneville power
sales; investor-owned utilities accounted for
10 percent; and direct service industries ac
counted for 32 percent, which included 29 per
cent sold to the region's aluminum industry.
Another 17 percent of 1976 sales were to cus
tomers outside the region, principally Cali
fornia utilities.

Development of the region's major hydro sites~

coupled with Bonneville's marketing of Federal
power has produced the region's unique energy
environment: the Nation's lowest priced elec
tricity, a per capita electricity consumption
rate nearly twice 'the national average, and a
high degree of electrical self-sufficiency
based on renewable energy sources within the
region. .
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THE SEARCH FOR NEW ENERGY SUPPLIES

In the late 1960s Bonneville and regional
utilities forecasted that electrical demand
would triple between 1970 and 1990 and con
cluded that the region needed to supple
ment its hydro capacity with new forms of
generation. From that time regional power
planning has emphasized the need for thermal
powerplants. According to a 1976 Bonneville
report, thermal plants could account for
99 percent of the region's new energy supplies
between 1977 and 1997.

Such an aggressive move toward thermal genera
tion represents a significant departure from
the region's historic reliance on renewable
hydropower. Groups concerned about the high
costs and potential environmental hazards
of nuclear and coal-fired plants are asking
whether conservation measures, together with
development of nonconventional renewable energy
sources, could reduce the need for thermal fa
cilities. Regional evaluations of these alter
natives, for the most part, are fragmented and
inconclusive.

Bonneville and the region's electric utili
ties have taken only limited steps to en
courage energy conservation and use of renew
able energy sources. These alternative sup
ply sources represent major Objectives in
the National Energy Plan, and considerable
interest in these alternatives exists within
the region. Concern about the planned move
to thermal generation heightened this interest
and has led to conflict over energy supply
options and other policy issues. This con
flict, along with disagreements. over the
equity of Federal hydropower distribution and
new powerplant financing, has virtually dead
locked regional power planning.

ALTERNATIVE ELECTRICAL ENERGY POLICY SETS

To assist the committees of the Congress and
Pacific Northwest policymakers in making
choices about the region's electrical energy
future, the General Accounting Office (GAO)
employed a team of energy consultants to
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describe and analyze three alternative
electrical energy policies for electricity
m~nagement.

These cover a broad spectrum of energy policy
options and explore the economic, environmen
tal, and social impacts of each through the
year 2000. The three policies are the

--thermal/traditional, which characterizes an
extension through the year 2000 of energy
policies used in the region's hydrothermal
power program;

--intermediate, characterized by mild policies
to encourage conservation and development of
renewable energy sources; and

--renewable/transition, characterized by ag
gressive policies to encourage energy conser
vation and develop renewable energy sources.

The consultants used two forecasts: (1) the
prediction of regional utilities that electrical
energy demand will grow at an annual rate of
about 4.8 percent and (2) the forecast used
by the Northwest Energy Policy Project, con
sidered the most likely to occur, a growth
rate of 2.7 percent.

CONCLUSIONS

The Pacific Northwest region needs improved
leadership in electric power planning and
policymaking. Although many problems and
opportunities inherent in this transition
period can be dealt with most effectively on
a regional basis, no regional entity is
responsible for developing a coordinated
regional electricity management program.

Yet a mandate for regionwide policymaking is
required so that power planners can chart
the region's energy future. RepresentatIve
planning is needed to develop an acceptable
regional electricity management program to
include
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--increased opportunities for State and local
governments to participate in power planning
and

--participation also by environmentalists,
utility customers, and other interested
parties.

Citizen participation should not be limited to
after-the-fact reviews of·plans developed by
Federal agency and electric utility officials.
If more open and representative planning is
not provided, regional power programs increas
ingly will be disrupted by legal actions to
protect citizen. interests.

Forecasting is an issue that will continue to
polarize regional opinion until an accepted
process is devised. Long-range energy demand
forecasts are essential to planning and policy
analysis; however, they are so inconsistent
that decisionmakers must make every effort to
test their objectivity and reasonableness.
Even after they are accepted for planning and
policymaking use, demand forecasts should be
monitored and reevaluated in view of actual
demand experience, improvements in forecast
ing techniques, and load management goals.

It would be unwise for regional policymakers
to rush decisions on when and where to build
new thermal generation facilities. Some re
gional power planners contend that shortages
are imminent. GAO policy set analysis showed
that if the 2.7-percent growth rate proved more
realistic than the 4.B-percent growth rate and
moderate conservation incentives were adopted,
the thermal generating plants already approved
for construction would be sufficient to meet
regional demand through 1995. The uncertain
ties associated with utility load forecasts,
together with evidence of significant conser
vation and renewable energy potentials, re
quire a thorough assessment of the alternative
supply sources available.

The pricing of electrical energy at true re
placement cost would result in greater consumer
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awareness and greater potential for voluntary
conservation. Gradually increasing the rates
for Federal hydropower would help accomplish
this objective.

Arguments that higher energy prices will auto
matically lead to economic disaster are not
supported by the available facts. Because
electric costs are generally a small portion
of the total operating costs of commercial
enterprises and industries, they rarely become
critical to decisionmaking.

Conservation and renewable energy technologies
deserve thorough consideration as alternatives
to thermal powerplants. These alternative
energy sources can 'be added in smaller incre
ments, require less capital and shorter con
struction schedules, and generally involve
fewer serious environmental risks than nuclear
and coal-fired plants. The region may be able
to capital ize on its extensive renewable
energy potentials, more quickly than most power
planners predict.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Because of the resources, experience, and ex
pertise represented by Bonneville, the Congress
should use Bonneville as a cornerstone in build
ing an updated Federal presence in the region.
This need not and should not displace those pub
lic and private organizations which have served
the region effectively for over 40 years. Fed
eral leadership should build on the coordination
and cooperation which have long chara~terized

r~gional utilfty operations. Where necessary
to help the region meet new energy priorfties,
institutional changes should be encouraged by
new incentives which encourage initiatives and
self-direction. The Congress should:

--Relieve Bonneville of its charter respon
sibility for encouraging the widest P?S
sible use of electricity and, instead,
charge the agency with regionwide responsi
bility for leading the development of
electricity management plans and programs,
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encouraging conservation and the most effi
cient use of energy, and assuring adequate
public involvement in energy planning and
policyrnaking.

--Charge Bonneville with a long-term objective
of working with private organizations and
citizens of the Pacific Northwest to achieve
electric self-sufficiency through energy
conservation and renewable energy resource
use--i.e., a return to the electric self
sufficiency which existed in the region
until the development of thermal power
plants. Bonneville should work with re
gional commissions, State regulatory and
planning bodies, electric utilities, and
consumer groups to encourage the adoption-
on a regionwide or State-by-State basis--of
information/education and incentive programs
to encourage conservation and further devel
opment of the region's renewable energy
resources.

--Direct Bonneville to continue to market
Federal hydropower to preference customers
in accordance with existing legislation. It
would be inequitable to abruptly discontinue
deliveries of Federal power to preference
customers that have become so dependent on
this supply source.

--Direct Bonneville to develop and implement
a plan for moving the region toward pricing
at replacement cost, encourage conservation,
and reduce the disparities in regional power
rates through the marketing of Federal hydro
power. As a first step, an annual surcharge
could be added to the pr ice of Federal .power
in an amount sufficient to bring the total
price of hydropower, prior to the year 2000,
into parity with the average cost of power
produced in the region. The revenues col
lected by Bonneville through this surcharge
could be used to finance a loan and grant
fund for regional conservation programs and
renewable energy projects. The fund should
be managed by Bonneville so as to return
surcharge revenues, in the forms of loans
and grants, to those that pay the surcharge.
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--Amend the federal Columbia River Transmis
sion System Act (16 U.S.C. 838) to permit
Bonneville to use its bond authority to
obtai~ money needed in the loen.and g~ant
fund for those early years when the sur
charge is not adequate to meet demands on
the fund--contingent upon the surcharge on
federal hydropower being sufficient to
re~ay all advances made under this authority
by no later than the year 2000.

--Until more information is available, avoid
making firm commitments in the near future
to help finance conventional thermal power
plants in the Pacific Northwest. However,
were it to become clear, given more informa
tion, that load growth would be so high as
to require additional thermal generation,
the Congress could reconsider this issue.

--Direct the Secretary of Energy to take the
lead in establishing a representative regional
power-planning board to exercise regionwide
electricity management and to advise the
Secretary of.EnergYl the Administrator of
oonnevillel and the Governors of Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, and Montana on the develop
ment of power plans and policies. The
regional power-planning board should in-
clude representatives of Federal agencies,
State governments, investor-owned and
publiciy owned utilities, environmental
groups, industry, and energy consumers
generally, as well as Presidential appoint
ees, one of whom would serve as chairperson.
At the board's request, Bonneville would
conduct or contract for studies and reports
needed to test and evaluate demand fore
casts~ review decisions involving the se-
lection of new supply sources, including
conservationl and determine the adequacy
of public participation in energy planning
and policymaking.

--Direct Bonneville, working in conjunction
with State energy offices, regulatory
bodies, and regional utilities and
industries, to develop by 1980--and update
every 5 years thereafter--a comprehensive
electricity management plan for the region.
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The electricity management plan should ex
tend 25 years into the future and identify
potentially important developments possible
within 50 years. The plan should also in
clude specific objectives and action plans
to enhance conservation of electricity, ,
development of renewable energy sources,
industrial efficiency in electrical use,
techniques for reducing the environmental
impacts of powerplants and transmission fa
cilities, and public participation in
energy planning and policymaking. The com
prehensive electricity management plan
should include contingency plans outlining
early warning systems and practical regional
responses to such potential risks as fuel
supply interruptions, unscheduled plant
failures, transmission line failures, or
adverse water or weather conditions. Bonne
ville's electricity management plans should
be submitted to the regional power-planning
board for advice and review and to the Sec
retary of Energy for his concurrence.

--Direct Bonneville to conduct or participate
with other Federal agencies in conducting
the studies and tests needed to assess more
accurately regional potentials for energy
conservation and renewable resource develop
ment. These studies should include, for
both centralized and decentralized applica
tions, more thorough identification of
regional sites with high potential for wind
energy development, reassessment of the re
gion's untapped hydroelectric potentials,
considering new hydro sites, improvements
at existing sites, and nonconventional
hydroelectric technologies, evaluation
of potential solar radiation applications,
and more thorough assessment of geothermal
development opportunities. At the conclusion
of these tests and studies, recommendations
for energy conservation or development pro
grams should be made through the regional
power-planning board to the Secretary of
Energy.

--Require Bonneville to prepare and publish
annual financial reports and to report an
nually to the people of the Pacific North
west region, the Congress, and the President
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on progress and problems in implementing the
regional electricity management plan.

AGENCy COMMENTS

The Department of Energy believes the report
does an excellent job of assembling a variety
of data on the energy situation in the Pacific
Northwest and should be useful to the Depart
ment of Energy, regional leaders, and the
Congress in understanding the various energy
options and developing those most appropriate
to the region.

Because of items pointed out by the Department,
GAO revised the report where applicable. Dif
ferences remaining on the impacts of replace
ment cost pricing on the region's economy and
the electric system reliability are discussed
in chapter 7.
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anadromous fish

GLOSSARY

Species of fish (such as salmon) that
are hatched in fresh water, mature in
salt water, and return to fresh water
to spawn.

average cost pricing 1. In an economic context, the divid
ing of total cost by the number of
units sold in the same period to
obtain a unit cost and then apply
ing this unit cost directly as
a price.

2. In a public utility context, the
pricing of the service without
regard for the structure of the
market, to recover those portions
of total costs associated with
each service in order to make
total revenues equal to total
costs.

baseload

biomass conversion

blackout

British thermal
unit (Btu)

The minimum load in a power system
over a given period of time.

The process by which plant materials
are burned for direct energy use or
electrical generation or by which
these materials are converted to
synthetic natural gas.

The disconnection of the source of
electricity from all the electrical
loads in a certain geographical
area brought about by insufficient
generation, an emergency-forced
outage, or other fault in the
generation/transmission/dis
tribution system servicing the
area.-

The standard unit for measuring
quantity of heat energy in the
English system. It is ~he amount
of heat energy necessary to raise
the temperature of 1 pound of water
1 degree Fahrenheit (3,412 Btu's are
equal to 1 kilowatt-hour).



brownout An intentional reduction of energy,
loads in an area by the partial re
duction of electrical voltages, which
results.in lights dimming and motor
driven devices slowing down.

capaci ty

capaci ty fac·tor

Maximum power output, expressed in kilo
watts or· megawatts. Equivalent terMS:
peak capability, peak generation,. firm
peakload, and carrying capability. In
transmission, the maximum load a.trans
mission line is capable of carrying.

The· ratio of the average load on a
generating resource to its capacity
rating during a specified period of
time, expressed in percent.

conservation Imp~o:ving' the eff iciency of energy '" _.
use; using less energy to produce the

,same product.

constant dollars

" .

. ,
'. ,

;, - :.'

, .' . ;;

L. .'.!. ~.: .

'J • ~ "

, , !

Dollars whose purchasing power is
expressed in terms of the monetary

, val ues wh ich preva iled in a spec if ied
.' base year after adj usting for the
. ~ffects· of general inflation. Con
stant dollar,values are often obtained
using the consumer price index (CPI)

., I to deflate cur·rent dollar values, the
values (prices) actually quoted in a

. ' ;' , '. given year. For example, suppose, the:
1975.current dollar price of regular
'gaso)ine were $0.60 per gallon •. In
addition, assume that the CPI for
1975 with' 1967 as the base year was

'c.,:' ,.,. 160,., .The. real. price in 1967 con-:-', ,,'.."
,:'stant. dollars'; would equal $0.60/ .
. 1'6'0 x 100,' or $0.38. The price of

any product in constant dollars is
",'j 9f~en rE!fE!rred to as the real price •

.,' ;',. " :; _. 'I' I . : r ;; i j

cooperative. ft' . .f.pr~v~tE!,:':lo~profit corporations, oper-
atl.l}gw,l..thl.n State. laws, but essen
t1al'ly"'self-regula ting. Each co-

, , ., operative is a" preference customer
',ofBPA and is controlled by a board
:of:: dIrectors el ected from its member

,',:',' .. ,,:sh'Jp;; It'.lsa private business and
'not a' unit:'or subdivision of govern-
': •. ' .. ;' .-' ;. i ;. .

"1ent•. ,.r· ,j',
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critical period

energy curtailment

demand

disturbance

econometrics

emission

energy

An application of historical lowest
streamflows to current storage capa~ity

to determine the maximum firm load
carrying capability of the present
system under worst-case conditionsl
the interval during which all reser
voirs are drafted from maximum to
minimum elevation without failing to
meet a given firm load requirement.

Temporary mandatory load reduction
reflecting emergency conditions, fol
lowing after all possible conser
vation .ction and load management
techniques' and prompted by problems
of meeting baseload, rather than
peaking deficiencies.

1. In an economic context, the
quantity of a'product that
will be purchased at a given
price at a particular point in
time.

2. In a public utility context,
the rate at which electric
energy is delivered to or by a
system, expressed in kilowatts,
megawatts, or kilovoltamperes
over ariy designated period.

Any occurrence that adversely affects
normal power flow 1n a system, such
as a lightning surge on a line or a
short circuit.

The application of: mathematical and
statistical m~thods to the study of
economics. .

A discharge of poll'utants into the
atmosphere, usually as a result of
burning or' the oper'at ion of internal
combustion engines';';

. I " ;. ;, .

The ability to do workl the average
pOwer prod~cti6n'ov~r a stated interval
of timel :expressed' 'in kilowatt-hours,
megawatt~hours,"average kilowatts,
or average m'egawatts. Equivalent
terms: energy ca~abllity, average gen
eration, and firm-energy-load-carrying
capability.



energy capability

firm power'

flat plate
collector

forced outage

forced outage
reserves

fossil fuels

fuel cycle

"

The net average output ability of a
generating plant or plants during a
specified period, in no case less than
a day., Energy capability may be
limited by available water supply,
plant characteristics, maintenance,
or fuel supply.

Power intended to be available at all
times during the period covered by a

,commitment, even under adverse' con
ditions, except for reason of certain
uncontrollable forces or service
provisions. Equivalent terms: prime
power, continuous power, and assured
power. Component terms: firm energy,
firm capacity, and dependable capacity.

A solar energy collector characterized
by' nonconcentration of solar radiation.

An outage that results from emergency
conditions directly associated with
a component requiring that the
component be taken out of service im
mediately or as soon as switching
operations can be performed.

An amount of peak generating capability
planned. to be. available to serve peak
loads during forced outages of generat
ing un'its.·

'Coai, oil," natural gas, and other fuels
( ori~inating from fossilized geologic

deposits and depending on oxidation
for teleasefof energy.

The series of steps involved in suppLy
.ing fuel for nuclear power reactors.
It includes mining, processing, and
entichingl the original fabrication of
fuel elementsl their use in a reactorl
chemical processing to recover th.
fis's·ionable'material remaining in the

., spent fuell reenrichment of the fuel
.• ,i materiab and refabrication into

. fU'el" elements.



head Essential-Iythe vertical height of the
water in the, reservoir above the tur
bine, that is, thedi fference between
the elevation of the forebay of the
reservoir and the tailrace at the foot
of the dam.

hydrocarbons Any of a vast family of compounds con
taining carbon and', hydrogen in various
combinations, found especially in
fossil fuels. Hydrocarbons in the
atmosphere resul t'ing from incomplete
combustion are a major source of air
pollution.

hydroelectric plant An electric powerplant in which the
turbine-generator, units are driven by
falling water. '

. \ ~:; '.

--A conventional hydroelectric plant
is one in which all the power is
produced from, natural streamflow
as regulated by available storage.

--A pumped storage hydroelectric
plant is one ,in which power is
produced during peakload periods
by using water previously pumped
from 'a, lower ,reservoir to an upper
reservoir during offpeak periods.

hydrologic cycle

hydropower

industrial energy
use

The continual' ,exchange of moisture be
tween the earth and the atmosphere,
consisting of evaporation, condehsa'tion,

,precipitation :lrain or snow), stream
'runoff, ,absorption', into the soil, and
evaporation, in· repeating cycles.

A ter'm' used to identify a type of
generating ,station, or power, or
energy output in "which the prime
mover is driven b~ water power.

'. ",.1
'.In general,: .en'ergy; use by customers
engaged primar,ily,in a process which
creates ,or changes· raw or unf inished
materials .into .another form or pro
duct. .A, more' specific definition is
used in chapter 3.



industrial firm
power

insufficiency

interruptible loads
(interruptible
power)

investor-owned
utility

irradiation

kilowatt (kW)

Power intended to have assured avail
ability but which can be curtailed
or restricted to the industrial
customer· ona contract demand basis.

The lack of sufficient .Federal capacity
or .energy'. resources to serve BPA' s
firm load capacity and/or. energy commit
ments.

Loads (power) that, by contract, can be
interrupted in the event of a capa
city deficiency, on the supplying
system. The'interruptible loads are
usually heavy industrial segments on
the •BPA . sys tem.

A utility which is organized under
State laws as a corporation for the
purpose of earning a profit for its
stockholders. .

Exposure to radiation, as in a nuclear
reactor.

The ,electrical unit of power which
equals 1.,000 watts.

kilowatt-hour (kWh) A basic unit of electrical energy, which
equals 1 kilowatt of power applied for
1 hour.

lifeline rates

load

load factor

load growth re
serves

A low uniform charge for a specific
. bas ic level ofelectr ical or other
energy consumption by the residential
customer f.or the' purpose of welfare.

The am6untof electric power delivered
, to a given point on a system. .

The ratio' of· the average load to the
peakload during a specified period
of time, .expressed in percent.

A supply, ·of electric power and energy
held:in reserve' for the unanticipated

'load growth ·of. a uti,li ty having
limi ted resources. If such reserves
are avail'able' when requested, BPA
may se11 :them to'l.Jualified utilLties

,. under Schedule EC-7' (Reserve Power
Rate) •



load management

load shedding

.: ~'

longrun, incrementa:l
. cost pricing.

Influencing the level and state of
the demand for electrical energy so
that demand conforms to individual

· present. supply :situations and longrun
objectives and constraints.

A method whereby loads in isolated
areas are· droppedcby automatic relays
to' provide protection for the bulk
power system. This could occur when

· generation. is, insufficient to :meet
.load•..'

Pricing associatediwith meeting the
cost of customer T:equirements for ad
ditional increments in utility service
on a continuing basis, when the
ut.i:lity has fully adjusted its oper-

,at-ion a.nd·facili·ties to the most ef-.
ficient. means of meeting the increased
total demand.. 'I~ includes the immedi
ate expenses the utility incurs in
taking on. new,c~stomers, as well· as
the cost of .utility plant and as
sociated costs necessary to provide

· and:~aintain .u~ility service~ "

marginal cost
.pricing.,

. '.

megaw.at,t . (MW,l

A system of pricing whereby each ad-
. . d·itional un.i t. of.: a product. is .price.d,

equa) to .t.he: inc,remental cost of pro
ducing that unit" 'or charging a price
for all units of a product equal to the
·incremental ·cost . .of'· producing' the.,

_" 1ast· unit,.
. '.. .

,·.The .elec.tric,al,.llnit, of power which
equals 1,000,000 watts or 1,000
k;il.owat ts •• ,'f

megawatt-hour (MWh)

.."

mill
' ..

'"

A basic unit of electrical energy which
equals l::meg,awatt:,.qf power applied for
I. hour.' '" :hI.;:"'"

:., ".:, ;1' L': :. ·.i

A monetary unit equaling one-tenth of
ac.ent•.($O.O.pl)."".. ;i.·. ,.

",:
mitigate

"

"' ...'

In, environmental ..us.age the reduction or
control ·of..adve.rse.· environmental impact

.', .through ;var;io.us, meapures which seek to
, , . ,make,. the impa,c.t· less severe, less

obvious, .•,mor.e, acceptable, etc.
, ( C'. " ",



modified firm power Power sold on a firm basis except that
in the event of loss of generation
or transmission facilities or occur
rence of uncontrollable forces which
make it impossible to serve total
loads, delivery of modified firm
power is restricted to the extent
necessary to prevent or minimize
restriction of firm power. The
extent of the restriction in delivery
of modified firm power may be limited re
garding amount and duration.

municipal utility

nameplate rating

net-billing

nitrogen oxides
(NOx)

nonfirm energy

A ut i H ty owned and opera ted by a
city. '

The full-load continuous rating of
a generator under specified con
ditionsas designated by the manu
facturer. It is usually indicated
on a nameplate attached mechanically
to the individual machine or device'.

1. Offsetting payments due one party
against payments due the other
party under various contacts
between those parties.

,2,. ,', The method used by BPA to acquire
preference customers' entitle
ment to' the Trojan, WPPSS 1, 2,
and 3 nuclear plants. This
acquisition is accomplished by
net-billing' the preference
customers' costs in those nuclear
plants against power sales rev
enues due BPA from the preference
customers.

Compounds produced by combustion,
.particularly when there is an excess
·of air ·or when combustion temperatures
are very high. Nitrogen oxides are
primary air pollutants.

Energy which is subject to inter
"ruption or curtailment by the supplier
'and hence does not have the guaranteed
continuous, availability feature of firm

·power.



non.firm power

nuclear reactor

ocean thermal
.• gradient

offpeak

outage

particulates

peaking

peaking capability

peaking capacity

Electric power available during 'surplus
periods, which can be interrupted by
the supplying party for any reason.
One class of nonfirm power currently
available from BPA is called Authorized
Increase •.

A device in which a fission chain
reaction can be initiated, maintained,
and controlled. Its essential component
is a core with fissionable fuel.

Differences in the temperature of ocean
water at various depths.

A period of relatively low system de
mand for electrical energy as speci
fied by the supplier, such as in the
middle of the night.

In a power system, the state of a
component (such as a generating unit
or a transmission line) when it is
not available to perform its function
due to some event directly associated
with the component.

Finely divided. solid ·or liquid parti
cles in. the air or in an emission.
Particulates include dust, smoke,
fumes, mist, spray, and fog.

Operation of generating facilities to
meet maximum instantaneous electrical
demands.

The maximumpeakload that can be sup
plied. by a. generating unit, station,
or system in a stated time period.
It may be the maximum instantaneous
load or the maximum average load over
a designated interval of time •

.' .
Generating equipment normally operated
only during the hours of highest daily,
weekly, or seasonal loads. Some
generating equipment may be operated
at certain times as peaking capacity
and at other. times to serve loads on
a round-the-clock. basis.



peakloan.

photovoltaic gener
, ation

pollut'ant

~ .. '

,The ma·ximun, electrical load 'consumed';
'or 'producen' in 'a' stated period of time.
It may' be the maximum instantaneous
load (or the maximum average load)

'within' a'designated interval of the
st'ated period,C'of'time.

A method for direct conversion of
. solar· to electrTcal energy.

A't~sid~e (~su~lly of human activity)
which has' an: undesirable effect upon
the 'environP1ent (particularly of con
cern when in 'excess of the natural
capacity" of' the environment to render
it innocuous);"

postage stamp "t'at'e '''Rat'es ·for,el·ectric service which are
',unch'a:nged· by: distance from the source

of the· poweit 'supply, regardless of
the purchaser's location within the
ut il i ty' s service area. (Compare
with parcel post rate).· "

'.,'

'. '

power'

preference

'The time ra'te' of' transferr ing or trans
"fOrmirig energy', for electricity, ex

pressed in watts. Power, in contrast
·to energy,"always designates a' def-'",
,fnite quantity 'at a given time.

The'preLerent-ial use of Federal"
, . :-" " resource's" hy' pUbl ic bodies and coop

''-',. :""" eratTve-s"" a's' a'ccorded to such
entities inth~'Bonneville Project Act.

PUD' .. -", '

, ,
P~blic U·tUity District (in IJashi'ogton)

'.... - ,> or Pebpl'es"Ii uti'l,i tv Distr ict (in
""" 'P, "'Oregon);: These' 'are separate units

of government established by voters
,) - ,"JoC'the pr'opbsed district. The PUDs'"''''

<, 'hold'! prefei'i:~n-ce:'custot:ler status in
<.,,,. r;'buyi'i'i<:f"BPA power.

. -,! t ";!";.' _ .. ; : .

radiation Particulate or electromagnet·ic .en,ergy
":i:' emi tt'i"dIt-"bn';'at:omic or nuClear' pro

'cesses.> Exatnples are neutrons,'gamP1a
,'''' ".,:' 'rays';' and l;gh,t.

.' .: ;' " ~!. ":l ' ,

r'adioact'ivity, ." ' i':' Tne<spont'ane'ou,g"radioactive decay or
,.' "'",·"change';"ih energy'state of an unstable

atOm Fe) nbcl'e'u'Ei;"'usually accompanied by
the emission of ionizing radiation.



rel.iabili ty

reserve capacity

r.eserves

residential energy
use

run of river

salmonid

scrubber

secondary energy

secondary power

Generally the ability of an item to
perform a required function under
stated conditions. for a stated period
of time. In a power system, the ability

. of the sytem. to continue operation while
some 1 ines or genera tors are· out of
service.

Extra generating capacity available to
meet unanticipated demands for power or
to. generate power in the event of loss
of generation resulting from scheduled
or unscheduled outages of regularly
used generating capacity. Reserve ca
pacity provided to meet'the' latter is
also known, as forced outage reserve.

Resources which are known in location,
quantity, and quality and which are
economically-recoverable under currently
available technologies.

In general, energy use by domestic
dwellings for space heating, air
conditioning, cooking, water heating,
and other domestic uses.

Ahydroelectric'plant with little or
no ,ability to. regulate flow.

Fish belonging to the family salmonidae,
including salmon, trout, char, and
allied freshwater and anadromous
fishes.' .

Equipment used to remove pollutants,
such as sulfur dioxides or particulate
matter, from stack gas emissions.

Electric energy surplus to the needs
of .a ,supplier, the delivery of which
may be inte~rupted for any reason'
by the supplier.

Power not having the assured avail~

ability of firm poweriPower that is
available froin,' a system intermittently
and that is used to serve markets 'that
can accommodate such 'power •. Equivalent
terms: nonfirm power, surplus power, and
secondary energy.



storage reservoir

Electric energy generated at Federal
<' ;'.' hydroelectr'ic plants in the Pacific ...
C:.. Northwest which cannot be conserved.

·~~ .. ,.·lThis energy'would otherwise be wasted
. because of the' lack of market for it

" ';in,:the"Pacific Northwest at any estab
lished rate. When the nonfirm energy

'. ,,' "'needs'of the Pacific Northwest entities
.. -. ~.~ loci-rtf sat'isfied,: surplus energy then

becomes available for marketing out
~-~'side the Pacific Northwest •

self-financing

self-l iquidating
(or repayment)
policy

solar cell

.sulfur oxides

" .

surplus energy

, ;.

. :i-'

.,

The method by which BPA now finances
its operation and construction program
throug~ all revenues received and
through revenue bonds arranged by
the' Treasury.

The policy that BPA revenues must be
sufficient to pay for all costs of

.operation, maintenance, and adminis
tration of the Federal Columbia River

. Power System; interest on the out
standing power investment; and
amortization of investment within 50
years in hydroelectric powerplants and
within the normal useful life (now 40
years) for transmission facilities .

.,Asemiconductor device that produces
a voltage, when exposed to the sun; a

'form of photovoltaic generation.

A reservoir in which storage is held
over from the annual high-water season
to ·.the following low-water season.
Storage reservoirs which refill at the
end of each annual high-water season
are annual storage reservoirs. Those
which cannot refill all ~sable power
storage by the end of each annual high
water season are cyclic storage reser
voirs •

Compounds of sulfur combined with
oxygen' that have a significant in
fluence on"air pollution.

. . ,



surplus power

system. reserve
capacLty

thermal efficiency

thermal generation

thermal pollution

tieline

time-of-day
pricing

transmission grid

turbine

Power that is in excess of the needs of
the producing system. For the region
surplus power would be exported' to
serve markets in adjacent areas. Some
times used as an interchangeable term
with "secondary power."

The difference between the available'
dependable capacity of the system, in
cluding net firm power purchases, and
the..actual or anticipated peakload for
a specified period.

The ratio of the electric power produced
by a powerplant to the amount of heat
produced by the fuels; a measure of the
efficiency with which the plant converts
thermal to .electr,ical energy.

Generation of electricity by applying
heat to a fluid or gas to drive a tur
bine generator.

The warming of the environment, espe
cially streams and other bodies of water,
by waste heat from powerplants and
factories. Drastic thermal pollution
endangers many species of aquatic life.

A transmission line connecting two or
more power systems together, permitting
a flow of energy between them.

Rates imposi·ng higher charges during
those periods of the day when the higher
costs to the utility are incurred.

" '. -
,An' iriterconnecte~system6f electric
,transmiss·i.on lines and associated
equipment, f.or .the·:movement or .transfer
of' electr.-ic . energy in bulk between
points· of· supply and points of demand.

A rotary engine activated by the re
action. and/or impulse of a current of
pressurized fluid (water, steam, liquid

··metal, etc.).and usually made with a
series of curved vanes on a central
rotating spindle.



propeller turbine

Francis turbine

two-tier rate

volt

waste, high-level
radioactive

waste, low~level

radioactive

watershed

wheeling

A turbine having propeller-shaped
blades generally used for lower head
projects. These can be either fixed
blade (designated as "Prop") or adjust
able blade (designated as "Kaplari")
turbines.

A hydroturbine having fixed vane-type
blades ,and, used for medium to high
heads of water.

Rates retaining a previously established
lower rate level for the current level
of service to existing customers and
use of a higher rate for the remaining
system output, served either for addi
tional requirements of existing customers
or for all requirements of new customers.

The unit of electromotive force or '
electric pressure analogous to water
pressure in pounds per square inch.
It is the electromotive force which,
if steadily applied to a circuit
having a resistance of I ohm, will pro
duce a current of I ampere.

,Wastes having radioactivity concentra
tions of hundreds to thousands of micro
curies per gallon or cubic foot.

wast'es having radioactivity concen
trations in the range of I microcurie
per gallon or cubic foot.

The area from which water drains to
a single point. In a natural basin,
the area contributing flow to a
given place on a stream.

The use of the transmission facilities
of one system to transmit power of
and for another system. As applied
to BPA, the transmission of large
blocks of ~lectric power over the
BPA system from non-Federal hydro
and/or thermal generating plants to

.' po,ints of use' by utilities owning
or purch"as'ing the output of such"
plants.



CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION
\

The Pacific Northwest region has entered a difficult
transition period. Most large hydropower sites in the
region have been developed, and additional large supplies
of inexpensiVe hydroelectr ic power, long the mainstay of
regional. el.ctric supply, are not available. The remain-
ing damsites are less desirable and often involve substantial
detriment in terms of environmental and recreational impacts.

·.Yetpower demand will likely continue to rise as the population
expands'and new industrial growth occurs.

Coal-fired and nuclear powerplan.ts are' advocated by many
as, 'the only practical way to meet future electrical needs.

"Conservation options are also being debated, as are the
'. potentials' for using' other renewable energy sources, including
geothermal energy; solar radiation; and such secondary
solar energy forms as wood wastes, wind, and smaller hydro
developments. Regional institutions are struggling to
evol ve ·new poli cies for el ectr ici ty management which can
reconcile future energy needs with environme'l1tal and economic
consequences •.

The region'.s traditional decisionmaking processes
are ill equipped to deal with the problems of transition.
No single institution, Federal. or regional,. is responsible
for electr.icity management regionwide.. Furthermore, re
gional coordinating and planning groups generally do not
represent the broad spectrum of regional interests. Many
fact'ions, including State and local governments, -envlr.on
mentalists,' and conservationists, are' seeking more'active
roles in energy policymaking. .

PURPOSE OF· REVIEW

The Federal_ Government,' pr imar i-Iy through the Department
of Energy's Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), plays a
major role in energy management for the region. Because
of· the Federal role., the General Accounting Office (GAO)
undertook a review· ·to: c' ,.

--Identify'and evaluate the 'principal electricity
management issues facing the region. .

. " ,
. --,neterminewhether adequa·te decisionmaking

structures and processes· exist:·:to effectively
resolve the issues.'

1.1



--Evaluate regional electricity management practices
to determine if they provide (1) consistency with
national energy priorities, (2) environmentally
sound development of unique regional resources,
and (3) a forward-looking approach to managing
energy supplies and demands.

--Identify actions neened to assure adequate and
timely decisionmaking on electricity management
issues.

SCOPE OF WORK

We discussed electrical energy management problems with
BPA officials and met with representatives of various State
and local agencies, institutes of higher education, util
ities., and other regional electrical energy organizations.
In addition, we employed a team of energy consultants (see
app. XI) to ·develop sets of alternative electrical energy
policies for the region and to analyze the economic, social,
and environmental impacts of such policy sets. The alter
native electrical energy profiles for the region are de
scribed through the year 2000 and can be compared for their
various impacts on the region and its citizens. We also
contracted \vlth Charles River Associates, Inc. (CRA), a
consulting firm, to study what effects electricity price
increases might have on the region's aluminum industry
since this industry uses about one-fourth of all electricity
in the Northwest.

Energy policy options available to the region have
been examined in a number of studies. We reviewen the re
sults of several studies, inclUding:

--"BPA Draft Role Environmental Impact Statement"
(Role EIS)--prepared in conjunction with inde
pendent consultants, this 1977 report evaluates
the past, present, an<'1 future availability and
use of electrical energy in the region ann dis
cusses alternative future roles for BPA in
regional power planning.

--"Choosing an Electrical Energy Future for the
Pacific Northwest: An Alternative Scenario"-
prepared by the National Resources Defense
Council (NRDC) and other environmental groups
at BPA's request, this 1977 study is designed
to "stimulate further dialogue and planning
concerning the Pacific Northwest's future needs
for electrical energy and the optimum means of
meeting those needs."

-1. 2



--Long-Range Projection of Pm.,er' Loads and Resources
for Therm~l Planning, Wes~ Group Area,' 1977-78
through 1996-97--prepared annually by the Pacific
Northwest Utilities Conference Committee (PNUCCl,
the report forecasts load growth and resource
requirements of the 'Federal hydro system and re
gional utilities over the next 20 years.

--Northwest Energy 'Policy Project (NEPP)~-sponsored

by the Federal Government and the States of Idaho,
Oregon, and Washington through the Pacific North
west Regional Commission, this 1977 study analyzes
policy options available to the three States for
influencing future patterns of energy production and
consumption in the region.

Our review also considered the principles and strategies of
the administration's ,National Energy Plan (NEP) (see table
1.1), as well as applicable laws and regulations and proposed
Federal legislation recently introduced 'to restructure the
region's electricity planning and management.
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TABLE 1.1

Basic.Principles Cited in NEP

Principle.

1. The energy·problem can be effectively addressed
only by'a Government that accepts responsibility
for, dealing with it ,comprehensively and by';
a public ·that .understands its seriousness and
is ready to make necessary sacrifices.

2. Healthy economic growth must continue.'

3., National 'policies for the protection .of the
environment must be maintained.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9. "

10.

The United States must reduce its vulner
ability to potentially devastating supply
interruptions.

The United States must solve its energy
probl~ms in a manner that is equitable to
all ,regions, sectors, and income groups.

The cornerstone of national energy policy
is that the gr,owth of energy demand must be
restrained through conservation and improved,
energy efficiency.

Energy prices should.generally reflect the
true replacement cost of energy.

Both energy producers and consuners are'
entitled to reasonable certainty as to Govern
ment policy •

. Resour,ces ,in plentiful supply must be used
more widely ,and the Nation must begin the
process-,of moderating. its use of those in
shor~ supply."

The·,use of nonconventional sources of energy
must be vigorously expanded.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND PERSPECTIVE

For this study the Pacific Northwest region was defined
as Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and western Montana. The
region may be divided into six topographic zones: the
coastal mountains (I), the Puget Sound-Willamette lowlands
(II), the Cascade Mountains (III); the Columbia River pla
teau (IV), the Snake River plateau (V), and the Rocky Moun
tains (VI). (See fig~ 2.1.)

While the entire region experiences the same general
climatic pattern--cool, wet winters and warm, dry summers-
the mountain ranges create wide variations in precipitation
and water runoff. Precipitation "is fairly heavy west of
the Cascades and occurs mainly as winter rainfall. Stream
flows in this part of the region reach a series of peaks,
each associated with a winter storm. Summer flows are
usually quite low. East of the Cascades, the climate
is generally dry, with only the mountains receiving ap
preciable precipitation in the form of snowfall. As a
result, natural streamflow is very low during the winter,
with a relatively long annual peak during the late spring
and early summer caused by melting snow.

The Northwest is sparsely populated with only 23.8
persons per square mile compared with the Nation's
average of 57.5 persons per square mile (based on 1970
census data). Almost 4 million of the region's 6.5 mil
lion people live in zone II, which includes the major
urban centers of Seattle, Washington, and Portland,
Oregon. The population grew 17 percent in the 1960s com
pared with the Nation's 14 percent.

EMPLOyMENT AND ECONOMY

The work force of the region reached"'2;8 million in
1975. Approximately 5.4 percent were employed in agricul
ture, compared with the Nation's 4 percent; Lumber and
wood products workers accounted for 28.8 percent of the
work force in the manufacturing sector, compared with
the Nation's 3 percent. These figures refl'ect the region's
economic reliance upon extensive forest and agricultural
resources. The region had a higher than average percen
tage of workers employed in construction, transportation,
public utilities, wholesale and retail trade, and govern
ment and a lower percentage in mining, 'manufacturirig,
finance, insurance, and services.

2.1
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FIGURE 2.1
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Regional per capita income in 1975 of $5,930 was
higher than the Nation's $5,902, though unemployment was
also 0.9 percent higher.

ENERGY RESOURCES

The region has several other renewable energy sources,
such as windpower, solar radiation," wood wastes, and geo
thermal activity, in addition to its 'extensively Cleveloped
hydro resources. Current studies emphasize ,using windpower
and solar 'radiation in the future. The extensive hydro
electr ic system enhances poss ibil i ties for use of wind or
solar energy sources, since they can provide storage capa
city and backup generating facilities when intermittent wind
and sunshine 'are unavailable.

T,he region has no known reserves of oil ,or natural
gas, some uranium reserves, and only 'one "e'c6rtomically
feasible source of coal. This means that most fuels used;
in the reg ion I s thermal generating plants' are imported
from outside the region and will continue to be in the
foreseeable future.'

IMPORTANCE OF ELECTRICITY

In 1974 about one-third of the Pacific Northwest re
gion's total residential, commercial, and industrial energy
consumption was supplied by electricity. As figure 2.2 '
shows electricity is an important source of 'energy for all
major end uses except transportation. The region also
relies on imported natural gas, coal, and petroleum and on
regional coal and wood residues to supply its energy.
Natural gas, petroleum, and wood residues are used directly
for heating, transportation, and industrial processes,
while most coal is used to generate electricity.

, "

. Electric power rates' in.the.P,acific,Nor.thwest are the
lowest in the Nation, as figure 2.3 indicates. Figure 2.4
shows that these low rates have resulted in a higher average
consumption of electricity.

Low power rates in the Pacific Northwest have also
resulted in 'consumption patterns that differ from those in
the rest of the country. For example, electric residential
space heating is much more common than in other regions.
In 1974, 45 percent of homes in central and western Washing
ton utilized electricity for this purpose compared with 8
percent nationwide. Figure 2.5 illustrates how the region
uses its electricity.
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.Figure 2.2
. .
SOURCES OF PACIFIC NORTHWEST ENERGY SUPPLIED

TO MAJOR END-USES. CALENDAR YEAR 1974
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Figure 2.3
COMPARATIVE ELECTRIC BILLS FOR SELECTED 'CITIES
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Figure 2.4

COMPARATIVE AVERAGE ANNUAL ELECTRICAL
CONSUMPTION FOR C.Y. 1976· RESIDENTIAL USAGE
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Figure 2.5

USE OF ELECTRIC ENERGY IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
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CHAPTER 3

THE EVOLUTION OF

ELECTRIC POWER DEVELOPMENT

The Pacific Northwest possesses more than 40 percent of
the Nation's hydroelectric potential and has the most highly
developed hydroelectric system in the world. Eighty per
cent of the region's electric generating capacity is'pro
vided by a combined system of more than 150 federally,
publicly, and investor-owned hydroelectric projects.

Low cost hydropower has attracted many energy inten
sive industries and played a vital role in the region's'
economic development. Six major aluminum companies operate
12 plants within the region which produce over 30 percent
of the Nation's. aluminum. Other energy intensive industries
producing paper products, refined metals, and chemicals
have also located in the Pacific Northwest.

Although an abundant supply of inexpensive electric
ity has promoted the region's economic development, there
is uncertainty over future energy supplies. The region's
continued population growth, the energy intensiveness
of its industries, and the scarcity of additional large
hydro si tes ha ve ra ised concern about the' future. For
the first time in its history, the region is faced with
hard choices on how to manage its electrical energy re
sources.

THE FEDERAL ROLE

The Federal role in constructing and operating power
generation and transmission facilities has been signifi
cant. Over 50 percent of the electricity generated in
the reg ion is furnished by Federal dams built, operated,
and maintai'ned by the Bureau of Reclamation and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. The power generated at these
dams is marketed and transmitted throughout the region.
by BPA.

Construction of generating facilities

The first Federal dams on the main stream of the
Columbia River--Grand Coulee Dam and BonnevilleDam-~were

constructed in the 1930s. These 2 dams. became the corner
stones for the world's largest hydroelectric power system,
which now includes 29 major Federal dams and 124 other
Federal and non-Federal hydroelectric projects.
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The region's Federal dams were author ized as mul ti
purpose projects to provide flood control, "irrigation,

--improved' navigation, and public recreation, as well as
power generation. The dams' large storage reservoirs,
in conjunction with storage in Canadian reservoirs, enable
them to capture spr ingrunoff and control flooding. In
summer, fall, and winter, the projects release water and
provide sustained levels of power generation and irrigation
when natural streamflows are low. While these features
have greatly benefited the, region, they have also caused
some problems, such .as reduction of valuable salmon runs.

The construc'tion of dams in the region has not been
strictly a Federal function. Construction of non-Federal
dams was stimulated in the 1950s when Federal policy shifted
toward reduced participation in such projects. Of further
significance was the integration of non-Federal dams into
the regional transmission network. This was made possible
in 1957 when the Congress authorized BPA to transmit
electr ici ty generated at non-Federal dams over the Fed-
eral transmiss ion system and thereby el iminated- the need
for the utilities to duplicate BPA's transmission facil
ities. In fiscal year 1976 almost 6 percent of BPA's
revenues' came from transmiss ion servi'ces to non-Federal
users.

Dam construction on the Columbia River system con
tinued at a relatively constant ,pace after the first
Federal dams were.constructedin the 1930s. By 1975
nearly .all the majordamsites in the region had been·
developed or were considered unfeasible because of
environmental and/or economic constraints.

Power transmission and marketing

The Bonneville Project Act of 1937 created BPA and
authorized it to market power generated at the first Federal
dams. The act authorized BPA to (1) sell electricity at
wholesale to public bodies and cooperatives and to private
agencies and persons, (2) construct, operate, and maintain
a transmission system, (3) interconnect the Bonneville Dam
with other Federal projects and publicly owned power sys
tems, (4) encourage the widespread use of all the electric
ity generated, prevent monopolization by limited groups,
and give preference to publicly owned distribution systems,
and (5) set rates to recover the cost of generation and
transmission; By virtue of this act and subsequent
legislation, BPA now applies these provisions in selling
Federal power to various customers throughout the region.
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To a great extent, ,BPA represents the F'ederal presence
in energy policymaking for the region. BPA markets half
the region's electricity and owns and' operates BO percent
of the region's high-voltage transmission lines. The
Pacific Northwest is served by more than 120 electric
distributors--investor-owned utilities, municipal systems,
rural e1ectric cooperatives, and public utility districts,
All but one of these distributors buy some power from' BPA'.
Only 27 of the distributors have their own generating plants.
Nearly all those without generating faci1ities depend ex
clusively on BPA for their power supplies.

BPA has very successfully promoted the interconnection
of Federal and non-Federal power systems. AS of March 1977,
BPA's transmission network included 12,300 circui,t miles of
line in service. These transmission lines act as a common
carrier for all the region's utilities. BPA's, extensive
research and development work has,'made it awcrld authority
on transmission system design and operation.

Types of customers

BPA has four major customer classes: (1) pUblicly
owned util it ies, (2) Federal agencies, (3) investor-owned
utilities, and (4) direct service industries. One of
the Bonneville Act's stated purposes is to give preference
to publicly owned distribution systems. This provision,
or preference clause as it is commonly known, requires
BPA to give publicly owned utilities and Federal agencies
first calIon the Federal energy it markets. As shown in
table 3.1, these preference customers' accoun't' for'the
largest bloc of BPA power sales.
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TABLE 3.1

BPA,Sales of Electric Energy
Fiscal Year 1976

Prefecence customers,:
PUblicly ow~ed ,utilities

and cooperatives,
Federal agencies

Investor-owned utilities·

Direct 'service industries:.
Aluminum
Other

Customers outside the region

Total

kWh

(000 omitted)

30;817,200
636,959

7,660,263

22,683,994
2,378,600

13,294,075

77,471,091

Percent

40
1

10

·29
3

17

100

BPA owns and operates the northern segments of three
transmission lines between, the region and, the Pacific South
west, in addition to its regional facilities •. Inrecent
years, because of the seasonal nature -of 'energy demands and
streamflows in the region, surplus power has been available
for transfer over..these lines dur.ing certain months. Sales
of the reg ion's surplus energy have been a boon to buyers
in California. The Stanford Research Institute estimaten
that in 1975 California utilities saved $167'million and
reduced air pollution by displacing more expensive oil
fired generation with the surplus energy from the Pacific
Northwest.

Rate setting

In 'determining rates to charge its customers, BPA must
adhere to mandates of three principal acts: the Bonneville
Project Act of 1937, the Flood' Control Act of 1944, and the
Federal Columbia River Transmission System Act of 1974.
All three acts require BPA to produce sufficient revenue
to recover costs to the Government of producing and trans-.
mitting electric energy, including amortization of capital
investments. BPA must also obtain approval of its rates
from a Federal regUlatory agency. The Federal Power, Com
mission reviewed BPA rate proposals until 1977, but this
function was delegated on October 1, 1977, by the Secretary
of Energy to the Economic Regulatory Administration.
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BPA uses average cost pricing to establish its power
rates at levels which recover the total costs of operations,
maintenance, interest,.and capital. Under this approach
the high costs associated with new power supplies 'are
averaged with the lower costs of older supply sources. As
a result, the. price of new power to BPA customers does not
reflect the true replacement cost of the energy as advocated
in the National Energy:.Plan. (See table l~l.) BPA is cur
rently considering alternatives, such as, marginal or long
run incremental cost pricing, which would ,raIse rates on
new power supplies to correspond to the actual costs of pro
viding the electricity. However, implementation of such
pricing policies would require legislative au·thorization.

Development of the region's major hydro sites, coupled
with BPA's adherence to the Flood Control Act and that
act I s goal of marketing electr ic energy for widespread use
at the lowest possible price consistent with sound business
principles, has produced the region's unique energy environ'
ment: the Nation's lowest priced electricity and a per
capita electricity consumption rate nearly twice the
national average.

NON-FEDERAL GENERATION AND MARKETING ,.

Investor-owned and publicly owned utilities together
control 42 percent of the region's hydro capacity and,
100 percent of the region':s thermal capacity. (See
table 3.2 and fig. 3.1 ,for a·detailed presentation of
the region's capacity and fig. 3.2 for location of
generating plants.) These utilities are also building
and/or planning to build large thermal generating plants
to meet the region's,futur'e needs in ·coordination.with
the Federal hydro system.

:' .
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EXisting

TABLE 3.2

Pacific Northwest Region
Electric Power Generating Capacity.

_ at March 2, 1977

Number of
facilities

Nameplate,
rating (MW)

Percent of
regional capacity

Hydro:

Federal
Publicly owne{'

utilities .
Investor-owned

utilities'

Total

Thermal:

..
29 14,235 58

36 6,029 24

88 4,421 18

153 24,685 100
"- --

Federal
Publicly owned

utilities
Investor-owned

utilities

Total

16

29

45
=

1,810

4,533

. 6,343

29

71

100
=

Source: BPA statistics. . .'

The ratio of power sales of investor-owned utilities
to those of publicly owned utilities varies greatly among
States in the region. In Idaho and Oregon the investor
owned utilities sell by far the most electricity, 92 percent
and 72 percent of statewide sales, respectively. In Wash
ington, which has a large number of publicly owned utilities,
only 20 percent of the electricity is sold by investor-
owned uti 1 i ties.

Different proportions of publicly owned and investor
owned utilities exist within these States because of dif
fering State laws. Beginning in the 1930s Washington
State enacted statutes to promote formation of pUblicly
owned utilities. These statutes allow voters in one
election to both organize and fund a public utility dis
trict (PUD). Oregon voters turned down similar proposals
in the 1930s and 1940s and current Oregon law requires one
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FIGURE 3.1

PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION
EXISTING ELECTRIC POWER GENERATING CAPACITY
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Figure 3.2

MAJOR GENERATING'PLANTS
IN' THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
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election to authorize a PUD and a second election to fund
it. Idaho law does not directly provide for the formation
of PUDs, and thus investor-owned utilities account for
almost all electricity sold in Idaho.

POWER PLANNING

The diverse patterns of regional power developments
over the past 40 years have given rise to a myriad of power
planning institutions representing a variety of perspectives
and constituencies. An NEPP study -identified more than 20
institutions_ which participate directly in regional power
planning, including Federal agencies, State bodies, and
utility associations. A number of -other organizations were
identified as being in a position to constrain, regulate, or
influence the region's planning and policymaking. (See
table 3.3.)

Until the 1970s, power planning was largely conducted
by Federal agencies and the region's electric utilities,
which cooperated in proposing and carrying out power develop
ment efforts in the region. These entities formed various
organizations to facilitate their joint planning efforts,
including the Pacific Northwest Utilities Conference Commit
tee, the Joint power Planning Council, and the Public Power
Council.
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.TABLE 3.3

Electric Power Planning
in the Pacific Northwest

Participating institutions:
Bureau of Reclamation
BPA
Bonneville Regional Advisory Council·
Cariadian Government and British Columbia
Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army
Department of the Interior
Joint Power Planning Council
Northwest Power Pool ..
Northwest Public Power' Association
Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission
Public Power Council
State agencies
State Governors' offices -"
State legislatures
U.S. Congress
Washington PUD Association and other

public associations
Western Systems Coordinating Council
State siting councils
Pacific Northwest Utilities Conference

Committee.

Constraining, regulating, and
influencing organizations:

International Joint Commission
U.S. Congress
Federal Power Commission
Rural Electrification Administration
State agencies
Environmental Protection Agency/Council

on Environmental Quality Coordination
Agreement

Internal Revenue Service
Environmental and citizen groups
Washington Environmental Council
Sierra Club .
National Resources Defense Council

Source: NEPP study, 1977.
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Private business investment and operating decisions
have also played a major role in energy planning because
of their impacts on energy requirements. The decisions
corporations make ·on where to locate: ·their plants, for
example.,' can signi ficantly affect -'the economies of counties
and municipalities and are based in part on energy avail
ability and pricing. In this way priorities of major
industrial firms have influenced the shape of regional
energy policies.

In recent years, with increasing .public concern over
energy supplies and pricing and the .environmental conse
quences of new powerplants, State· governments and citizens
generally have sought a more active role in energy policy
making. Idaho, Oregon, and -Washington have all established
State energy offices ·within the l.ast 2 years. Although
the strength and influence of these offices vary from
State to State, each incorporates independent energy
analysis' as a counterbalance to 'the utilities and BPA.
The State of Oregon has, for example, ,developeq its own
model to forecast energy demand and recently PlIblished
its second annual report on·Oregon's energy future and
policy options available to the State government. .

While the States have increased their activity' in
regional energy planning and 'policymaking,- public involve
ment in these functions 'is minimal despite increased
public interest in energy-related issues. Most regional
planning processes provide only limited opportunities for
individual citizens or citizen groups to actively par
ticipate. As obseived in the NEPP study "* * * public
awareness of the long-run commitments being made on their
behalf by politically insulated ·technocrats, both public
and private, remains low."

THE MOVE TO THERMAL POWER

In the late 1960s regional energy planners .determined
that future load growth could not be met by the region's
hydroelectr ic resources. BPA and regional ut iIi ties .fore
cast electrical demand to triple between 1970 and 1990
and concluded that the region needed to supplement its
hydro capacity with new forms of generation.

The Hydro-Thermal Power Program--Phase I

The Hydro-Thermal Power Program was devised by BPA
and the region's utilities to meet forecast electrical
demand by incorporating new coal-fired and nuclear gener
ating plants into the existing hydroelectric network.
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Under Phase I, the utilities were to build thermal plants
and low-voltage transmission facilities while the Federal
Government was to construct the additional high-voltage
transmission system and provide hydro backup to meet
contingencies and varying load requirements. The thermal
plants were to provide the more constant levels of gener
ation. (See fig. 3.3.) This mode of operation--thermal
base 'wi th hydro for peaking--enables thermal plants ,to
operate more efficiently at a steady output and capitalizes
on the ability to turn hydro generating units off between
peaks without appreciable loss of energy.

FIGURE 3,3

HYDRO·THERMAL GENERATION TO MEET NORTHWEST LOADS
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The initial activities of Phase I, which began in 1969,
involved construction of ' seven large thermal plants (five
nuclear ,two coal fired) in the region, expansion of the
generating capacity at hydroelectric projects" and 'further
development of the Federal transmission system. BPA agreed
to participate 'in paying for the publiCly owned portions of,
thermal 'plants constructed in Phase, I through an arrangement
with its preference customers called' net- billing. Under net
billing'" preference customers participating in development
of new thermal plants assign their share of the ,p11lnts"
power production to BPA. BPA pays for the power by credit
ing ,its customers' accounts for the amounts the customers
are paying for their share of plant costs. As a result of
net billing, more costly thermal power is integrated into
the Federal system, increasing the average power rates for
all BPA's customers. Net billing also shifts the financial
risks associated with thermal plants from the preference
customers to: ,the Federal Government through' BPA. This
occurs because BPA agrees to pay for its preference cus
tomers' share of plant capability, even' if the plants
never produce electricity. '

Currently Phase I plans' to build ,seven, thermal plants
by 1981 are far behind' schedule. As of October 1977;
only three plants (two:,coal, fire,d, One. nu clear) had, come
on 1 ine, and comple,fich:: of a'li "seven', plants', is, not expected
until 1985. lJ:ariqus','reasonsare given :'for the delays,
including adverse weather conditions, insuf,ficien't time
allowances for Ifcensing ,by Federa1' and':,S,tate agencies,
lack of skilled.laqor,;'and late'delivery 'of' ,construction
materials. While, construction has been'delayed', the cost
of an optimum-si'z"ed' nuclear 'powerplant'has escala'tedby
nearly 500 percent from the $230 million projected in the
late 1960s.

Delays have also slowed installation of new gener
ating units at, the region's Federal hydro projects. These
delays have increased the estimated cost of new facilities
at nine hydro projects by' 54 percent from the ,1969 level
of $1.76 billion to $2.70 billion in 1975.

The Hydro-Thermal Power Program--Phase II
" '

On December 14, 1973, BPA, and 'regional utlli ties
agreed to Phase II of the program, which was designed
to provide power supplies into the 1990s. The program
callea for construction of seven coal-fired or nuclear
generating plants in the region in 'addition to the
seven plants scheduled under Phase I. However, BPA
would not buy the output of Phase II plants.
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Phase II called for the renegotiation of BPA's contracts
with its industrial customers. BPA planned to write new con
tracts for the 1980s to 1990s anq beyond and to put additional
curtailment provisions in to the contract.

Execution of the power sales contracts to implement
Phase II was delayed in early 1975. Judgment by the Oregon
Federal District Court in a lawsuit against BPA suspended
the implementation of any new industrial contracts. The
court ruled that BPA could not sign any industrial contracts
until it had prepared an environmental impact statement (EIS)
on a power sales contract for a new aluminum plant and also
evaluated Phase II as it related to the contract. BPA
decided to comply with the court order by preparing an
expanded EIS covering regional energy options and BPA's role
in power planning. A draft of the "Role EIS" was completed
in August 1977 after a 2"';year effort. It summarizes the
evolution of BPA's policies and programs and analyzes'several
alternative roles which BPA could assume in regional power
planning. These alternatives provide a variety of options
ranging from a reduction in BPA's current role to an expan~

sion which would authorize BPA to implement national energy
policy within the region in coordination with the region's
States. BPA has allowed 90 days for public review and
comment on the draft statement and has scheduled a series
of information workshops and public response meetings in
cities across the Pacific Northwest. The final Role EIS
is expected to be published late in the summer of 1978.

- ,

Until BPA finalizes its Role EIS and resolves its
legal difficulties, the region will continue to operate with
considerable uncertainty as to the Federal role in energy'
management. _ Because regional planning is based on cooperation
between all utilities, BPA's temporary inability to-partic
ipate makes planning and policymaking,difficult, if not
impossible. BPA's Administrator stated in March 1976
that Phase II of the Hydro-Thermal Power Program was in a
shambles and that controversy over load forecasts and pre
dicted shortages, delays in developing new resources, and the
lack of a reg,ional plan to :meet future energy requirements had
intensified concerns over the long-range power situation in
the Pacific Northwest'.

Because of forecast deficits in the 1980s, ,BPA has
notified its preference customers that it cannot assure power
to meet their load growth requirement after July I" 1983.
It has also advised its direct service industrial customers
that their power sales contracts will probably not be renewed
when they expire in the 1980s. '
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PLANNING UNCERTAINTIES

While EPA was developing its Role EIS, further uncer
tainties enveloped regional energy planning. Many of the
uncertainties relate to two important questions prominent
in regional debates:

--Can the region, which has relied for so long on
renewable hydropower, also hop~ to meet its future
energy needs 'with renewable resources?

--How realistic are energy demand forecasts prepared
by regional utilities?

BPA power planning has emphasized its belief in the
need for thermal generation, noting that thermal plants
must account for 99 percent of the region's new energy
supplies between 1977 and 1997. In a May 1976 publication,
BPA detailed the need for thermal generation as follows:

"Because few undeveloped, economically feasible,
and socially acceptable hydro sites remain,
extensive building of thermal generation has
been programmed for the Northwest. This program
calls for the completion of a total of 11 nuclear
units and 3 coal units (plus 8 coal units just
outside the region) by the end of the 1980s."

Such an aggressive move to thermal generation represents
an abrupt and significant departure from the region's his
toric reliance on renewable hydropower. Perhaps for that
reason, coupled with the high costs and potential environ
mental impacts of thermal plants, many in the region are
questioning the need for such a s,trong commitment to thermal
generation and citing energy conservation and renewable
energy sources as likely alternatives. Although some
regional studies have been made to assess the alternatives
to thermal p'owerplants, much remains to be done. Chapter
4 of this report summarizes the evidence compiled to date
and highlights some of the questions which need to be addres
sed in future studies.

Regional uncertainties about thermal power developments
are compounded by disagreements over how much energy will
be needed in future years. Utility forecasts showing that
energy requirements will nearly triple by the year 2000
are disputed by many. The potential roles of energy conserva
tion and renewable energy sources are much debated, as are
certain issues relating to the allocation of Federal hydro
power and the financing of new powerplants. A discussion
of these conflicts and their impacts on the region is presented
in chapter 5.
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.. CHAPTER ·4·

THE ALTERNATIVES TO THEffi1AL GENERATING PLANTS

utility plans to construct numerous thermal generating
plants, together with highlypu·blicized national efforts to
solve our country's energy problems, have stimulated regional
interest in energy c·onser:vation and renewable energy sources
as alternative means. of meeting future power needs.

Groups concerned about the· highcost~ and potential
environmental impacts of nuclear and coal-fired plants
are asking whether conservation measures, together with
development of renewable energy sources, could reduce the
need ·for such· thermal facilities. Research data on the
potential contributions these alternatives could mak·e are,
for the most part, fragmented and inconclusive •. However,
it is recognized by many that important decisions on future
power supplies will be shaped by the emphasis energy policy
makers place on conservation opportunities and development
of renewable energy sources.

CONSERVATION POTENTIALS IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Energy conservation, as defined in this report, includes
not only improving the efficiency of energy use, but also
making some modest lifestyle adjustments, such as lowering
thermostats and turning off lights when not needed. Energy
conserving actions make homes, businesses, and industrial
processes more energy efficient by using less energy to
achieve essentially the same results. Typical actions include
improving residential insulation and weatherization, using
more energy-efficient appliances, lowering thermostats,
modernizing production facilities, recycling materials,
and using waste heat from industrial processes. Reduction
of wasted energy through conservation constitutes, according
to BPA, the least costly, most flexible, and most environ
mentally acceptable energy resource available.

Although recent studies. o"fregional potentials for
conserving electricity show widely varying results, there is
little doubt that a significant p·otential exists. Electric
ity users in the region enjoy the lowest power rates in
the Nation and use elect·ricity for space heating much more
than other regions. It is likely that relatively simple
conservation measures, such as improved ·thermal efficiency
of homes and commercial buildings, could yield significant
savings. Similarly the region's industrial base includes
many older aluminum plants and other electroprocess facilities
which could real ize energy sav ing·s.
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Federal agencies, State governments, and regional
utilities have thus· far. taken only limited steps to encour
age energy conservation, although there is.a definite' trend
in this direction. With the exception of tax incentives for
certain conservation investments and some conservation-
oriented 'Federal and State building codes, most'regional. .'
conservation efforts have relied on public education programs •.
Recently, however, BPA proposed a residential insulation
·programwhich would cost $287 million for all single-family
electrically heated homes, including $137 million for those
served by BPA preference customers. BPA estimates that
this program, although 1imited in coverage, could y ie Id
annual energy savings approximating one-half the output of
a large nuclear powerplant, with cost savings of about one
half billion dollars~

The region I s heavy" use of inexpensive hydroelectri.c
power and the limited role. of government-sponsored conser
vat ion efforts indicate a very significant potential for
conserving electricity •.. R~cent studies 11 of this potential
show that·. conservatJon:'c·ould. save the region as much as one
half of the energy g'row,th ,forecast by regional utilities
between 1974 and 1'995. Figure 4.1 illustrates the results of
one such study chartered by BPA to analyze a series of
conservation strategies.

I/Skidmore, Owings and Mer~ill Electric Energy Conservation
- Study performed for BPA, July 1976 and "Choosing an Elec-

trical Energy F,u.t,ure. tor.t;)le .p'acific Northw~.st,.;.A!'!..~lter.:::, .
native Scenario," National Resources Defense Council, Inc." ",
January 1977.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY POTENTIALS IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Renewable energy sources are those which are not dimin
ished by use. In their basic forms, we know them as solar
energy--heat from the sun--and geothermal energy.,--heat from
the earth. 1/ Both s'olar energy and geothermal energy take
many secondary forms. Solar energy striking the earth and
its atmosphere produces rain and wind, which we tap QY
building hydro projects and windmills. We also release solar
energy stored in plants by burning wood and other biomass
to provide heat or, generate electricity. Geothermal energy
appears in three forrns--as dry steam; hot water and wet
steam; and hot, dry,rocks~-all of which can be used under
varying conditions to meet our energy needs.

Solar energy and geothermal energy are unique in
many important ways. First, and most important, is their
availability., They are present in virtually unlimited
supplies and are distributed in varying forms and amounts
throughout the world. The capture and use of solar energy
and some applications of geothermal energy generally entail
less serious impacts on 'the, environment and human health
than more conventional' coal a'nd nuclear powerplants. Many
renewable energy applications, such as windmills, wood
fuels, watermills, and solar water heaters, were widely
used in the past. Over the last 40 years, they were largely
replaced by electric utility services, as well as by the
growth of extensive distribution systems for oil and natural
gas.

The Pacific Northwest is rich in various renewable
energy sources which could be developed to meet future power
needs. Some renewable energy applications, such as small
hydroelectric projects and wind turbines, could be used to
generate additional electricity. Other applications, such
as the use of windpower for pumping water or the use of
solar radiat~on for water heating, could partially displace

,electricity from those functions and, thereby, free power
for other uses.

Within the region utilities and power-planning organi
zations have taken little action to develop renewable
resources. For the most part, research data on regional
potentials for developing solar and geothermal energy is
still fragmented and inconclusive. Available evidence

l/Renewable energy is also present in the oceans; it appears
- in the form of tides, currents, wave action, and tempera

ture differences.'
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suggests, however, that important potentials may.exist for
(1) four types of solar energy--hydroelectric, wind, biomass,
and solar radiation--and (2) geothermal energy in nonelectric
applications. It is also clear that better information is
needed to accurately assess and capitalize on many of these
renewable" sources.

Hydroelectric potentials

As mentioned in chapter 3, most large hydroelectric sites
in the Columbia River system 'have already been developed.
However, a significant untapped hydro resource may still
remain in the form of numerous smaller or less desirable sites.
In a January 1976 .report the Federal Power Commission l!
concluded that the region accounted for about one-third of
the Nation's total undeveloped conventional hydroelectric
capacity. The report showed that 63.5 percent of the region's
potential generating' capacity was undeveloped and that only
164 of 682 hydroelectric sites had been developed. The report
excluded 21 undeveloped sites in the region which had been pre
cluded frOm hydroelectric development by the Wild and Scenic
Rivers· Act or other special acts.

Regional studies have concluded that hydropower cannot
be expected to supply much addi tional. energy, in the future •

. This conclusion is supported by arguments that (1) many
promising hydro sites are covered by legislation preserving
wild and 'scenic rivers and are ineligible for development,
(2) strong opposition can be expected to any dam which would
further "impact the region's salmon and steelhead fisheries,
and (3) the region's undeveloped hydro sites are ,many in
number but represent little energy potential individually.
While these factors may' indeed preclude the development
of .many. hydro sites, 'we doubt that they are sufficient
grounds for assuming that additional hydropower will play
only a minor role in the· reg ion" s energy future. A thorough.
stUdy is needed. to analyze the region's untapped hydro
potentials in the light of new energy-related technologies and
new economic realities. Such a study could show that hydro
pOwer development can play a major role in meeting future
energy needs.

l!Now the Federal Energy Regulatory commission. Functions
- ·ofthe Federal Power Commission were transferred to the

Department of Energy, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
effec~ive October 1, 1977.
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Hydropower represents a relatively benign, efficient,
and readily available technology. In light of its extensive
and longstanding use, it· appears to be acceptable to most
regional citizens. We think it would be premature and
unwise for regional policymakers to assume that,the region's
untapped hydro potentials are largely inappropriate for
development. Many of the region's potential hydro sites
may prove desirable in times of rising energy prices and
increasing concerns about the environmental impacts of
thermal powerplants.

Technological advances also argue against a hurried
judgment on the potentials for additional hydropower·
development. A number of recent developments could impact
favorably on the region's future use of hydropower :

--Tubular hydro turbines for low-head sites, widely
used outside the United States, are being used in
the Central and Eastern United States and studied
for possible use in the States of Washington and
Idaho. Special survey efforts will be needed
to fully assess the potential contributions of
such turbi nes.

--Pumped storage hydroelectric plants, which generate
during peakload periods using water pumped from
a lower reservoir to an ugper reservoir during off
peak periods, are drawing increased attention. A
recent Corps of Engineers study identified more
than 500 potential pumped storage sites in the
Pacific Northwest.

--The low cost and flexible energy storage capacity
of hydro projects is· being recognized as a unique
regional resource, especially as it relates to
development of windpower and solar applications.
Such storage capacity is vital to wind and solar
radiation systems which depend on intermittent
energy sources and need storage buffers to help
match fluctuating generation with consumers'
energy needs.

--Recent improvements in the technologies and econom
ics of aquaculture may encourage further hydro
electric development by mitigating the adverse impacts
of dams on the region's salmon catch. The develop
ment of new salmon runs for commercial harvesting
is gaining acceptance in the region. "Ocean .farming"
operations have been started at private hatcheries
on coastal streams where mature salmon are harvested
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as they return from the sea to their artificial
spawning grounds. If aquaculture projects of this
type are successful, the region may be able to in
crease its supply of salmon while simultaneously capi
talizing on its undeveloped hydroelectric capacities.

Wind energy potentials

Wind energy potentials in the region are among the
best in the Nation. Research indicates that wind-powered
generation of electricity is feasible along the Oregon
and Washington coasts, in the Columbia River gorge, and in
open areas east of the Cascade ·Mountains. Wind is partic
ularly appealing because it peaks in the winter months
and could supply substantial generation during periods of
heavy demand for electric heating. The Energy Research
and Development Administration (ERDA) II selected two
northwest sites for possible installatTon of large-scale
wind generators. An NEPP analysis indicates that wind
energy might ultimately be used to generate 500 to 2,000 ~
megawatts of electricity within the region.

More research is needed to fully assess potentials
for wind-generated electricity. Because wind characteris
tics vary greatly from location to location, .much more wind
data collection and evaluation is needed. Demonstration
programs are also needed to develop the required technology
and to integrate wind-generated electricity into existing
electrical systems.

In addition, windpower can be employed in direct mechani
cal uses which displace electricity and thereby release it
for other uses. Pumping water for agricultural irrigation
is an example of such mechanical use. It has been suggested
that wind energy' be used at pumped ·storage hydro projects
to pump water from lower reservoirs to higher reservoirs
for use during peakload periods.

Biomass potentials

The conversion of waste biomass materials--principally
wood residues from lumber and papermills--into electricity
or electricity replacements already plays an important role

liThe functions of ERDA were transferred to the Department
- of Energy with its creation effective October 1, 1977.

2/Comparedwi th the average size of nuclear powerplants of
- 1,000 megawatts.
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in the region. Recent developments indicate that a near-term
expansion of that role may be likely~

In 1974 wood residues accounted for about 13 percent of
industrial energy consumption in the region and 'about 5 per
cent of the total energy consumed. Wood residues are used
by regional forest products companies to meet many of their
needs for process heat and electricity. Several northwest
municipalities purchase surplus electricity from such
operations.

Regional', interest in biomass ut il izat ion, has been
increased by development of a commercial process for con
'verting wood residues into high-density pellets having a high
energy content and 'trie burning characteristics of coal.'
According to the manufacturer, the pellets burn more effi
ciently than coal, generate fewer pollutants, and may be
made from almost any organic material. Pellet-manufacturing
plants are under construction in Oregon 'and California, and
additional plants are being considered for Washington State
and several' foreign countries. In' April 1977 a Washirigton'
State hospital began using the wood pellets to replace '
coal for heating. The hospital expected to save $60,000
in heating costs in 1977 and to avoid expenditure of $200,000
for new air pollution control equipment.

Despite the region's extensive and growing use of wood
residues for generating or displacing electricity, an,NEPP
study indicates that the long-term use of wood for energy'
production may decline as the demand for wood increases. The
study predicts that competition will lead to increased
recovery of wood residues for use in wood products.

Other potential applications of biomass waste for energy
production include the use of municipal solid wastes as '
fuels and the development of biomass plantations ,to grow
fuels for energy production. NEPP research indicates that
while there is considerable interest in these applications,
there is little near-term potential for their development in
the region.

Solar radiation potentials

Solar radiation can be used to generate electricity
or to displace electricity in uses such as space and water
heating, crop drying, and food processing. Electrical
generation can be accomplished through (1) solar cells' which
produce an electric current and (2) conventional steam
electric generating plants which use concentrated solar heat
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to produce steam. Both forms of generation are still
very costly and are UndergOing. extensive research artf develop-
ment in governme~t and industry. 1

Displacement of electricity by solar energy is usually
achieved through solar collectors; which use sunlight to
heat air or water. The heated air or water is then trans
ferred from the collector and used for a variety of resi
dential or industrial processes. Good quality'solar'heat
collectors for residential. use are commercially available.

The Pacific Northwest region ~as considerable potential
for direct use of solar energy, although tha~ potential
varies widely throughout the region due to diverse weather
conditions. The region's sun belt east of the Cascade
Mountains receives sun radiant energy comparable with that
of large portions of the Midwest and includes some desert
areas which receive about 80 percent as much solar radiation
as deserts 'in the Southwestern United States. While cloud
covers ,are more prevalent west of the Cascades, solar energy
can still be collected at .reduced levels under moderately
cloudy conditions.

within the region there is widespread public interest
in practical applications of solar energy. A number of
residences are using solar water and/or space heating. Many
of these residences are being monitored for results by local
utilities. Public information programs and workshops on
solar energy are being held. . .

Estimates of how much energy the region can expect
from solar applications vary widely., An'NEPP report shows
that direct generation of electricity is unlikely before ,//
1990 due to the high costs and technological uncertainties
involved. With respect to electricity displacement, NEPP~·s

hiqh-growth scenario assumes that 10 percent of all homes
and businesses in the region could use solar collectors
in their heating syste~s by the year 2000. NEPP estimated
that these collectors would supply an average of 40 percent
of the space heat required by each dwelling or business.
The average of 40 percent was selected to allow for projec
tions of higher solar heat contributions in new construction
and lower contributions in systems added to existing homes.

In May 1977 the coordinator of Battelle Laboratories'
solar research program in the ·Pacific Northwest estimated
that the region could meet 25 to 35 percent of its energy
needs with solar energy using on-the-shelf technology. He
indicated that solar energy could replace a large part of
electrical heating in houses and commercial buildings, heat
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water, and supply low-grade industrial process heat. He
said the cost of some of these applications would be com
petitive with the region's low electric rates, while other
applications might cost three to four times as much. The
coordinator emphasized that these solar applications were
possible now-~without long-range technological breakthroughs.

Geothermal potentials

There is significant geothermal potential in the region.
Geothermal energy has been used for several years for'space
heating in Boise, Idaho, and Klamath' Falls; Oreg'on. In
Idaho an ERDA' cOntractor is developing a geothermal power
plant to produce electricity.

A 1975 assessment of geothermal resources published by
the U.S. Geological Survey showed a broad distribution of
geothermal SOurces throughout the region. (See fig. 4.2.)
Most of the identified sources have been found at temperatures
whiCh, with present technology, are unsuitable ,for electrical
generation. Many, however, may be suitable for use in
applications Which can reduce regional demands for electricity,
such as geothermal-based space heating, air-conditioning,
refrigeration, and industrial processes.

Development of the region's geothermal potential is
continuing and will iikely be stimulated if certain demon
stration projects ~rove successful. Plans are presently
underway to SUPPly geothermal heating to many State'office
buildings in Boise. The possibility of developing a geo
thermal field in the Portland area is also being investigated.
Successful completion of these projects could stimulate
additional projects~ especially if power rates in the region
rise to' accommodate the ,costs of expensive new generating
plants. NEPP's stUdy states that the most serious impedi-'
ment to geothermal development is the small number ,of geo-
thermal projects underway. ' ,

Other renewable potentials

Several other renewable energy sources, exist which
regional researchers have judged inappropriate for develop- ~
ment under present conditions. These include animal wastes;'
sewage sludge; and ocean tides, currents, waves, and'tem
perature differences. Because of their high costs or small
energy impacts, these sources have received only limited
analysis. While this may be appropriate for the time being,
the changing patterns of 'energy economics and technologies
will necessita.te periodic reappraisals of these ,and, most
dther renewable' energy sources •.
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IMPEDIMENTS TO CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT
OF RENEWABLE RESOURCES

Conservation opportunities and renewable energy sources
are found in val:ying, degrees everywhere. Every factory,
office, .and home has some potential for energy conservation.
Many can use renewable energy sources through applications
such as wood furnaces, solar hot water systems, windmills,
or geothermal space heaters.

Because they are ~owideiy available,' conservation
and renewable :energy sources can greatly' reduce customer
dependence on external energy suppl i,es., For example, if
a homeowner thoroughly ,insulated' and weatherized his home,

,he would need less energy from his local utility. If he
put solar collectors on his roof to capture radiant energy

. for hot water and space heating, he would, need still less.
Should he ultimately develop an independent source of elec
tricity--perhaps through a system combining a wind generator
with storage batteries--he would approach 'total independence
from the utility network. ,'He might at times even have surplus
energy to "se'll" to his utility.

The potential independence which energy conservation and
use of renewable energy sources offer may explain why utility
officials have hesitated to, advocate these methods of
meeting demand growth. As customers become more indepen
dent· of central supply sources, utility revenues may decline
'ind rate increases may be necess·ary to meet costs. This
particularly concerns investor-owned utilities, which must
cover costs and account to their stockholders for earnings
stability and growth. As one consulting firm which studies
solar energy opportunities in the State of Florida reported:

"The utility stance is to avoid, and even possibly
discourage, solar energy development out of appre
\lens ion that the only result can bea reduction in
utili ty revenues.

"Solar energy is viewed essentially as a threat
which the utilities have not yet determined how to
turn into a benefit."

Further, since the earnings of an investor-owned utility
are regulated on the basis of a percentage of its capital

'investments, the larger its investment in generation and
transmission'facilities the larger its potential profits.
Use of decentralized renewable technologies, even if it
failed, to' reduce current revenues, could I imit future invest
ment and restrict profit growth of investor-owned utilities.
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BPA has also been hesitant to aggressively promote energy
conservation and nonconventional energy sources in light of
its mission to promote widespread use of all electricity
generated at Federal hydro projects; As discussed in the
next chapter "BPA has only recently become involved in pro
posals ,for energy' conservation, whi,ch would go 'beyond public
information efforts.

Although BPA and the regional utilities have taken
only limited steps to encourage energy conservation and use
of renewable energy sources, these options represent major
objective!> in the National Energy Plan. Furthermore, there
is considerable interest in these 'alternatives within' the
region. Concern'about the planned move 'to thermal 'generation
has he ightened th is' interest' and led to, conflict over energy
supply options. This conflict, along with other issues
confrontiog,the"region, is discussed 'in the next Chapter.

"

, "

. t "
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CHAPTER 5

CONFLICTS AND OUTDATED INSTITUTIONAL CHARTERS

ARE DELAYING ACTION ON NEW ENERGY PRIORITIES

The Pacific Northwest faces many important and diffi
cult decisions in electricity management during the transi
tion from dependence on .hydro resources to increased use of
other energy options. Difficult tradeoffs must be dealt
with to establi~h an effective system of regional electricity
management. In the absence of strong and unified leadership,
energy management objectives have not been established and
regional institutions are in disagre~ment over key policy
issues. Conflicts have' also developed over the right to
Federal hydropower, Federal assistance .in financing new
powerplants, and the lack of broad-based participation in
regional power planning. This has prevented the cooperation
needed to develop a regional electricity plan and program.

POLICY ISSUES AT CONFLICT

Policy issues are at the heart of the regior:tal conflicts.
There is serious disagreement over how much electric energy
the region will need and how that energy should be supplied.
The principal issues can be summarized in four questions:

--What methods and assumptions -should be used to
forecast electrical energy demand between now and
2000?

--Can energy =nservation'make a substantial contri.,.
.bution~to the region~s energy future?

--What mix of supplY9Ptio.ns--nuclear plants, =al
fired plants, 'and renewable energy technologies.,.
should be used to meet growing electricity demand?

--l'lho should participate in electric power planning
and policymaking?

Forecasting.methods and assumptions

Important poli~y issues have been raised regarding the
methods and assumptions used to forecast the region's elec
tr ici ty demand. These issues. involve whether or not: (1)
those who prepare and/or have input to regional forecasts
use the most accurate and current data av'ailable,(2) .the
latest, most sophisticated forecasting techniques are used,
and (J) the most reasonable assumptions about social and
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economic factors are made. Conflict over re'cemt forecasts
demonstrates a lack of agreement on forecasting methods
and assumptions.

A number of forecasts have been developed which project
vastly different growth rates for regional electricity demand.
Forecasts of average annual growth ranging 'as high as 4.5
percent and as low as 0.47 percent have been prepared by the
Pacific Northwest Utilities Conferences Committee, the North
west Energy po~icy Project, and 'the National Resources
Defense Council. (See fig~'5.1.) These projections differ
mainly because of differences in forecasting methods and
in the assumptions made 'about factors such as popu'lation
growth, industrial growth, conservation efforts, and
employment levels. While the forecasts differ, 'they do
agree that the growth in electricity demand will be much
less ,than the 6 .9-percent annual growth rate: experienced,
in the region between 19?0 and 1974.

The PNUCC, or "high side," forecast, 11 is the off icial
regional forecast used,by the utilities to-:-schedule new power
plant construction. 'It is essentially an aggregation of
forecas,ts made by its member utilities I using a variety of
forecastingmode'ls and assumptions. ' A study, 21 commissioned
by BPA ~revealed the diversity of forecasting methods and '
assumptions,' used by the region's utilities. The study shows
that while 'one utility may use an elaborate model to '
forecast demand, another ,utility may simply extrapolate
historic demand patterns., '

At the low end of the spectrum, the NRDC forecast,
released in 1977, predicts only a O;47-percent annuiil average
demand growth. This rate is keyed to a number of assumed
conservation actions, such as establishment of energy
efficient building' codes ,and performance standards for indus
try, aggressive technical assistance' 'and loan programs by
utilities, and tax incentives,.. . ~.

The BPA-.C:ommi'ssioned study of energy forecasting
practices: indicated that some efforts are underway to design
new forecast;'ing models for the reg ion. The newest--deveioped
for NEPP':'-is a detailed econometric model with numerous
variables,,' including policy variables, price variables,, ' .

l/Febr.u.ary '17, 1977, forecast. Amore recent forecast by
- PNU~C, West Group, was made March 'I, 1978, which reflects

a ,4 .'4-per cen t average annual gr'owth.·
, '

yReviewof 'Energy' For'ec'iist'in<J' Meth'odologi'es 'and "Assumptions,
Enrst and Ernst, June 1976.
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FIGURE 5.1

PACIFIC NORTHWEST FORECASTED ANNUAL AVERAGE ELECTRICAL GROWTH RATES
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and end-use" variables. The Oregon Department of Energy
has also developed a detailed econometric model for the
State which is similar to the NEPP model.

Despite recent interest in better forecasting, the
region still lacks agreement on forecasting me.thods and
assumptions needed to develop a generally accepted demand
forecasting model. Until such a model is operable, fore
casts developed by any regional entity will be challenged
by those who advocate different "forecasting methods and
assumptions.

The following incidents are illustrative of why con
flicts persist about forecasts and forecasting:

--Commenting on PNUCC's projected tenfold increase
in energy requ'iremerits for the manufacturing
subsector called other industrial, a consulting
firmll noted "that "* * * the magnitude of
this Overestimation may be more than twice the 1975
usage of the [region's) primary aluminum industry."

,--The Oregon Department of Energy reported that:
"The simplistic assertion that utilities overfore
cast is not an accurate one. In general, though,
the investor-owned utilities' forecasts are higher
than others. It is clear that more appropriate
forecasting techniques are available which are
not being used in their facility planning."

--Concerning a September 1977 hearing on a utility's
proposed rate increase, an Oregon Public Utility
Commissioner stated that: "For the first time,
we will have competent forecasting as well as
[the utility's] testimony. "That is the most
important thing * * * the place where the deci
sion is made about "future rates is· in the fore
C;:ast."!

Forecasting is an issue that will continue to polarize
regional opinion until a more widely accepted process and:
institutional setting is devised. The absence of an objec
tive regional approach to forecasting electricity demand
continues to hinder planning and policymaking.

1/"Evaluation of Electrical Power Alternatives for the
- Pacific Northwest," prepared for ERDA by TRW.
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Conservation potential

While the potential for energy conservation is only
one of many factors involved in forecasting demand, conflicts
over its role in the region's electrical energy picture have
made it a major policy issue worthy of separate consideration.
When electricity was plentiful, BPA worked with regional
utilities to encourage its widest possible use. Today,
faced with potential shortages, there is general agreement
that efforts are needed to conserve electricity through more
efficient use.

BPA and the utilities are initiating and promoting
energy conservation programs, but these programs are largely
voluntary and dependent upon consumer response to pleas
for conservation. Few aggressive actions have been taken by
BPA or the region's utilities to stimulate conservation through
rate changes or financial participation in conservation
projects •. In '1977, however, the' region',s utilities submitted
a bill to the.Congress requesting.the 'establishment of a
fund, not to exceed $300 million, for conservation programs
which may provide for gran~s or loans to the pltimate
consumers. This fund would be administered by BPA, but
details of the conservation programs are yet to be developed.
Among proposals. which BPA has prepared for public review
and comment are a residential insulation program and a
program involving rewards and penal.ties for those utilities
that conserve or fail to conserve.

There is no agreement within the region on how much
electrical energy can be saved by conservation. Reg.ional
utilities believe that conservation opportunities are limited,
while opposing. groups envision a vast conservation potential.
Further, there is disagreement about the impact of conser
vation·on. the region's economy.

Conflic·ts over. the potentials of energy conservation
were vividly illustrated by the controversy which "followed
release of a consulting report on conservation commissioned
by BPA.· The 1976 report outlined energy savings and impacts
using seven different conservation strategies of increasing
strength. The report became controversial largely because
of the energy .savings it projected. Under its most stringent
conservaton strategy, the study estimated that the energy
savings would equal .53 percent of the energy growth fore
cast by the local utilities between 1974 and 1995 and thereby
displace at least 11 thermal generating plants. The study
concluded that these savings could be achieved without new
technologies or significant institutional or lifestyle
changes and would be six times less expensive than investing
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in new thermal plants. The study also concluded that
conservation would create at least as many jobs-
particularly for the unskilled--as would thermal plant
construction.

Even though BPA commissioned the study, it stated
that it could not totally endorse the study findings because:

"* * * a higher level of conservation is currently
being practiced in the region than was assumed [in
the study] * * *," and ,,* * * the probability of
all the [conservation] programs being implemented
is not great due to: (1) the controversial nature
of some * * *, and (2) the government procedures
which would be required to ;implement them."

Another study, conducted by NRDC in 1977, not only
supports BPA I S consulting study but considers· the conserva
tion potential to be underestimated. A third study, conducted
by NEPP, estimates that, with the maximum adoption of the
conservation policies studied, electricity savings would
be 40 percent by the year 2000, although full adoption
was considered unlikely. NEPP estimates savings of 22 percent
by the year 2000 under what it considers to be a more prob
able scenario involving information programs, incentives,
and regulatory policies.

The existence of a substantial energy conservation
potential has been confirmed in three studies, although
each study arrived at a different estimate of its magnitude.
Efforts to realize this potential have been impeded by the
hesitancy of BPA and the utilities to actively promote
energy conservation, as discussed in chapter 4, and by legal
constraints impeding these institutions. Aggressive pro
motion and leadership by these institutions will be needed
if energy conservation. programs are to assume the "corner
stone" role envisioned in the National Energy Plan.

Supply options .

TO the extent that growth in regional· electricity
demand exceeds the potential to conserve energy through
more efficient use, new energy supplies will be needed.
In the past Federal agencies and regional utilities met
increased demands for electricity primarily by building
or expanding·hydro~lectricprojects along the Columbia
River system.. As acceptable si tes for large hydro projects
have become scarce, utility officials have generally planned
to construct large thermal generating plants to meet
future growth in electricity demand. '
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The utilities' planned thermal plants are the subject
of much discussion within the region. Opposition to large
scale use of thermal generation has centered on ·the high .
cost of thermal power 1 the adverse environmental effects"
associated with coal-fired plantsl and the hazards 'involved
with building, operating, and decommissioning nuclear plants.

Some within the region believe that BPA and the utilities
have not adequately considered or promoted development of
the renewable energy sources 'discussed in chapter 4. BPA
has made limited efforts in this regard by cooperating
with ERDA in a proposal to locate a prototypewinn turbine
generator on a BPA site in southwestern Washington and with
Oregon State University researchers to install wind-measuring
devices at a number of sites throughout the region.

The use of renewable sources, such as wind, solar
radiation, geothermal, or biomass conversion, would help
meet electricity demand without many of the ·environmental
impacts associated with thermal plants. The region's poten
tial 'for harnessing- these sources was reviewed in a study
conducted f'or NEPP by the. Uni versi ty of Idaho in 1977;
The report coricludedthat the region has many' opportuni ties
for development of these sources and estimated that by the
year 2000, they could account for' as' much as 9.1 percent
of consumption in space heat, process heat,' and steam
applications and could provide up to 8.3 percent of the
region's electrical generating capacity. However, the
report's conclusions have been criticized by regional experts,
some claiming the potential for use of unconventional sources
was overly pessimistic' and others that it was overly opti
mistic. Their comments, according to the report:

"reveal the controversial nature of forecasting
future utilization of unconventional energy
sources and reinforce the [report's] conclusion
drawn about the high degree of' uncertainty' that
characterize the estimates themselves."

Regional uncertainties about selecting energy supply
options for the' futur.e· were dramatically evidenced' in· Seattle.
In 1975· the city of Seattle was considering limited partici
pation in two nuclear plants' as a means of meeting future
energy demands. A controversy arose over city energy poli
cies, future energy needs, and projected impacts on the rate·
payers. Consequently,.'a study entitled. "Energy 1990" was
undertaken to evaluate demand reduction and supply options
for. the city. The study' involved the municipal utility,
consultants, and. city officials and provided a unique oppor
tunity for broad public participation through a citizens'
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review conuni ttee. On the bas is of the study findings, the
Seattle City Council voted against participation in the pro
posed nuclear plants.

Nuclear·power costs were cited as a principal factor
in the council's decision. The council chose instead to
rely on a comprehensive en·ergy conservation program,
including such features as (1) revision of city building
codes to provide maximum cost-effective energy cpnserva
tion, (2) review of utility rates to encourage conservation,
and (3) consumer information and technical assistance pro
grams: The council also commissioned studies to further
investigate the alternatives for generating additional
electricity in the future, with primary emphas·is on hydro
and coal-fired alternatives.

Participation in planning and policymaking

In the past there wa~ general agreemen·t wi thin the region
that hydropower projects wer~ appropriate to spur growth. ..
of the. region's economy. As a result electr ici ty planning-·
in the region has dealt largely with·technical programs
involving development of hydroelectric sites., integration
of utility operations, and design and construction of larger
and more efficient transmission networks. Most of these
programs were designed and directed by technical experts
employed by SPA and the electric utilities. The entire
power-planning and development process was conducted with
little public participatipn and somewhat in isolation from
public view. .

A predominantly technical approach to electricity
planning no longer seems appropriate in light of the socio
economic and environmental issues now facing the region.
While these issues are of vital concern to all regional
citizens, existing institutions for power planning and
development-generally do not represent the broad spectrum
of regional interests. Many factions, including State
and city governments, environmentalists, and conservationists,
feel that energy planning is dominated by the utilities and
SPA'S large industrial customers and offers little .oppor
tunity for public participafion. These factions want to
play more active roles in shaping the region's energy" future,
and their inability to participate has made them question
the competency and objectivity of the power planners'
forecasts and analyses of supply options. Lack of public
participation appears to be a major cause of the many law
suits which have been filed to prevent or modify implemen
tation of regional power programs. The closed-door nature
of power planning has intensified regional conflicts and
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made it more difficult to develop a comprehensive and
forward~looking plan for electrical development.

Tod'ay I S power-planning, issues are import'ant to
ci tizens concerned about economic stabili ty and environ
mental quality, as well as to a Nation confronted with
serious shortfalls' in its domestic supplies of energy.
Unlike hydroelectric ,power, some of the energy supply
sources now being considered are neither indigenous to the
region nor relatively benign in nature. They in,clude
coal-fired and nuclear plants whose environmental impacts
could be far greater than 'the hydro projects of the past
40 years. Compounding the debates over energy demand fore
casts and future supply sources are volatile equity issues
concerning the allocation 'of Federal hydropower and the
appropriateness of Federal assistance to utilities finan'cing
new powerplants.' .

,Under these conditions it is not surprising that public
and private interests, largely silent in the' past, are now
questioning utility planning practices and clamoring for
opportunities to help 'shape regional energy policies. ;Their
concerns are thoroughly doclimented in the regional ll\edia,
as shown by the following excerpts:

--"* * * [Oregon] has been frustrated in the past
in its attempt to become a more equal partner in the
Northwest power planning, and * * * the public
systems--most of which are in otherStates~-are

lining up to grab .th'e remaining Federal hydro-power." 1/

--"Public participation was not provided for in the
original project Act, most likely because, no one
thought about it then * * '*. It seems obvfous
that this should be remedied, especially 'when one
considers the far-r~aching consequences for the
Pacific Northwest of the decisions made by the
officials of the BPA. *, * * The doors to Bonneville's
system should be opened to allow input from citi-,
zens of the Northwest, those most directly affected
by these decisions." y

Ij"Northwest Electrical Power Needs," Senator Mark O.
- Hatfield, March 1977.

2j"Bonneville Power Administration: Northwest Power Broker,"
- Environmental Law, The Lewis, i:J.nd Clark Law School, Spring

1976.
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__ "* * * there has been little public input during the
formulation of BPA's policies or plans. Bonneville
* * * recently stated that it js only responsible
to the Federal Government. The State legislatures,
the governors;' and even the public utilities have .
no power to set or control its policies .or ac.tivities
nor does the' interested general public. II II

. . -
--"Unfortunately, 'BPA 'has' chosen to work exclusively

'with utilitie's and aluminum companies to deveiop
amendments to the BPA legislation. These discus- '
sions are bejng held in closed door sessions.
Environmental and other citizen g.roups, as well as
repr.esentatives."of 'Oregon's Publi.c, Utilities Com
.mission, have 'been barred" from attending these
sessions. '* *.* In.addition, * * * any documents or
other' materials discussed at the meetings wIn not
be available for public review under the Freedom
of Information' Act. II,y' .

--IICritics of the utilities' find one thing particularly
frustrating. It is difficuit for the public to
challenge the utility indus!:ry' or to influence its
policies, they say, because no effective mechanism
exists for pUblic involvement' in the electricity

. decisionmakn1g process. In a practical sense, the
utilities are our policymakers~II y

The concerns and frustrations illustrated above are
respon'sible to a large degree for defensive actions which
have been taken by State' legislatures, ci ty governments,
and' citizen groups, as described in the' next section'. Unt'il'
more represent-ati ve': decis ionmaking processes are es'tabl ishedi .
conflicts and mistrust will continue to prevent· the coopera- .
tive energy planning needed to deal with 'the problems of .,
transition. It seems clear that"a more participative
and broad-base,d approach to.' reg ional power planning is' needed,
one which redefines and integrates the roles of 'Federal and
State Government and opens the 'door to increased publ ic
involvemenf. ' .

11"Bonneville Power--Entering Its Fifth Decade," Earthwatch
- Oregon, Febiuart 1977. ' , ,

. '.'"1':').,

2/"An Alternative Energy Scenario," Earthwatch 'Oregon',
- March 1:977. ' .

.,
• , . I.'

, " ~

- ~ ,~ .

.i/"Wash ington 's ·Low-Prof i Ie Power Planners,·11 'Pacif i c Search!,'
February 1977.
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EQUITY ISSUES AT CONFLICT

The prospects of power shortages and sharply higher
electr ici ty rates have greatly increased 'publ ic concern over
future energy supplies. Institutional conflicts cen.ter
around which utilities should have access to inexpensive
Federal hydropower and how the utilities should finance
the new plants needed to expand the reg,ion' s generating
capacity. Both of these questions are perceived as equity
issues. They are so important ,to regional interests that
answers must be found to break the planning deadlock which
presently exists.

Access to Federal hydropower--',
the preference customer concept,

The Bonneville Project Act' of 1937 requires BPA to first
supply the needs of the cooperatives and public bodies, giving
these preference customers first. calIon the region's inex
pensive Federal hydroelectric energy. The act states,

"In order to ensure that the facilities for the
generation of electric energy at the Bonneville project
shall be operated for the benefit of the general
public,. and particularly of domestic and rural
consumers, the administrator shall at all times, in
disposing of electric energy generated at said project,
give preference and priority to public bodies and
cooperatives."

In the past the region's investor-owned utilities also
purchased firm power from BPA to supplement their own genera
tion facilities. These purchases of Federal hydropower
allowed the investor-owned utilities to keep their rates
within the,range charged by the publicly owned utilities.
In 1973 Federal firm power ceased to be available to
investor-owned utilities in Idaho, oregon, and Washington,
forcing them to develop more costly supply sources and
to raise their power rates far above those of publicly"
owned utilities. This disparity can be illustrated by com
paring the power rates in Portland with those of its neigh
boring city across the Columbia River, Vancouver, Washington;

Electr ic power customers in Portland are served by the
Portland General Electric Company and the Pacific Power and'
Light Company, both investor-owned utilities, whereas cus
tomers in'Vancouver are served by the Clark County PUD, a.
publicly owned utility and a BPA preference customer. Portland
cus,tomers' electricity rates have increased substantially
over the past several years and are now more than twice
those of Vancouver customers. (See table 5.1.)
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TABLE 5.1

Residential Bills for Power' Provided by
Selected Regional Utilities, as of August 1977

(Based on 1,000-kWh usage)

Investor~owned utilities:.
Portland General Electric
Pacific Power and Light
·Puget Sound Power and Light·
Idaho Power·
Washington Water Power

Publicly owned utilities:
.Clark County PUD
Eugene Water and Electric Board
Seattle City Light
Snohomish PUD
Cowli tz County PUD

~/Spokane County only.

£/Effective September 1977.

Source: BPA.

$25.1:5
23.50
18.45
20.95

.5113 • 20

£111.10
14.85
11. 74

9.50
8.75

Rate dispariti'es, such as those in table 5.1, and the
possibility of greater disparities in the future have caused
a public outcry. A further outcry resulted from recent dis
closure that some publicly owned utilities use BPA preference
power wholly or largely to serve industr ial users •. (See
table 5.2.) While this practice does not violate the· pref
erence. clause, it may conflict with its intent.· It can :.
be argued that the preference clause is intended to provide
power from Federal facilities for the direct benefit of the
people, not for selected individuals .or companies. The
conditions· illustrated in tables 5·.1 and 5.2 demonstrate.
what some feel is 'an inequitable and arbitrary distribution
of the Federal hydroelectric energy produced in the region •.

r :

.. '
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Industrial

TABLE 5.2

Publ.icly,Owned Util.ities With
Power Sales Exceeding Half of Total

Calendar Year 1975.
Sales

Industrial sales as
percent of total salesUtil.ity

Whatcom County PUD'
Clatskanie PUD
Heyburn, ci ty of
Cowlitz County
Port Angeles, city of
Blachly-Lane County
. Cooperative
Douglas County POD
Central Lincoln PUD'

Sour ce: BPA.

Industrial sales
(MWh) .

119,19.9
.623,112

45,055
1,548,739

252,184

46,980
. 233,837·

485,241

J. ';' 100.0.
88.9
76.8
64.0
55.9

55.4
53.6

.52.9

The conflict over access to Federal hydropower has
resulted in several defensive actions. In March 1977 the
city of Portland appl.ied to BPA asking to be classified as
a preference customer, but was refused. In November 1977,
in re sponse to the refusal, the ci ty brought sui t aga inst
BPA asking that all BPA I S power sales· contracts, extens ion
and renewal agreements, and net billing agreements entered
into by ·BPA since January 1, 1970, be declared null and void.
The suit asks .that environmental impact statements be prepared
for each of the agreements cited ·and for· any future agree
ments of. that nature. The. States of· Idaho and Oregon have
expressed interest in joining Portland in the suit.

In June' 1977 the State of Oregon enacted legislation
to create a Domestic and Rural Power Authority to obtain.
the benefits· of Federal power for customers of Oregon's
investor-owned utilities •. The authority·would buy power
fromBPA and other sources and sell it to domestic and
rural consumers. This bill, coupled with other energy
related legislation in Oregon, such as a bill to ease forma
tion of PUDs, could reduce the amount of energy otherwise
available for BPA's existing preference customers.

Oregon's Domestic and Rural Power Authority is scheduled
to begin operations on March 1, 1979, unless .the 95th Con
gress enacts a regional power bill which ·the Oregon Governor
judges adequate to assure equitable costs of power to all
Oregon consumers.
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Financing new powerplants

In the past the region' s utilities met their load growth
through expansion of the hydroelectr1csystem. Because the
region can no longer depend solely on hydroelectric resources,
additional energy supplies must ultimately be added to the
system. FlPAi the utilities, and direct service industrial
customers have planned to add these supplies by constructing
thermal generating plants. However, since BPA is not
authorized to develop its own thermal powerplants, the utili
ties must meet future load growth by constructing their
own thermal plants.

A major issue facing the region's utilities, both pub
licly owned and investor-owned, is how to finance cons.truction
of power-generating facilities. The utilities have purchased
substantial amounts of power--in many cases all their power-
from the Federal Government. As a result, according to BPA's
former power manager, their equity' bases are smaller than
those of utilities in other areas, making it difficult for
them to attract capital to finance new power facilities.
The former power manager argued that since their power
purchases helped repay the Federal investment in the reg ion's
power system, the utilities should obtain some benefit.
from the Federal equity they helped to build.

To obtain the benefits of the Federal equity, the utili
ties have sponsored legislation which would allow BPA to
underwrite the financing of their new powerplants by agreeing
to purchase the energy they produce. Conservationists and
other critics of this proposal contend that policymakers
should carefully review the idea before introducing it into
the region. Some critics contend that if the power is
really needed and the market demand is really there, the
capital should be attracted without Federal backing. A
1976 study commissioned by BPA noted that the bond issues
of the region's utilities have been highly regarded in the
national market and concluded that as long as these utilities
remain financially sound, they should continue to find
favor with investors.

CONPLICTS AND OUTDATED INSTITUTIONAL CHARTERS
HAVE DELAYED ACTION ON NEW ENERGY·PRIORITIES

Conflicts over policy and equity issues, coupled with,
outdated institutional charters, have delayed regional
initiatives on new energy priorities, such as energy con
servation and· development of renewable energy sources.
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Within the region it is generally recognized that the
time has come for a new, forward-looking approach to energy
planning and policymaking~ No agreement can be reached,
however, on a workable approach. The intensity of intra
regional conflicts demonstrates the need for a well-defined,
comprehensive, and updated approach to ,managing the region's
electrical resources. However, regIonal infighting over the
allocation 'of 'Federal hydropower and the proposed Federal
role in financing nevI powerplants has become so divisive
that without congressional assistance there is little hope
of agreement on how the region should ,plan its energy future.
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CHAPTER 6

ANALYSIS OF THREE ALTERNATIVE'

ELECTRICAL ENERGY POLICY SETS

To assist the committees of the Congress and regional
policymakers in making informep choices about the region's
electrical energy future, we employed a team of energy con
sultants to describe and analyze three alternative electrical
energy policies for electricity management. This format
allows us to focus directly on major policy questions and

,their potential effects on the region. By making each policy
set consistent in assumptions, baseline data, and technical
procedures,' the resulting differences are' due solely to the
difference in policy considerations. The three poli'cy sets
are not intended to represent the way the future is going
to be, but do represent the best informed future estimate
of application of the particular policies being' studied.

We asked our consultants to explore the economic,
environmental, and social impacts of each policy set
through the year 2000. The consultants used two fore
casts in analyzing the alternative policy sets. One
forecast, referred to as the high-growth projection,
represents the predictions of regional utilities that
electrical energy demand will grow at an annual rate of
about 4.8 percent. 1/ This compares with the historical
growth rate for the-Northwest of 7.2 percent through
1973. The other forecast used is a moderate-growth
projection of 2.7 percent 1/ based on the energy use
model developed by NEPP for the region's State Governors.
Several forecasts have been made for the Pacific
Northwest. They range from the PNUCC forecast to three

" ,.

liThe growth rates used in our study were based on
- preliminary demand forecasts. Both forecasts were

subsequently adjusted: the utilities'forecast to
4.5 percent and the NEPP moderate growth to 2.93 per
cent, as shown in figure 5.1.
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projections made by NEPP (high, moderate, low growth) to
a zero-growth projection made by NRDC. 11

It is very difficult to' fores'ee which rates of growth
will, in fact, mos.t accurately predict the growth .that act
ually occurs. The difficulty arises because actuai energy
demand results from a complicated' aggregation of many
different components and determinants, .most of which are
themselves subject to somewhat unpredictable variation over
time. For example, population' levels and appliance use
per household are ,both important determinants of future'
electr.icity. use.levels, but rio one .knows for sure what
population or lifestyles will be 15 or 20 years from now.
Recognizing this, we chose these two forecasts to reflect
the utilities', .expectations hnd the rate the NEPP considered
the most likely to occur. These are not the most extreme
forecasts that can be proposed·and.defended as having some
likelihood of realization, l::>ut they do bracket a range .
that includes several. points' of v~ew on Pacific. Northwest.
future growth. It is not the intent of the policy sets
to depict either forecast as'the.most likely to occur.
(See app. X for further discussion of regional. forecasts.)

Th is chapter is based on work documented in technical
appendixes I through X, which were prepared by the con""
sultants. The .. conclusions drawn from this work are, GAO
conclusions. ,c

POLICY SETS SELECTED FOR ANALYSIS

The thr~e. sets of alternative electrical energy
policies selected for analysis cover .a, broad spectrum of
energy polic~ options. Their principal characteris.tics
are summarized in the paragraphs below.

. . .

l/One reason for variances in' the region's load growth
- rates. is the amount of conservation. expected •. The load.

growth forecasts for the region "back' out" conser.va.tion
in arriving at a load growth rate. Our policy sets were
designed to meet.the same total.regional demands for
electricity with co~servqtion treated as a nongenerating
means of meeting demand. For.. example, if the NEPP . ."
moderate-growth demand' were . re(iuced by the conser·vation ..
potential shown in our intermediate policy set. ,and' .
renewable/trans i tion pol.icy set, the growth rates would
be about 1.6 percent and 0.92. percent, respectively.
The 1.6 percent approximates the NEPP low-growth demand
rate of 1.43 percent.' .
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Thermal/traditional policy set

Thermal power development would characterize the
thermal/traditional policy set. These policies embody an
extension through the year 2000 of energy management
policies used in the region's hydrothermal· power program
in the late 1960s. Under this policy set, there would be
total reliance on thermal generation to meet load growth
which could not be met by hydropower additions. This
policy set would put minimal policy emphasis on conser
vation and development of alternative renewable energy
sources. Commitments to conservation programs or renew
able energy projects would be left to private initiative
on the basis of existing market conditions and associated
economic. benefits and costs, without government assistance
or encouragement. Average cost pricing policies now in
force would be continued. The high costs of new thermal
plants would be melded with the low' costs of older hydro
projects to develop average cost prices. Electrical load
growth would be met by equal increments of nuclear and
coal-fired generation after the completion of powerplants
already approved for construction. .

Intermediate policy set

The intermediate policy set would be characterized by
mild government and utility policies to encourage conserva
tion and development of renewable energy sources. These
policies would include a broad public information program,
tax credits, loans, grants, and other incentives.designed
to induce people to conserve electricity and to develop
renewable energy sources. Renewable energy technologies
would be implemented after they had been proven economically
feasible. Average cost pricing would be continued, with
new customers paying less than the true costs of new power
supplies. Large industrial customers would be provided
inexpensive power priced at averaged costs, but only in
quantities sufficient to operate highly efficient plants.
For power needs exceeding these levels, actual costs of
new power would be charged.

Requirements for additional generating capacity be-
yond what is now scheduled for construction would be supplied
first by conservation programs, then by development of re
newable energy sources, and finally--if necessary--by thermal
generation divided equally between coal-fired and nuclear
plants •.
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Renewable/transition policy set

Aggressive governmen.t and utility policies .to achieve
energy conservation and develop renewable .energy sources
would characterize the renewable/transition' policy set.,
This policy set would employ, in more aggressive forms,
most of the incentives provided in the intermediate policy.
set; plus strict building codes, retrofit insulation
programs, and. a surcharge on electricity to achieve'
replacement cost pricing. .

"
TO maximize conservation, government·, institutions and

utilities would expand public:information programs to reach
more people. Financial incentives would include government
financed demonstration projects, basic research' programs,
extensive tax ~redits, and loans or grants for conservation.
and renewable resource. development. State and local. govern
ment cooperation would be obtained to strengthen building
codes and insulation .standards.

Replacement cost pricing 'of electricity would be used
to reduce energy. waste and stimulate cons.ervation and renew
able energy investments. As energy prices increased, people
would tehd to value electricity more and waste it less, <,'

thus recapturing wasted electricity for use in meetiri':i" iii:':"
creased demand',.' Furthermore, ,w.ith higher electricity ,prices
more. conservation projects would become economically attrac
tive and renewable technologies·would become competitive.
The surcharge on electricity proposed in the renewable/
transition policy set would.be used to establish a grant and
loan fund to help 'finance energy conservation ..,programs and
renewable energy projects.

The renewable/transition policy set would not wait for
alternative technologies to be proven economically feasible.
Conservation and renewable energy projects would be started
when the technologies appeared likely to become economically
feasible so that their contributions could be realized as
early as possible~ In this respect, the policy set would
anticipate economic feasibility. However, alternative
energy sources would be added to the system only as needed
to supply growth in electric demand.

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE POLICY SET IMPACTS

The sections below summarize how the three policy sets
compare in certain economic, environmental, and social
aspects. Comparisons were made so that alternative energy
pOlicies could be evaluated in terms of



--demand loads,

--supply' sources,

-~'costs of generating and. conserving energy,.

--capital requirements,,
--environmental effects,

--equity considerations,

'--economic impacts and employment· condi tions, and

--likelihood of power shortages.

Evaluation of policy set impacts in these areas led us to
many of the conclusions expressed on pages 7.2 to 7.5
The material which follows is documented in technical
appendixes I through X, which were prepared by the con
sultants. All dollar figures presented are'in constant
1976 dollars.

Demand loads

All three policy sets were designed 'to' meet the same
total regional demands for electricity. However, because
conservation is an offsetting or a nongeneratingmeans of
meeting demand" each policy set requires a different amount
of net generation, as shown below in table 6.1. As a
result, the intermediate and renewable policy sets derive
new load growth rates. Table 6.2 shows what the load
growth rates would be as modified by the intermediate and
renewable policy sets.

' ..
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TABLE 6.1

Options for Meeting Electric Load Estimates--Year 2000

Total
electric energy

requirement-s

Method of meeting
electric load estimate

Conservation Generation (note a)

-------------(MWy),----------

High-load growth
(4.8 percent):

Thermal policy
set 44,930

Intermediate
policy set 44,930

Renewable!
transition
policy set 44,930

Moderate-load growth
(2.7 percent):

Therma 1 pol icy
set 28,060

Intermediate
policy set 2~,060

Renewable!
transition
policyse t 28,060

10,270

14,540

6,210

9,350

44,930

34,660

30,390

28,060

21,850

18,710

a!In 1977 the total regional electrical energy requirement was
- 15,160 MWy.

'l
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The conservation figures in table 6.1 represent electricity
saved by investing in more energy-efficient facilities to
eliminate energy waste. The renewable/transition policy
set would conserve the greatest amount of electric energy
and thus would rely the least on electrical grid generation.

TABLE 6.2

Load Growths

Modified
load growth

High-load growth (4.8 percent):

Thermal policy set
Intermediate policy set
Renewable policy set

Moderate-load growth (2.7 percent):

Thermal policy set
Intermediate policy set
Renewable policy set

4.80
3.66
3.07

2.70
1.60
0.92.

The principal measures used to encourage .conservation
in each policy set are listed below.

Policy set

Thermal/traditional

Intermediate

Policy measures to
encourage cOhservation (note a)

Policies generally used by the
region from 1963 to 1973 with
reliance on thermal generation
to meet the load that could not
be met by hydro generation and
no policy emphasis on conservation

Limitations on quantities of in
expensive power provided to
industrial customers

Information programs
Building codes and insulation

standards
Tax credits and low-interest loans
Energy efficiency research grants
Demonstration programs
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Renewable/transition Replacement cost pricing to dis
courage waste and to· establish a
loan and grant fund for conserva
tion and renewable energy projects

Required home insulation retrofit
standards

More stringent building codes
Extensive tax credits
Mandatory appliance labeling
Technical assistance through energy

extension service

~/For more details see the discussions of conservation
programs in each policy set description.

Energy supply sources

Policies for each policy set would lead to a mix of
conservation and generating facilities required to meet
energy requirement forec*sts. In the year 2000~ the supply
mix for the three policy sets would be as .shown in
table 6.3 and figures 6.1 and 6.2.
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FIGURE 6.1

HIGH DEMAND GROWTH MET BV THERMAL GENERATION, CONSERVATION,
AND RENEWABLE RESOURCES THROUGH 2000
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FIGURE 6.2

MODERATE DEMAND GROWTH MET BY THERMAL GENERATION,
CONSERVATION AND RENEWABLE RESOURCES THROUGH 2000
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TABLE 6.3

Electrical Eneigy Forecasts and Supply S~urces

year 2000 (note a)
High-load
growth

(4.8 percent)
Actual

1977

In the
Thermal!

traditional
alternative

Intermediate
alternative

Renewable
transition
alternative

12,230
14,540
14 ,160

1,900
1,500

600

31,870:

13,060

-----'---( MWy)-------

20,520
.10,270
13,460

300
80

300( b )

2,230

12,930

Thermal
·Conservation
Hydro
Solar
Wind
Biomass

Total 15,160 44,930 44,930 44,930

In the year 2000 (note a)

, '. \
_____--'---'---'--C-.( MWy )-----------

Moderate-load
growth

(2.7 percent)
Actual

1977

Thermal!
traditional
alternative

Intermediate
alternative

Renewable
transition
al ternative

(note c)

Thermal
Conservation
Ilydro
Solar
Wind
Biomass

Total

2,230

12,930

(b)

15,160

15,000

13,060

28,060

7,710
6,210

13,460
300

80
300

28,060

4,950
9,350

13,760

28,060

~!For a critical water year, excluding reserve capacity .

. b!It is estimated that an additional 5 percent, or _
- approximately 760 equi~alents, are presently being

produced by burning wood wastes.. . . ,

·g!Renewable resource capacity not deveioped because not
needed.

Table 6.3 and figures 6.1 and 6.2 show that the
alternatives differ substantially in their r~liance on
convervation and their use of renewable and nonrenewable
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generation. Under moderate-demand growth, the renewable/
transition policy set would meet 82 percent of forecast
through conservation and. renewable generation by the year
2000, while in the thermal/traditional policy set, only
47 percent of the forecast would be met by these supply
sources.· The intermediate policy set, with a less
rigorous approach to conservation and more cautious
development of renewable resources, would nonetheless,
rely on these sources. to meet 72 percent of forecast in
the year 2000.

The region presently meeis over 80 percent'of its
power needs with renewable energy, principally from hydro
power and wood wastes. This level of self-sufficiency
might be maintained or improved if conservation and renew
able resources development were emphasized in the future.
If thermal power developments were emphasized, by the year'
2000 the contributions of renewable energies would likely
slip to less than half of total generation. Although
diminished, this profile would still represe~t a gr~ater

percentage of renewable generation than that found in any
other region of the country.

The renewable/transition policy set is the only one
which would maintain or improve the region's renewable
resource posture under' moderate~demand growth. ·If high
demand growth occurred, as predicted by the regional
utilities, ~vep the renewable/transition alternative.would
call for the equivalent of 27 new thermal plants 1/ and a
further decline in t~e region's self-sufficiency.

Under the renewable/transition policy set with
moderate-demand growth, the region could approach electric
self-sufficiency by the year 2000. To do so would require
intensive conservation programs, construction of all fea
sible renewable energy projects, and a phasing-out of ,
thermal plants no longer needed. This would be a rigorous
and challenging task for the region, but if successfully
executed could demonstr~te to the Nation that regional

. energy independence c.ould be achiev.ed through conservation
and' full development of domestic energy resources.

Costs of production and conservation
·.ri

The policy set res~lts illustrate that energy conserva~

tion would be a less costly means of meeting, forecasts than

oj 1 •

l/Assuming'produ~tton ~ere equally divided between coal ..
- and nuclear generation, 6 nuclear (1,250 MW) and 13 coal

units (500 MW)'would be required by the year 2000.
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construction of new thermal powerplants. In the inter~ediate

and renewable/transition policy sets, the'average systemwide
costs of electricity would generally be below 'the costs
projected for the thermal/traditional policy set•. However,
the level of demand growth would also ,be ,of cri tical
importance. If demand ,growth, exceeded energy conserved,
regional utilities would. be forced 'to invest in expensiVE!
new powerplants, thereby raising the average cost of
electricity. Table 6.4 and figure 6.3 show average costs
for each policy set through the year 2000.

TABLE 6.4

Average Costs of Meeting Regional Forecasts
for Electrici ty ,

Average cost (note a)
of electrici~y Vlus

conservation in
1977 1980 1990 2000

(in mills per kWh of
energy used plus energy
conserved (note b»

High-demand growth (4.8 percent):

Thermal/traditional policy set
Intermediate policy set
Renewable/transition policy set

12.5
, 12.5
12.5

14.2
13 .1
13 .1

23.9
18.8
16.6

29.8
22.0
18.7

Moderate-demand growth (2.7 percent):

Thermal/traditional policy set
Intermediate policy set
Renewable/transition policy set

(note c)

12.5
12.5

12.5

13 .1
12.7

12.2

17.2 23.7
14.9 16.2

14.6 13.1

~/Amounts spent for conservation investments are added to
other system costs for determining average costs per kWh
of energy used plus energy conserved.

E/All costs expressed in 1976 dollars.

~/Includes minimal costs for development of renewable
resources because conservation and thermal plants
scheduled for completion by 1985 would meet most,
load'requirements through 200U.
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Table 6.4 shows that the renewable/transition policy
set, with its .heavy emphasis· on conservation, would provide
the least .expensive means of meeting regional power fore
casts.The intermediate policy set is also shown to be far
less costly than the thermal/traditional policy set; The
table, also· shows that high-demand growth would always lead
to higher electricity costs.

The renewable/transition policy set would encourage the
most conservation because, by use of a surcharge on
electrici ty, it would .price electrici ty at or near the
replacement cost of thermal energy rather than at the
average costs shown above. The extra funds collected via
the surcharge· would be used in a grant and loan fund for
conservation programs and renewable energy projects. Cost
wise, the entire power system would benefit if regional needs
could be met with fewer new generating plants. .
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FIGURE 6.3

POLICY SET AVERAGE COSTS AND REPLACEMENT COSTS@
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The table shows that thermal power developments would result
in substantially greater capital investments than approaches
emphasizing conservation. The financing of coal and nuclear
plants, with their high capital costs and extended con
struction periods, could strain the region's financial
abilities far more than aggressive conservation programs and,
as shown in table 6.4, would result in higher average costs.

Environmental effects

The generation of more electricity will produce side
effects which are damagin~, or at least offensive, to many
people; the specific effects in the region will depend on
the mix of generating sources used to meet electrical demand.
As discussed below, the thermal/traditional policy set could
be expected to have greater environmental risks from coal
and nuclear plants while the renewable/transition policy set
would lead to different environmental effects from increased
use of hydropower and solar, wind, and biomass sources. The
intermediate policy set would entail a mix of the risks
present in the other two alternatives. The environmental
impacts described for each policy set would be limited to
those associated with central station powerplants--thermal
or renewable. Decentralized systems, such as residential
conservation, solar heaters, or small windmills, were ·not
included because the acquisition of such units would be
voluntary to the user and ,the impacts would probably be
small and widely dispersed.

The renewable/transition policy set would have the
least potential for catastrophic nuclear ~isaster but
could have the greatest visual impact because of large and
very visible wind and solar generating plants. Ultimately,
the renewable alternative could use 4 to 8 square miles of
land for central station solar generation and a like amount
of land for wind generation. However, much of the area
needed for wind generation could be used for other purposes,
such as farming. Under the renewable/transition policy set,'
most renewable powerplants would be constructed after 1990
because thermal plants already approved for construction
could meet load growth up to that time.

The thermal/traditional policy set would meet most load
growth by construction of thermal plants. By the year 20.0P""
with high-demand growth, this could require as many as 17 new
nuclear units and 38 new coal units. For this policy set,
the nuclear threat could be the most devastating environ
mental effect. With fuel reprocess.ing and plutonium separa
tion, nuclear terrorism, extortion, and theft of weapons
grade nuclear materials would be possibilities but could not
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readily be assigned a probability of occurrence. The
operational characteristics of nuclear power also pose
important problems involving fuel storage, disposal of
nuclear wastes, and powerplant decommissioning. Concern
about nuc'lear generation as a long-term solution is growing
in the region as it has been elsewhere in the Nation. The
environmental impacts of more than a dozen nuclear power
plants could possibly become a major environmental concern
if the thermal/traditional alternative policy set
materialized. '

By the year 2000, there could be more than 40 coal-fired
units operating under the thermal policy set. Given the new
requirements for coal "scrubbers,"'the selection of remote
plant sites, and the availability of lqw-sulfur coal, it
appears that air contamination would be reduced. At times,
there would be noticeable particulate and sulfur emissions in
areas near plant sites, but these would dissipate quickly ,
and not affect any large population centers. As pointed at
in our report on U.S.' coal develop~ent, 1/ scrubbers may'
help reduce air pollution, but they will-give rise to a
new pollutant--coal sludge--which could create serious dis
posal problems. Also some air quality problems are not s~

simply' resolved. Our coal report notes that coal combustion
releases over 50'dangerous trace elements, including mercury,
lead, beryllium, arsenic, and fluor,ine. As with, the renew
able energy technologies, many environmental questions about
thermal generation have yet to be answered. Obviously the
environmental problems associated with coal and nuclear
plants would be much more prevalent in .the thermal/tradi
tional alternative policy set than in the renewable/transi
tion policy, set.

The intermediate policy set would combine thermal
generation, conservation, and small amounts of solar and
wind generation to meet regional load growth. Like the
renewable/transition policy set, it would ,rely quite
heavily on conservation measures to reduce the need for
additional generation plants. If high'-load growth occurs,
however, this. policy set would rely on thermal generation to
meet abouf half the new loads. From an environmental per
spective, the intermediate policy set would offer many of the
advantages present in the renewable pol.icy set, but with less
as's'urance that the adverse effects of thermal generation '
would largely be avoided.

l/U.S. Coal Development--Promises and Uncertainties,
- EMD~77-43, Sept. 22, 1977 •.
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Equity considerations

Equity; or the 'ability to treat individuals and groups
with fairness, is an important consideration in determining
energy policies. If certain groups or individuals are treat~

ed unfairly--or are perceived to be--there will be inadequate
public support for even the best decisions of energy policy-
makers. ' '

The renewable/transition policy set earned high rates
for equity., By using 'a surcharge it would price electricity
at its true replacement cost. This would put an end to
average cost pricing, wnich tends to favor new customers at
the expense of existing customers. The surcharge would be
used to establish a loan and grant fund to finance conserva
tion, renewable energy projects, modernization, and tax
rel-ief in'the same economic sectors paying the surcharge'.

, Replacement cost' pricing could also be used to increase
the incentive for all customeri, old and new, to eliminate
energy waste by impos ing' a 'low power rate for base usage
and higher rates for heavy or excessive usage. This pricing
approach couid be used 'to avo'id increases in electricity
bills for customers who are practicing energy efficiency or
are limite'dby their, income to low levels of energy con-'
servation. "

The thermal/traditional policy set would not seek to
price energy, at ,its true' replacemerit cost. By continuing
with average cost' p'ric'in'g, it would bene'fitnew power users
at the expense of existing customers. The average cost
pricing structure, typical of this policy set and the inter
mediate'pol,icy set, would have the eftect of raising .the
energy prices paid by all customers, including those who
had ~estric.ted ttieir demands, arid charging rates for in
crea~ed or new consumption which were insufficient to cover
the costs of new plants.

(" -. ..
The intermedia'te p~licy set would emphasize conserva

tion programs but not,employ replacement cost pricing. 'As
a resul t, 'the're wo'uld be some inequities in the price paid'
by old 'and new c'Listomers, just as 1'n the thermal/traditional
policy'set •. In, ,,~dd'iti9n, some people would continue t,o use, :
electiicit~ inefficiently because its average price would' ,
not appear 'to justify'conservation investments., ,

Energy pricing is clearly one of the most important
factors for policymakers to consider in charting the region's
energy future. Various pricing strategies could'be employed
within any of the policy sets to advance prices beyond
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average cost 'and move them toward replacement cost.
Figure 6.3 shows the relationship of average cost of
energy used and conserved to replacement cost for energy
used.

Regional economy and employment conditions

Each alternative 'policy set w~s designed to furnish
the electricity necessary to maintain financial stability
and continued economic growth. Consequently, energy
demand, the general state of the'regional economy, and
employment conditions would be generally the same under
each alternative policy set. There are, however, some
differences worth noting.

The renewable/transition policy set, by investing
more in conservation ,and renewable technologies, would
tend to employ more local business and semiskilled workers.
The thermal/trad i tional pol icy would employ more sk i lled
labor and more engineers and scientists. It would also
generate employment in'east coast ,manufacturing facilities
which produce components for central s.tation thermal
powerplants. Because conservation costs less than power
plant construction, the renewable policy set might provide
a lower but more widely distributed direct input to the
regional payroll during construction periods than the
thermal policy set. In the long term, however, the re
newable/transition policy set's' lower cost of meeting
energy demands would mean that more money would be left
for other activities, which would contribute more to the
region's overall economy and employment picture.

The replacement cost pricing policy of the renewable
policy set would mean much higher power costs for industry
and would impact especially on energy intensive industries.
Under the renewable/transition policy set, BPA's industrial
customers would produce about'the same, quality of aluminum
and other products as they do now, but higher energy prices
would require them to adop,t more efficient production
methods. In addition, the higher prices would support a
grant and loan fund to assist industry in financing con
servation projects, eliminating waste, and reducing energy
demand's. Without this kind of pricing policy, industrial
customeni. would delay, making conservation investments until
constrained by price increases from the introduction of
numerous expensive thermal generating plants.
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Overall the pr.ice of electr.icity,does not appear to
be a major determinant in regional economics, because
electricity constitutes such a small percentage of total
business costs. Table 6.5 shows that even for the energy
intensive industries, such as primary metals, electricity
costs are only 6.3 cents per dollar of value added. The
low cost of electricity contributes to industry's tendency'
to overlook opportunities for,energy conservation, con
centrating .instead on savings in larger cost categories,
such as labor costs.

TABLE 6.5

Electricity Costs Per Dollar of
Value Added for Various Industries

Standard industrial
classification code

20

2.4
26
28
33

Sector

Food and kind red,
products' ",

Lumber and'wood
products

,Paper.
Chemicals
Aluminum

Purchased electricity
costs per dollar
of v-alue added

2.6 cents

1.,2 cents
3.0 cents
4.8 cents
6.3 cents

A special consulting study conducted at our request
showed that ,if electrical energy for Pacific Northwest
aluminwn companies were increased from the present 3 mills/
kilowatt~hour to 25 mills/kilowatt-hour, the two most
inefficient plants in the region might cease operations.
The other'eight would likely be moderniZed, take on more
workers; and produce more aluminum without increasing their
consumption of energy •.

If ·energy. prices were gradually raised to levels' exist
ing els,ewhere. in the Nation,. most reg ional industries would
remain competitive.. Although replacement cost pricing' might
substantially increase power rates, energy prices .in:,the';
Pacific Northwest would still be competitive with those paid
by many people elsewhere in the Nation.
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-.. .Likelihood of energy shortages

The likelihood of shortage varies'with the adequacy of
the electric energy control system established to deal with
such problems. A typical system includes demand control
measures ranging from requests for voluntary actions, such
as turning down thermostats, to mandatory curtailments, such
as industry shutdowns and rotational.blackouts. As an impend
ing shortage is perceived, load-shedding measures to promptly
reduce demand and longer term measures to increase supply
can be put into effect. Before the situation requires that
new generating facilities be built under emergency condi
tions to prevent substantial mandatory curtailmentsi the
system will probably have repetitive early warnings through
frequent minor shortages. ,'The subsequent response to correct
the problem should take far less time than normal to correct
if all levels of government, the utilities, and industry work
together to reduce construction leadtimes •

. While the risk of shortage would be equal in each
policy set, each would have certain characteristics which
would .tend to affect the risk of electricity shortfall and
the ease of its correction.

Ability to finance. construction of capacity

The thermal/traditionai polic~set's reliance.on capital
intensive thermal plants could result in power shortages due
to underbuilding capacity because of lack of capital or pro
hibitive cost overruns. There would be an equal likelihood
that serious cost overruns on ce'ntral station solar and wind
generators could also result in underbuilding under the renew
able/transition policy set. Capital shortages, however, would
be less likely in .the renewable/transi·tion and intermediate
policy sets because of reliance on low-cost conservation.

Diversity of energy sources-
genera·tion/conservation

The thermal/traditional policy set would concentrate
generation. in a sizable number of large coal and nuclear
installations, which could·be susceptible to sabotage or
technological weaknesses. The renewable/transition alterna""
tive·.would r.ely· on more conservat'ion' and 'less' generation,.

:which', .would,.reduce ·.the number of generating plants. suscept-:
tible to sabotage but migh.t 'make the results of a succe'ssflJI
attack more acute. Under the thermal/traditional policy
set's intensive development of coal and nuclear generation,
the region could become increasingly dependent on thermal
technology and less technical experience would be. available
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for developing ?nd integrating renewable technologies into
the system.

Analysis of the risks inherent in centralized and de
centralized generating facilities is not addressed in the
policy sets. Under all three policy sets, there would be
Ilear total reliance on centralized generation of electricity
through the year 2000. Within the scope of the analysis,
the alternati~e policies cannot be differentiated with re
spect to risk of shortfall based on the mix of centralized
and decentralized generating facilities.

Reliability and responsiveness to change

There would be considerably varied risks in all three
policy sets. The thermal policy set would use known technol
ogy which would require a long and difficult planning and
construction per.iod. The renewable policy set's technology
is in the development stage, but would probably permit use
of small generating units which might be easier to construct
quickly when additional capacity is needed. The intermed
iate policy set wi th a combination of thermal and. renewable
energy sources, would incorporate a portion of the benefits
and problems associated with the other two policy sets.

RESULTS OF ALTERNATIVE POLICY SET ANALYSIS

The work of our consultants in describing these alter
native energy options enabled us to evaluate the policy sets
in terms- of (1) the. administration's national energy princi
ples and (2) the policy sets~ feasibility and financial
implications. Our evaluations yielded the following results.

Compliance with na.tional energy principles

--In terms of consistency with several of the adminis
tration's national energy principles, the renewable/
transition policy set received top marks. With its
surcharge to discourage energy waste and to finance
investments in· conservation and renewable technolo
gies, this policy set would minimize the region's
dependence on nonrenewabie energy sources and avoid
many of their environmental consequences. This policy
set's heavy emphasis on energy conservation'wourd
min~mize capital requirements and total system energy
costs by the year 2000. It would also enable the
region to develop very rapidly a substantial knowledge
of, renewable resource technologies and how to apply
them. With moderate growth in energy demands, the
region would need no thermal plants beyond those



licensed and under construction. In fact, by the year
2000, the region could achieve 96 percent electrical
generation 'from renewab~e energy sources. Figure 6.4
shows when more generating capacity would be needed
for each pol icy set. However, the 'acceptabi 1 i ty of
the renewable/transition policy set may be in doubt
because of the stringent policies it'wou19 employ to
maximize energy conservation. The acceptability of
policies su'ch as replacement cost pricing 1/ and
mandatory insulation programs is dependent-upon (1)
increased public understanding of, the electricity sup
ply demand situation and (2) strong Federal leadership
dedicated to implementation of the national energy
principles.

--The intermediate policy set ranked second ,in compliance
with the national energy principles. It would enable
the region to realize about 70 percent of the conser
vat-ion savings predicted fo,r the renewable/transition
policy set and' would do 'so mostly through incentive
programs, without the use ofa surcharge on electric
ity. Because it would conserve less energy, the'
intermediate policy set would rely more heavily on '
development of new thermal powerplants. With respect'
to renewable energy sources the intermediate policy
set would fall behind the renewable/transition policy
set under high-demand growth, providing only about
23 'percent as much new energy from ,these sources
by the year 2000 .In terms of total energy costs for'
the system in the year 2000, 'the intermediatepolic}'
,set would slightly ex~eed-~by a little more than 3

'mills/kilowatt-hour--the low ~evels set 'by the '
renewable/transition policy set. With respect to sys
tem capital requirements, the intermediate policy set~

,would require only 13 percent more capital than the
renewable/transition policy set if predictions of

'high demand'growth were realized. If moderate growth
bccurred,however,capital requirements for the inter

"mediate' policy'set wO\lldexceed..:the renewable policy
. set I s capital requirements by nearly 40 p'ercent be
cause of ~re~ter reliance on new plant construction •

... '. ' I .

.... ;

liThe' success' of 'introducing replacement cost pricing' into a
region accu'stomed to inexpens'ive hydropower is especially
su'spect.' Whereaio BPA 'sells its power at 'wholesale for
about 3~'7 mills/kilowatt-hour, our analysis showed that
replacement' costs for new power supplies would range from
31 to J7 J mills/kilowatt-hour, between 1977 and 2000.
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FIGURE 6.4

NEW ENERGY GENERATION, REQUIRED THROUGH 2000 FOR
EACH POLICY SET
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A question exists whether the intermediate policy
set's substantial conservation benefits' could be real
ized by mild incentive programs as predicted, with
no departure from average cost pricing which tends
to conceal the costs of new power supplies.

--The thermal/traditional policy set with its passive
approach to conservation and minimal development of
renewable energy resources, ranked third in terms of
consistency with the national energy principles. This
alternative would develop nonconventional renewable
resources only after they had been proven feasible
and had been commercially financed. As a result, non
conventional resources would not be developed under
this policy set. By the year 2000, its intensive
development of coal-fired and nuclear generating fa
cilities would (1) reduce the region's reliance on
renewable energy sources from the present 85 percent
to 47 percent or less, (2) subject the region to all
the environmental consequences and uncertainties of
large thermal powerplants, and (3) burden the region
with capital requirements more than double those of
the renewable/transition policy set under moderate
load growth. If high-demand growth occurred, capital
requirements for the thermal/traditional policy set
would exceed the renewable/transition requirements by
more than 50 percent. Total system costs for elec
tricity under the thermal/traditional policy set in
the year 2000 would exceed total costs for the renew
able/transition policy set by more than 50 percent.
The thermal/traditional policy set's continuance of
average cost pricing would inhibit full development
of the region's conservation opportunities.

The thermal/traditional pOlicy set can also·be
challenged for its credibility. Under the high-growth
forecast, if production were equally divided between
coal and ~uclear generation, 17 nuclear and 38 coal
units would be required by the year 2000. 1/ Is it
realistic to anticipate that the region's population
would require or allow the construction of as many as
55 coal and nuclear units in the next 23 years?

l/Assuming all coal units have a 500-megawatt complete capac
ity and operate at 70 percent of capacity while nuclear
units have a 1,250-megawatt capacity and operate at 64 per
cent of capacity. It is customary for a coal plant to have
one to four units and nuclear to have one to two units.
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Options available for carrying out
conservation/renewable program

The renewable/transition policy set is the most consist
ent with national energy principles to carry out conserva
tion practices, develop renewable resources, and charge
replacement prices. It is clear, as shown in chapter 5, that
maintaining the status quo would not get the renewable/transi
tion policy set carried out. Further, it seems clear that
the region would desire a self-sufficiency position by
aggressively capitalizing on conservation and renewable re
sources. Another factor which the region would have to
address is a practical solution to eliminate the rate dis
parities.

Although the renewable/transition policy set is most
consistent with national energy principles, it contains cer
tain policies, such as replacement cost pricing, that might
not be practical to implement. Resistance to large, abrupt
price increases could be expected. The intermediate policy
set, however, would avoid taking potentially uopopular
actions, but, it would have three principal shortcomings.

--Its conservation levels would be less than
achieved through replacement cost pricing.

would 'be
. ,

--It would not aggressively seek the development of
renewable,supply sources.

--It wouid provide no'mechanism for financing the bii
lions of dollars,needed,for financing nonconventional
energy programs.

'To
newable
6-6, we

1.

2.

meet the costs ~nd carry out a conservation and re-,
energy program whose costs ,are illustrated in,table
considered the following,alternatives:

.: ',I.. .

Federal appropriated money.

Surcharge~on Federal hydropower.

3. Surcharge 'on aiiel~ctricitydistributed in the
region. ' ,

"

.',1)'

., I.
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TABLE 6-6

Total Costs of Conservation and
Renewable Energy Supplies,

1977 Through 2000

High-demand growth Moderate-demand growth
Intermediate Renewable

---------(billions)f-----------

Conservation programs
Renewable energy

supplies
Total

$6.6

1.6
$8.2
=

:.'
$11.1

7.4
$18.5
=

$4.2

1.6
- $ 5.8

=

$9.0

a/ 0.3
- $9.3

='"

~/Conservation would be sufficient under the renewable policy
set to meet energy needs without fully developing renewable
capacities available. .

Federal appropriated money

This alternative would use Federal appropriated money
to carry out a conservation and renewable program. This
alternative would spread the cost pver the entire United
States and act as a demonstration to the rest of the country
to show the viability of- such a program. This approach would
recognize the need for the conservation and renewable energy
program but believes the region's consumers would resist any
surcharge. The Northwest consumers, especially those sup
plied with inexpensive Federal power by publicly owned
u'til i ties, are accustomed to low-cost electricity. Resist
ance to price increases could be expected •.

This approach would (1) eliminate the problems surround
ing surcharges, (2) carry out the principles of the National
Energy Plan through the Federal presence in the region--BPA,
and (3) specifically'demonstrate to the rest of the country a
viable conservation and renewable energy program.

• i .' ,

There would be certain disadvantages and problems, how
ever, to the Federal appropriations' approach. The appropri
ation process would offer no assurance of providing the
needed money because of changing priorities,' n~tional pres
sures, and the need for annual approval. In addition, any
actions to perpetuate low ,prices for Federal hydropower at
the expense of the national public or to pledge Federal
assistance would be viewed as regionalized energy subsidies.
As such, they could be'sought--on the basis of equity--by all
regions. Under this alternative, the current regional rate
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disparity would continue and rates would remain low, which
would not make the public energy conscious.' Therefore, we
feel some means of regional financing through rate adjust
ments would be better than appropriated money to carry out
the conservation and renewable programs.

It is argued by many that increased electricity prices
are needed to stimulate conservation investments and reduce
energy waste. Creation of a loan and grant program funded
by a surcharge on electricity could greatly help individuaJs,
businesses, and utilities finance the cost of conservation.
programs and renewable energy projects. This strategy--the
use of a surcharge in combination with a loan and grant
fund--would (1) make more certain the conservation benefits
projected for the intermediate policy set, (2) raise the
level of renewable energy development in the intermediate
policy set, and (3) enable the region to finance much of its
own energy future.

While the benefits of this strategy would be numerous,
it is not at all clear whether a surcharge on electricity
would be acceptable. The people of the region, especially
those suppl ied with inexpensive Federal power by publicly
owned utilities, are accustomed to the lowest electricity
prices in the Nation. Resistance to price increases could
be expected and',especially strong resistance to abrupt or
major price increases. Under these conditions two important
questions become central to policymaking:

--How large a surcharge would be required ,to provide
the needed financing? .

--Would the appropriate~urchargebe tolerable to
regional electricity users?

surcharge on Federal hydropower

A surcharge levied on Federal hydropower sales would be
totally within Federal control, would tend to reduce the
rate disparities which presently exist between customers of
publicly owned utilities and customers of investor owned
utilities, and would enable the region to finance much of
its own energy, future. It can be argued that no power con
sumers should 'have a preferential right to benefit from.low
cost Federal hydropower. A surcharge on these consumers
would be the most appropriate one to help finance the re
gion's future energy investments. Under this approach,
however, surcharge revenues collected from consumers of
Federal hydropower would be used in ,a loan and grant fund
to benefit all regional consumers, many of whom might be
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contributing nothing to the fund •. ·Furthermore, by applying
the surcharge only to Federal hydropower, the' base over which
the surcharge could be spread would be limited.

We found that the·cost of conservation and renewable
energy developments illustrated in table 6-6 could 'be finan
ced by adding each year a surcharge of not more. than nine
tenths of I mill per killowatt-hour to the price of Federal
hydropower. By using a graduated annual'surcharge of this
type, surcharge revenues produced by Federal hydropower sales
through the year 2000 w6uld be sufficient to pay for all the
costs associated with conservation programs and renewable
energy developments envisioned in the intermediate and renew
able transition policy sets. Table 6-7 below illustrates
what the cumulative surcharge, would be for. the years between
1980 and 2000 for these alterna~ive policy sets.

Graduated Surcharge on
- Federal HydroE£!!!

~/ In campar ison wi th these surcharg'e's,' the', annual
under the thermal/traditional policy set "(high'
be abou~ 0.7 mills/kWh.

-- ..' ~.' ..

High-demand growth
(4.8 percent):

Intermediate policy set
Renewable/transition

policy_set
Moderate-demand growth

(2.7 percent):
Intermediate policy set
Renewable/transition

policy set

Annua,l __ ' ..
surcharge
increase
(note a)

.41

.90

.29

.47

Cumulative surcharge in

1.2 3.3 5.3 7.4 9.4

2.7 7.2 11,7 16.2 20.7

.9 2. ) 3.8 5.2 6.7

1.4 3.7 6.1 8.4 10.8

i"ncreas'e to the reg,ion
demand growth) would

;

Table 6-7 shows that by the 'year 2000' .Federal hydropwer would
be carrying a surcharge of betloleen .6.7 and .20.7 mills/kilowatt
hour. This would be sufficient to fund regional. energy pro~

grams and, at the same time, .substanti·ally reduce the dispar
ity between public power rates·and those 'of investor~owned

utilities.
; .

Although the graduated surcharge would provide electric
utilities and consumers with a predictable and,. consistent
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annual price increase, under our alternative policy sets it
would not match year-by-year the r~quirements for grants and
loans to support regional conservation programs and renewable
energy projects. Likewise, as the region developed and
modified its goals for conservation and renewable resource
dev~lopment, there would undoubtedly be years when working
capital would have to'be advanced to the grant and loan fund
so that energy programs and projects could proceed on sched
ule. However, by no later than the year 2000, revenues col
lected through the graduated surcharge on Federal hydropower
should be sufficient to repay any working capital advanced
to the regional grant and loan fund •

. An additional means ot securing money to support the
energy loan and grant fund would be to establish a share-the
savings rate for surplus Federal hydropower which BPA markets
to customers outside the region. This pricing policy would
evenly divide the customers' savings between the customers
and BPA. If BPA had used a share-the-savings rate in 1975,
it might have realized more than $80 million in additional
revenues from California utilities. Proc~eds fromBPA
sales of surplus Federal hydropower could be dedicated to
the loan and grant fund and could reduce surcharge rates
within the region.

Regional electricity surcharge

Another financing" approach considered would use a
smaller surcharge on all ~lectricity distributed within
the region, which would enable the, region to finance much
of'its own energy future. A reg:Lonal surcharge would be
more difficult to implement because of the various insti
tutional structures which would have to be changed within
the region. It would offer, however, an equitable and
relatively low-impact means of financing the region's
energy future. HOwever, the current disparity in regional
rates would continue. .

The region could finance the costs of conservation
and renewable energy developments illustrated in table 6-6
by adding each year a surcharge increase of less than
four-tenths of 1 mill/kilowatt-hour to the price of all
electricity distributed in the region. By using such a
graduated annual surcharge, the region could, by the year
2000, pay for all the costs ~ssociated with the conservation
program and renewable energy developments envisioned in the
intermediate and renewable/transition policy sets. Table
6-8 below. illustrates what the cumulative surcharges would
be from the year 1980 through the year 2000 for these policy
sets.
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1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
Cumulative surcharge in

......

High-demand growth
(4.8 percE!nt):

TABLE 6-8

Graduated Surcharge on All
Electricity Distributed

Annual
surcharge
increase
(note a)

~------...,..(mills/kWh)f-,-----

Intermediate policy set
Renewable/transition

policy set .

Moderate-demand growth
(2.7. percent):

Intermediate policysE!t
Renewable/transition

policy set

0.14

~39

.l?,

.31

0.4

.5

.9

.1.2

3.1

1.3

2.5

1.9

5.0

2.2

4.1

2.7

6.9

3.0

5.7

3.4

8.9

3.9

7.3

a/In comparison to these surcharges, the annual increase to the
- region under the thermal/traditional· policy s·ef (high demand

growth) would be about 0.7 mills/kWh •
., .

As in the graduated surcharge· on Federal hydropower,
this surcharge would-provide energy" producers and consumers
with a predictable and consistent annual price increase
but would not, under our alternative policy sets, be matched
to the loan and grants required each year to support regional
conservation programs and' re~ewable energy projects. Again
working capital would have" to be advanced to' the loan and
grant fund so' that ene'i:'gy ·progr'ams -and projects could proceed
on schedule. , No later than by the year 2000, however,
revenues collected via the graduated surcharge on electricity
should ·be sufficient to' repay any working 'capital advanced
to the 'loan and grant fun'd. ..,,-,. .,'

-,1;
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The issues being debated in the Pacific Northwest-
both policy issues and equity issues--are complex and
volatile. For the most part, they are issues not previously
faced by regional policymakers. Timely resolution of these
issues is important but unlikely to occur without assistance
~rom the Congress.

Intraregional conflicts over access to Federal hydro
power and Federal financial assistance have obscured the
need for an updated approach to managing the region's elec
trical resources. The absence of an agreed-upon electricity
management program inhibits decisionmaking in all sectors.
State planners, utility officials, industrial customers,
and homeowners are all affected by uncertainties as to
future energy policies. Until these uncertainties are re
moved, regional decisionmakers will be unable to conduct their
work with confidence.

It seems clear that congressional action will be needed
to recharter the Bonneville Power Administration and to re
solve the conflicts which now deadlock regional planning and
decisionmaking. This view is shared by various groups and
interests within the region. BPA, in"its Role EIS, describes
several new roles in which the Congress might cast BPA,
ranging from dissolution of the agency to establishment of
BPA as the lead agency for implementing national energy
policy in the Pacific Northwest. Two bills have already
been introduced into the 95th Congress (H.R. 5862 and
H.R. 9020/S. 2080) which would create new and differently
chartered structures to oversee electricity management in
the region.

In the following pages we have summarized conclusions
and recommendations synthesized from our review work and
from the work of our consultants. The recommendations have
been shaped with two purposes in mind: (1) to provide the
region with mechanisms for developing an agreed-upon and
forward-looking energy management program and (2) to resolve
the conflicts which have deadlocked regional power planning.
The conclusions and recommendations which follow contain
the principal features which, in our opinion, are essential
to development of a cohesive and comprehensive electricity
management program~
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CONCLUSIONS

--To resolve regional conflicts, the Congress will have
to end, directli or by appropriate instructions to
the executive branch~ counterproductive disputes
over inexpensive Federal hydropower and Federalas
sistance in financing new powerpLants. It will be
necessary .to resolve these ·issues in a· manner that is
equitable, not only in a regional sense, but also
from a national perspective. We believe that the
Congress should treat Federal· hydropower.as a national
resource .to be allocated and pr.iced so as to .further
national energy goals without unnecessarily disrupting
the region's economic 'growth .. ·Any. actions taken to
perpetuate unrealistic pricing of Federal hydropower
or to pledge Fede.ral assistance in financing new
powerplantswill be viewed as regionalized energy
subsidies. As such, they will be sou~ht,on.the basis
of equity, by all regions.

--We believe more information is needed before the
Federal Government makes any firm commitments to guar
antee ,the,financing.of new thermal.powerplants in the
near future. First, it is unclear how much energy
will actually be needed to meet future load growth.
It is possible that the construction of new power
plants could be postponed for many years if the
utilities turned inbreased attention to conservation
and energi efficiency. The potential of conservation,
combined with the numerous uncertainties present in
regional load forecast.', argues .against 'a premature
Federal commitment to participate in new generating
plants. Further, it has not been'.demohstrated that
regional 'utiliti~s cannot secure the capital needed
for new generating plants .without. Federal' ·assistance.

'., I

",-The Pacif.ic Nor,thwest. reg·ionneeds improved leader
ship in electric power. planning and policymaking. No
regional entity,is responsible for spearheading the
development of a coordinated electricity management
prograIu for the region-.· Al·though the ind·ividual
States are taking steps.to increase their.oversight
capabilities; many of the problems and 'opportunities
inherent in ·th·ia transitional period ·can be deal t
wi.th most effectivelY"on a regionai basis.' A' mandate
for regionwide ·policymaking is required to put intra
regional conflicts in their proper perspective and to
encourage power planners to proceed with the more
important work of charting the region's energy future.
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--Representative citizen involvement in power planning
and policyrnaking is prerequisite to development of an
acceptable electricity management.program. Increased
opportunities to participate' in power planning must
be provided to State and local governments, envi
ronmentalists, utility customers, and other interested
citizens. Further, the opportunities for partici
pation must be front-end opportunities involving the
development.of plans. Citizen involvement should not
be limited to after-the-fact reviews of plans,developed
by officials of electric utilities and Federal agen
cies. In the absence of more open and representative
planning, regional.power. programs will be increasingly
disrupted by legal actions brought to protect citizen
interests.

--Long-range energy demand forecasts are critical to
planning and policy analysis and yet so inconsistent
that decisionmakers must make every reasonable
effort to assure the objectivity and validity of
forecasts before accep.ting them .for planning purposes.
Even after the~are accepted for use in planning and
policyrnaking, demand forecasts should be closely
monitored and periodically 'reevaluated in the light

" of actual ,demand ·experience, improvements in fore
casting techniques, and load management goals.

--It would be unwise for regional policymakers to rush
their decisions on when and where to build new thermal
generating facilities. Some regional power planners
contend that power shortages are imminent due to slip
pages in the hydro-thermal'construction program. How
ever, the uncertainties associated with utility load
forecasts, together with the evidence of significant
untapped conservation and renewable energy potentials,
argue against hurried decisions to build additional
thermal generating capacity. Our policy set analyses
showed that if NEPP's moderate forecast proved more
realistic than the high forecasts of regional util
ities and moderate conservation incentives were
adopted, .the thermal generating plants already ap
proved for construction would be ~ufficient to meet
regional demand growth through 1995. Assuming a 10
to IS-year leadtime for' developing thermal plan~s,

this would enable regionalpolicymakers to defer deci
sions on additional plants.until the. 1980-85 time
period.
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--The renewable/transition policy set would be most
consistent with the national energy principles to
carry out conservation programs, develop r~newable

resources, and charge replacement prices. We
believe these principles are viable goals for the
Northwest.

--The pricing of electrical energy at true replacement
cost would result in greater consumer awareness and
greater potential for voluntary conservation. Grad
ually increasing the rates for Federal hydropower
would help accomplish this.objective.

--Arguments that higher energy prices will automatically
lead to economic disaster are not supported by the
available facts. Generally, electricity constitutes
such a small portion of .the total costs experienced
by commercial enterprises and industries that it
rarely becomes critical to decisionmaking. Even for.
energy intensive industries, electric costs are not
a major factor. In the aluminum industry electricity

,accounts for 6.3 cents per dollar of value added. In
chemical manufacturing it declines to 4.8 cents
and in paper prOduction, to 3.,0 cents.

--Conservation and renewable energy technologies de- .
serve thorough ,consideration as alternatives to
thermal powerplants. These-alternative energy
sources can be added in smaller increments, require
less capital and shorter construction schedules, and
generally entail fewer serious environmental risks
than nuclear and.coal-fired plants. Conservation,
because it reduces energy wasfeand frees existing
generation for use elsewhere, ,is recognized as the
least expensive source of electricity. Renewable
technologies, ,often referred to as exotic energy
sour,ces, are in some cases off-the-shelf technol
ogies which were widely used in the recent past
and are still being used in more energy-conscious
societies.,. The, region may be able to capitalize
on its extensive renewable energy potentials more
quickly than many power planners predict.

:.: _ : 1.
'
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--The energy supply alternatives available to
regional power planners might :be 'expanded con
siderably if more attention were given to small
or decentralized applications. There may be a
tendency for power planners to concentrate ,their
at tention on trad i tiona'l supply systems in which
large central station generating plants produce
power for subsequent distribution to points of
use. This tendency could obscure the potentials
of decentralized applications, such as solar
water heating, 'home insulation, and recovery of
heat from industrial processes, many of which
do not generate electricity but displace it at
the point of use. Our analyses' and review work
suggest that the region might benefit if 'small
or decentralized 'applications received more
emphasis in power planning.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Updated and strengthened leadership is needed to help
the Pacific Northwest develop 'a comprehensive regional plan
and program for electricity management. ,-,Because of the
resources, experience, and inplace e~pertise represented by
BPA, we believe that the Congress should use BPA as a
cornerstone in building' an updated Federal presence in the
region. Such a reconstituted Federal presence need not and
should not preempt those institutions, both public and
~rivate, which have served the region so.effectively over
Ehe past 40 years.

We believe that Federal leadership should build on the
coordination and cooperation which have long'characterized
regional utility operations. ' -Where changes' in the behavior
of institutions outside the Federal framework are -necessary
to help the region meet new 'energy priorities, they should
be encouraged by new incentives which encourage initiative
and self-direction. Weare recommending that the Congress:

--Relieve BPA of its charter responsibility for
encouraging the widest possible use of electricity
and instead charge the agency'withregionwide
responsibility for (1) leading the development of
electricity management plans and programs; (2)
encouraging conservation, and the most efficient
use of energy, and (3) assuring adequate public
involvement in energy planning and policymaking.
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--Charge BPA with a long-term objective of working
with the institutions and citizens of the Pacific
Northwest to achieve electrical Self-sufficiency
through energy c6nservation and use of rene~able

energy· resources--i.e.,· a return' to the electrical
self-sufficiency which existed in the region
until the 1970s.

--Direct· BPA to continue to market Federal hydropower
to preference customers in accordance with existing
legislation. It would be inequitable to abruptly
discontinue deliveries of Federal power to preference
customers who have become so dependent on this supply
source. y

--Direct BPA, to develop and implement a plan for moving
the region toward pricing at replacement cost, en
couraging conservation, and reducing the disparties in
regional power raies through the marketing of Federal
hydro-power. As a first step an annual surcharge could
be added to the price of Federal power in an amount
sufficient to bring. the total price of hydropower,
prior to the year 2000, into parity with the average
cost of power produced in the region. The revenues
collected by BPA through this surcharge could be used
to finance a loan and grant fund for regional conser
vation programs and renewable energy projects. The
fund could be managed by BPA so as to return surcharge
revenues, in the form of loans and grants, to the
economic sectors paying the surcharge.

--Amend the Federal Columbia River Transmission System
Act (16 U.S.C. 838) to permit BPA to use its bond
authority to obtain money needed in the loan and
grant fund for those early years when the surcharge
is not adequate tomeetdemahds on the fund contingent
upon the surcharge on federal hydropower being suffi
cient to repay all advances made under this authority
by no later than the year 2000.

--Until more informatidn is available, avoi~ making
firm commitments in the near future to help finance
conventional .thermal powerpiants in the Pacific
Northwest •. HoweveL~were it to become clear, given
more information, that load growth would be so high
as to require additional thermal generation, the
Congress could reconsider this issue.

liThe question of who should qualify as a preference customer
is now being tested in the courts. The suit brought by the
city of Portland against BPA (see p. 5.13) should help de
fine who these customers will be.
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--Qirect the Secretary of Energy to take l~ad in estab
lishing a representative regional power-planning
board to exercise a regionwide perspective over elec
tricity management and to advise the Secretary of
Energy; the Administrator, of BPA; and the Governors
of ,Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana on the
development of regional power plans and policies.
The regional power-planning board should include

,. representatives of Federal agencies, State govern
ment, investor- and public-owned utilities,' environ
mental groups, industry, and energy consumers
generally, as well as presidential appointees, one
of whom would serve as chairperson. At the board's
request, BPA would conduct or contract for studies
and reports needed to test and validate demand
forecasts; review decisions involving the selection
of new supply sources, including conservation; and
determine the adequacy of public participation in
energy planning and policymaking.' -

--Direct BPA, working in conjunction with State energy
offices, regulatory bodies, and regional"utilities
and industries, to develop by 1980--and update every
5 years thereafter--a forward-looking and comprehen
sive electricity management plan for the region

. extending 25 years into the future and identifying
potentially important developments possible within
50 years. Such a plan should' include 'specific
objectives, action plans, and target dates for
enhancing (1) conservation of electricity, (2)
development of renewable energy sources, (3) in
dustrial efficiency in electrical use, (4) tech
niques for reducing or mitigating the environmental
.impacts of power plants and transmission facilities,
and (5) public participation in energy planning and
policymaking. The comprehensive electricity manage
'ment plan should include contingency plans outlining
early warning systems and practical regional re
sponses to such potential risks'as fuel supply inter
ruptions, unscheduled plant outages, transmission
line failures,' or adverse conditions of water,or
weather. Electricity management pl'ans prepared by
BPA should be submitted to the r~gi6nalpower-planning
board for advice and c6~~entand'to 'the 'Secretaryot
Energy for his concurrence. . .
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--Direct BPA to conduct or participate with other
Federal agencies in conducting the studies and tests
needed to assess more accurately regional potentials
for energy conservation and development of renewable
energy sources. Such studies should include for
both centralized and decentralized applications
(1) more thorough identification of regional sites
with high potential for wind energy development,
(2) reassessment of the region's untapped hydro
electric potentials considering new hydro sites,
improvements of existing sites, and nonconventional
hydroelectric technologies, (3) evaluation of
potential for solar radiation applications, and
(4) more thorough assessment of geothermal develop
ment opportunities. At the conclusion of such
tests and studies, recommendations for energy
conservation or development programs should be made
through the regional power-planning board to the
Secretary of Energy.

--Require BPA to prepare and publish annual financial
reports and to report annually to the people of the
Pacific Northwest region, the Congress, and the
President on progress and problems in implementing
the regional electricity. management plan.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

DOE states in its letter of May 11, 1978 (see app. XII),
that our report does an excellent job of assembling a
variety of data on the energy situation in the Pacific North
west and should be useful to DOE, regional leaders, and the
Congress in understanding the various energy options and
developing those most appropriate to the region.

DOE believes, however, that the report should be limited
to a discussion of the· situation in the Pacific Northwest
and our conclusions, with no recommendations to the Congress
to recharter BPA. DOE believes it already has authority to
carry out most of our recommendations under the broad energy
mission given it through the· passage of the Department of
Energy Organization Act (Public Law 95-91).

We do not· believe this is the case, however. BPA was
transferred to DOE from the Department of the Interior to
operate under the same legislative charter it had been
operating under. Even if Public Law 95-91 in some way
modified the BPA Act, no delegations· have been made to the
BPA Administrator to implement and carry out the scope of our
recommendations nor are they being carried out. Further, we
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feel there are issues discussed in our report, such as
Federal power allocations and pricing alternatives, which
the DOE act could not resolve. Legislation has already
been introduced that would impact on BPA's charter.
Therefore, to make BPA's charter specifically clear, we
feel a new BPA charter should be established by legislation
along the lines we recommend.

Several of DOE's comments are addressed· to the impacts
of pricing electric energy at replacement prices. DOE
believes the report understates the economic and social
consequences of such a policy on low-income groups, direct
service industries, and the region's economy.

Each of our policy sets was designed so that regional
employment and regional economic output would not be dis
rupted, regardless of the pricing method. Each policy set
gives a description of the anticipated regional economic
picture under each set of policies. For example, the
direct service industries, or aluminum companies, are con
sidered by many as economically essential to the Pacific
Northwest. For this reason we contracted with Charles River
Associates, Inc., to study the impacts of electricity prices
on this industry. CRA assumed electricity rates up to
25 mills per kilowatt-hour for the aluminum industry in the
Pacific Northwest. On the bas.is of these rates, plant
salvage values, transportation costs, and costs of electric
ity in other regions (domestically and foreign), CRA con
cluded the companies most likely would modernize, become
more energy efficient, and remain in the Northwest.
Because of this we assumed the aluminum industry would re
main in the Northwest and make its anticipated contribution
to the regional economy.

Concerning the impacts of replacement prices on
low-income households, we agTee that replacement prices can
cause hardship if conservation programs are not implemented
at the same time. The intermediate and renewable/transition
policy sets, however, with emphasis on ·conservation, could
reduce these hardships. As the intermediate policy set
points out, subsidies or other inducements could be in-·
creased for low-income households, which could be very
effective in gaining conservation participation and further
the general public policy goal of improving the living level
for this strata of society. This could be done through
purchase and installation of items to increase thermal
efficiency in low-income residences and publicly supported
housing projects.
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As we recognize. in the reP9rt, an abrupt move to
replacement. cost pricing would ·be strong ly resisted., For
this reason, we recomme·nd a. g~adual move to r.eplacement .,
pricing. As figure 6.3 show.s, aver~ge ,cost would bev~ry

near the replacement cost range by the. year 2000 if the
thermal policy set were followed, and a high growth occurred.
There is no guarantee hardship,or economic consequences
would not occur under these circumstances ~lso. '.

Another concern of DOE is that the policy options do
not satisfactorily consider the importance of providing a
reliable power supply sufficient to meet demand. It points
out that analysis and selection of any strategy is in
fluenced by (1) the availability of the technology to
deliver power proposed by the strategy and (2) the
reliability of the power source.

We agree that responsibility of providing a reliable
power supply is important to strategy analysis and
selection and that operating a power grid is made more
complex by 1ntroducing new technologies or technologies
not frequently used. Integrating new technologies into a
reliable electric supply system is an area that will
require planning and design. Questions will have to be
answered from an engineering and economic point of view.

We see the Federal Columbia River Power System
providing an excellent opportunity to blend new technologies
into an existing system, and the most direct way to do this
would be to expand BPA's charter as an electric demonstration
agency to show the technical and economic feasibility of
implementing new technologies.

Regardless of the policy option, questions arise con
cerning reliability. For this reason appendix IX offers a
discussion of the risk and impact of shortfall or excess
capacity under each policy option. For example, the thermal/
traditional policy se.t raises questions about meeting
demand, although it would use what is considered known
technologies. This policy set would require more capital
investment than the other policy sets and could pose a
problem of capital availability through the financial markets.
This policy set would also dep~nd on thermal power as a major
supply source. As the report points out,. there are still un
certainties about nuclear power, such as disposal of radio
active materials, decommissioning, and concern over pre
vention of major accidents or those caused by sabotage, which
have resulted in some pUblic opposition. Such opposition
could impact on the future limits to nuclear power in
providing a reliable source of meeting demand.
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Although the intermediate and renewable/transition
policy sets would use alternative.supply forms for meeting.
demand, these forms would not bacome a major factor until
the1990s. Conservation, along with plants now under
construction and licensed which will come on line, will be
the major source of new supply until then. Other sources
coming on line in the 19805 are minimal but include mostly
hydro/ and biomass/cogeneration which have proven
technologies.

.,
,.
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APPENDIX I

INTRODUCTION

THE THERMAL/TRADITIONAL POLICY SET

APPENDIX I

The obj ective of the thermal/ trad i tional ·.pol icy set is
to examine the consequences of a continuation of past prac
tices and traditional. institutional arrangements for supply
ing electricity to consumers in the Pacific Northwest.
Energy conservation brought about by deliberate policy, or
even by voluntary adoption in the absence of new policy, is
not included. Traditional energy resources (Le., coal, ..
uranium, hydropower, and oil- or gas-fired combustion
turbines) are assumed to provide all the electricity used
in the region.

The growth in population and income among people and
businesses in the re~ion is assumed to be basically the
same in this policy set as it would be in the other two.
Past practices of maintaining a favorable business climate
for high electricity use (energy intensive) industries
would be preserved, and these industries would ~row sub
stantially through the rest of the century. The tradi
tional regional practice of averaging high-cost thermal
electricity with low-cost hydropower to establish an
average cost price for electricity would be·continued •

. Coal-fired and nuclear generating units would be used to
meet most demand growth.

The traditional policy set does not represent pre
sent trends in the electric utility industry in the
Pacific Northwest. That is not its objective. It is a
continuation of utility operations established during the
1950s and 1960s, when electricity was plentiful and
cheap, into the present and future when supply conditions
are greatly changed. Deviations from the conditions of
the traditional policy set can be expected to occur as a
result of changing public attitudes and Federal and State
policies already· active at the present time.

SUMMARY OF.ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

The principal advantage of the traditional policy set
is that it would avoid experimentation. with unproven tech
nologies and institutions; Under this policy set electricity
would be supplied to consumers through well-established
institutions using conventional generating technologies.·
Coal and uranium are resources in plentiful supply domesti
cally so that there would be no concern about electricity
supply interruptions in the region either because. of resource
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exhaustion or foreign embargoes. The current economic base
or industrial mix of· the region would be preserved to the
maximum possible extent. Government intervention would be
minimized, although some actions would be necessary to en
sure. equitable distribution of Federal hydropower.

The principal disadvantage of the traditional policy
set is that it would f~il .in several respects to respond to
the recent increases in electricity supply costs in the
region. Under average cost pricing, .the prices paid by
consumers for new electricity supplies are below the cost
of providing them. Furthermore, there are no efforts to
bring to people's attention opportunities to save money
as well as electricity through the adoption of energy con
servation measures or to develop new sources of supply
that can eventually supplant toe current types of thermal
plants with renewable sources that are environmentally
more benign.

LOADS AND RESOURCES

The region's basic load in the traditional policy set
is shown in figures 1.1 and 1.2 for the high-gr.owth and
moderate-growth cases, respectively. In the high-growth
case, the load growth would average 4.8 percent annually
during the 23-year period from 1977 to 2000 and the firm
energy used would grow from 15.2 thousand to 44.9 thousand
average annual megawatts. In the moderate-growth case,
the average annual load growth would be only 2.7 percent
and the firm energy used in the year 2000 would be 28.1
thousand average annual megawatts. _ . In the moderate case,
the load would be insufficient irithe early years to
absorb. all th'e generation exis'ting or under construction.
These growth rates compare with the region's historical
growth rate of ,7.2 percent through 1973.

The electricity supply in the traditional policy set
would come entirely from conventional hydroelectric, coal
fired, nuclear, combustion turbine, and miscellaneous
small thermal plants. With high-load growth, all plants
already scheduled for construction plus others not yet
planned would be required. with moderate-load growth,
completion of plants on schedule would produce surplus
capability in 1985 ~md 1995 and some construction schedules
could be delayed; however, additional thermal· plants beyond
those presently planned would be required by the year 2000.
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FIGURE L1
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FIGURE 1.2

THERMAL!TRADITIONAL POLICY SET
MODERATE GROWTH (2.7 PERCENT)
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POLICY MECHANISMS AND INFRASTRUCTURE

APPENDIX I

The traditional policy set does not include new
policies to encourage either energy conservation or renewable
energy supply systems. New policies are limited to realloca-'
tion of the low-cost Federal hydropower among pUblicly owned
utilities, privately owned utilities, and large industrial
consumers •.

The regionwide treatment of electric supply' issues does
not bring out distributional effects of unequal electricity
prices in different areas within the region. The overall
regional economy is primarily determined by regionwide'
average, prices to different classes of customers and is
affected little by geographical price differences. However,
these price differences generate intense resentment among
.those who pay higher prices, and they are the subject of
two bills before the Congress. These legislative proposals
are basically concern~d with questions. of equity under
conditions where there is no agreement on what is equitable.
Proposals for resolving this. problem are discussed in
chapter 7 of this report.

,LIFESTYLE-UNDER THE TRADITIONAL POLICY SET

Regional perspective

The traditional policy set would continue regional
growth patterns that are already well established. The
region's natural resources, timber, farmland, hydropower,
minerals, and recreation areas, have been the basic
ingredients for resource industries and related service
industri~s. Strategic location with respect to Asian
markets and early establishment:of certain high technology
industries, notably the aircraft and metallurgical industries,
have led to other growth situations. "

Some resources, especially timber and hydropower, are
now approaching their development limits, and this-would
have some effect on growth in related industries; but in
other industries, growth would continue at rates at least
equal to those of the recent past. The alumi~um-smelting

industry and other large electricity users would continue to
take all the electrical energy made available to them be
cause, under average cost pricing, it wbuldstill be a
great bargain.

On the whole,. employment and economic output would
continue to grow in this policy set in almost the same way
it would under ~ither of the other two. Immigration would
add to the natural population increase as outsiders moved
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in to take advantage of attractive living conditions and
expanding employment opportunities.

Individual perspective

Lifestyles'of Northwest residents living under the
traditional policy. set would be very similar to lifestyles
under the other two policy sets. This similarity, which
may seem surprising at first, arises from three circumstances
assumed for our analyses. The. first is that electricity
would continue to be available in all three policy sets to
consumers at costs that did not represent more than a very
small percentage of their incomes. The second is that in
all three policy sets, real l~comes would rise dramatically
through the rest of the century and future lifestyles would
be determined primaril~ by the uses of the added income,
which would not be closely related to electricity use. The
third i~·that electric~ty pr6duction and use would have
"ery minor impacts ,on the lives of most people so that,
although the impacts might differ among policy sets, they
w6uld be small in all cases.

Nevertheless, th~re would be small differences in
lifestyle among policy sets for most people and large
differences for a few people. In terms of today's dollars,
residential customers. i~ the year 2000 would pay between
1.1 and 1.7 cents per kilowatt-hour more for electricity
than they do today, an increase of 90 to 140 percent. As
a result, electricity would cost a Northwest family from
$100 to $500 more per year depending on usage. On the
other hand, assuming that past trends continued, the
average family would have about $10,000 more income per
year (in 1976 dollars) to use for additional goods and
services.' .

'., . ,
The traditional 'policy ~et would include some changes in

people's perceptions about the safety, stability, and
healthfulness of the ,envirqnment.in which they' lived.
Among the three p~licy. sets, ,the traditional policy set
would have the greatest commitme~t to nuclear power. By
the year 2000, under the high-growth forecast, there could
be between 15 and 20 nuclear power 'units l/ operating in

l/Assuming that coal-fired generating units would have a
- SOD-megawatt capacfty and operate at 70 percent of

capacity, 'while'nuclearunitswould have a i,250-megawatt
capacity and operate at 64 percent·.;of capacity.
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the region. The effects that these plants would have are
very uncertain. If current fears about accidents, fuel
storage, plant decommissioning, and nuclear blackmail
proved to be correct, concern, would be widespread. On
the other hand, if the future record did not include
major disasters and is', in fact, no worse than the national
record of the past 20 years, tension about this technology'
might subside. At present, it does, not concern most people.

,The other major thermal plants in the region would be
coal-fired plants. Under the'traditional policy set by the
year 2000, there could be as many at 40 coal-fired units 1/
serving the Northwest, some located in the region and others
in the major Rocky Mountain coalfields. Each would produce
air pollution that would be noticeable at times to people
in the vicinity out to a distance of several miles. The
damage done by coal plants in the traditional thermal pol-
icy set would be somewhat greater than the same type of damage
in the other policy sets, especially with respect to the vol
umes of coal ash and sludge to be disposed, of. The hydroelec
tric component of the regional electricity supply would pro
duce fluctuations in river flows that would be increasing as
hydropower was used more to meet load peaks. The changing
flows would reduce the utilization of some portions of the
rivers for recreational purposes and might have increasingly
adverse effects on salmon runs. These effects would be
shared by all policy sets, but they would be largest in'the
traditional policy set.

IMPACTS OF THE POLICY SET

Power system costs

The total annual costs of electric energy in the region
under the traditional policy set are shown in figure 1.3 for
both the moderate- and high-growth cases. Costs include not
only annual cost of capital, fuel, and operating costs of,
the powerplants, but also transmission and distribution
costs. Average costs per kilowatt-hour in the region are
also shown on the figure; however, it should be noted that
costs differ considerably from one utility to another.

l/Assuming that coal-fired generating uni'ts would have a
SOO-megawatt capacity and operate at 70 percent of
capacity, while nuclear units would have a 1,2S0-megawatt
capacity and operate at 64 percent of capacity.
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FIGUREI3
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High growth

Annual electricity costs to the region in the year 2000
would be higher by more than $2:8 billion under the tradi~

t ional pol i.cy set· than under' the others • (See tables -IV. 3A,
B, and C.) This is an increase of 35 .percent. The cost in
mills per kilowatt-hour in the year 2000, exclUding conserva
tion cost, would be 29.8 for the traditional policy set,
26.8 for' the intermediate policy set, arid 24.4 for the renew
able policy set. (See table IV.3.)

Moderate growth

The moderate-growth cost comparisons are qualitatively
similar to the high~growth case. Total additional costs for
the traditi.onal policy set over the other two'would amount
to at least $1.7 billion annually by the year 2000 •. (S~e

tables IV.3A, B, and C.l Unit costs in mills per .kilowatt
hour in the year 2000 for each policy set, again exclUding
conservation costs, would be 23.7 for the traditional policy
set, 19 for the' intermediate, and 15.6 for the renewable.
(See table IV.4.l

Environmental impacts

Moderate growth

During the rest of the century, several coal-fired
powerplants would be built within the Pacific Northwest it
self and additional plants serving the region would be
located in eastern Montana, Utah, and Wyoming. ' The· plants
in the region are expected 'to be widely separated, so that
whi Ie each would have its own, impact, there would not .be
much overlap between plants. The local damage done by the
plants, primarily through air Pdllution"would be small ..
assuming that the best available sulfur and particulate
controls were employed. These plants'.,would make a con
tribution to global carbon dioxide levels and heat balance
problems, but the importance oC thes.e e{fects is not yet
known. Nuclear power would remain a fairly small component
of the total supply system, and assuming there were no major
catastrophes, the impacts of this technology should..'be '
moderate. The effects of, hydroelectric operations' on
recreation and on fish and wildlife would be somewhat
greater than they are at the present timet because of peak
power fluctuations that wouidbe,rnet' 'wi£h',thenydroelectric
component. There would not be 'a'ny effects from solar, wind,
or biomass/cogeneration because they would not be used in
this policy set.-',' I .
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This policy set is consistent with national policies
for preservation of environmental quality, provided that
coal plants employed the best available control technology
for sulfur and particulates and assuming that sludge dis
posal did not become a p~oblem. If the best available
technology were not employed, there might be a question
about whether large multiunit coal plants 11 were con
sistent with th~ policy of preventing significant deteriora
tion of air quality for short-time fluctuations (24-hour
maximums). The limited construction of light water reactors
is consistent with the National Energy Plan, which calls
for recognizing hazards and risks and reducing them to
relatively low levels. The regional plan calling for in
creased use of the hydroelectric. system for peaking is not
cOnsistent with the principle of preserving environmental
quality, although it is cons'istent with national energy
principles.

High growth

The emissions of air pollutants, especially nitrogen
oxides, from the many coal-fired powerplants would be
come comparable to emissions from all .other end uses of
energy in the region by the end,of the century. However,
the remote locations and high stacks at the plants would
reduce the effects of the emissions on health and property
to values far below those produced by other pollutant
emissions. Nuclear power would become a major component
of electricity supply by the end of the century. As a
result, the region would experience fully the uncertainty
and resistance to development of this new technology.

Whether any noticeable environmental .effects resulted
from the,plants would depend on the success of radioactive
storage facili ties and decommissioning procedures; the
prevention of major accidents'or those caused by sabotage;
and the control of weapons grade materials. All these
rna tters are" currently very uncertain.

Equally unclear is whether police powers, extended to
control critical nuclear materials, would be noticeably
restrictive and obtrusive. At some locations the effects
o£ operation of 1;:h.e )1ydroel~ctric syst'em on' recreation and
on fish and wi ld~ i f.e .'1ould ,be much more pronounced than

"Y

lilt is customary.:tci.cluster generating units in multiunit
plants. Nuclear plants typically contain one to two units
and coal plants'one to four units.
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they are at present because of the peak power fluctuations
that would be met by hydropower. There, would of course be
no effects of solar, wind, or biomass/cogeneration in'this'
policy set. with the best available control technology,
the coal plants are consistent with 'the national principle
of environmental protection; 'However, the peaking ,operations
of the hydroelectric system are not consistent with this
principle;

Equity' Lee,) c
'", (' c»·, ) ~- -

The two equity issues in ,the traditional policy,set
would relate to the pricing of ,electrici~y. One would be
the strong variation of price, :wi'th'geographical location
depending on the type of utility serving each area. PUblicly
owned utilities: are preferred cust-omers for"low-cost Federal
hydropower, according to law. As a result, electricity
prices to consumers in areas served by publicly owned
utilities would tend to be lower than those iri areas served
by investor-owned utilities. From the viewpoint of the
individual consumer, the price di'fferenceswould be inequita
ble. But there is a commorily 'used'j'ustification for ~he

public power preference 'position' based on the channeling
of benefits from publicly financed projects to nonprofft
organizations. The argument "does 'not apply to the' direct
sales of low-cost power to industries, (d irectservice'
customers) .' '

The'second equity issue'would arise from the common
utility' practice of averaging' low"'"cost hydropower with
expensive thermal power and uS'ing the resulting supply
cost, together with the cost of distribution to different
classes of customers,','as the basts 'for prices. As 'a'
consequence of this practice, the' charges 'made for
electricity 'purchased' by riew,customers or for 'additional
purchases by old customers would ,be 'below the costs in
curred't'o provide the 'new serv'ice. ',The d'ifferencetn
cost would be paid by all users' 'in' the cost,caveraging
area.

., .. ~ . ~ ';.' ,

The'net effect would be that costs 'of new or increased
electricity demands would not be borne 'entireiy 'by' use'rsj
but' would be spread mostly to 'al1':contiriuing Lisers--an ,
inequitable allocation. '~his"effect was ,rimited in times
when inexpensive hydropower was available to supply all
existing and new demand, and thus there was, little inequity
in the past. However, by continuing this average 'cost
policy into the era of expensive "thermal power, the
tradi tional policy' set would .. rgno're <in:' inequi ty 'that 'would
likely become increasingly bothersome. '
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Regional economy and employment

Changes in the regional economy and employment that
occurred under the traditional policy set would, on the whole,
follow past trends. The aluminum industry would continue to
receive favorable rates and would grow to the extent that pow
er was made available, but the overall effect of this growth
on employment and regional income would be small. Other in
dustries would grow at rates that were not very dependent on
electricity prices, and the growth would, therefore, be very
similar to that expected under the other two policy sets.

There would possibly be some shifts in the locations of
industries because of the sharp discontinuities in electric
ity prices across the boundaries of utility service areas.
Thus an industry served by an investor-owned utility and
paying high electricity costs in an area adjacent to the
service area of a publicly owned utility offering much lower
rates might decide to move, but such cases would be rare.
Most industries are located where they are for reasons quite
separate from the local cost of electricity, such as access
to raw materials, transportation routes, a skilled labor
force, and associated suppliers. Only the very heaviest
users of electricity would be likely to find potential
rate savings large enough to offset oth~r location-related
factors.

Risk and impact of shortfall or idle capacity

The traditional policy set would be very comparable to
the other two so far as risks of shortfall or idle capacity
were concerned. In all three policy sets, risks and un
certainties would exist to a degree that depended on the
nature of the supply system and on the uncertain aspects
of demand.

The consequences of relatively long term shortfall or
idle capacity would likewise be comparable to those for the
other policy sets. Shortfalls would bring restrictions on
growth, higher prices, and rationing. Idle capacity would
mean unnecessary cost burdens and promotional activity to
increase sales •

•
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INTRODUCTION

INTERMEDIATE POLICY SET

APPENDIX II

The objective of the intermediate policy set would be
to achieve as much energy conservation as possible without
interfering with economic growth, profitability of business,
improvements in the standard of living, and individual
freedom of choice. A change. in lifestyle is not intended.
The intention would be to confine adjustments to those which
reduced the energy required to deliver goods, services, and
a comfortable standard of living. A strong test of profit
ability would be applied to conservation measures, so that
whatever conservation was brought into the plan would enhance
rather than retard overall economic progress. The policies
considered should be economically beneficial to all parties
and minimize interference with individual freedom of choice
in personal consumption and industrial production processes.

Lifestyle under the intermediate policy set would not be
greatly different from what it would be under continued
growth in electricity use at rates similar to those that have
prevailed in the past. People would continue to enjoy an
increasing standard of living, including more living space
per person and more home appliances per household. Industry
would continue to grow in order to supply those expanded
demands. Energy efficiency in homes, commercial buildings,
and factories would increase considerably.

In the .intermediate policy set, conservation and
improvements in energy efficiency would be brought about
by a number of specific actions. Improved weatherization
and insulation would be installed in a majority of the
existing homes that now lack it and in virtually all new
residences. More efficient appliances would be adopted,
and the rush to more and bigger appliances of the 1960s
would not be'resumed. Commercial and public buildings
would also have improved energy. efficiency, especially in
new structures. Industry would achieve better efficiency
through a general tightening up of energy management plus
some gradual conversion of the most electricity intensive
industries to more efficient processes. Overall, conserva
tion would be reducing the total electric load in the year
2000 to about 80 percent of the amount projected.

The increased energy efficiency in the intermediate
policy set would be brought about by relatively painless
actions, such as providing information about conservation
opportunities, helping to arrange financing for conservation
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investments, and providing incentive payments to those who
did conserve. The working of the conservation program it
self would 'not cause any shocking changes ,in the accustomed
way of doing business. Program costs plus customer costs
of conservation would be considerably less than the savings
realized due to tapering off of growth in power demand.

SUMMARY OF ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

The outstanding advantage of the intermediate policy
set would be that it would achieve considerable electricity
savings throughout the Pacific Northwest, without requiring
that people in the region accept harsh regulations re
stricting their use of electricity or that they pay sharply
higher prices for it. The savings would be achieved without
sacrifice through inducements that offered monetary savings
to those who conserved electricity. To legislators the
advantages of the approach are that they would not need to
support unpopular new legislation, that economic growth in
the region would be unaffected, and yet that "they would be
supporting national objectives of energy conservat10n and
use of renewable resources. Furthermore, the electricity
supply would .rely on domestic energy resources so that
supply interruptions would be unlikely.

The principal disadvantage of the.intermediate policy
set would be that it would not price electricity at its
replacement cost and, therefore, would not encourage con
servation and energy efficiency. The average cost pricing
policy retained is directly contrary to several basic
principles, including" the national principle of energy
conservation, the general economic principle that price
should equa"l marginal cost "of supply, and the equity prin
ciple that the user should pay for goods and services
received. '1'hese are very seric;>uspolicy defects, but by
accepting them policymakers would avoid the necessity of
imposing electricity price increases that would be
unpopular with many consumers.

LOADS AND RESOURCES

The region's basic load in the intermediate policy set
would be the same as it would be in the other policy sets
except for the" effects of conservation. In this policy set
it is assumed that .modest conservation efforts at residences,
commercial establishments, and industries would provide
some load reductions beginning in 1980. By the year 2000
these would amount to about 22 percent of forecast demand.
The uncertainty in load growth between high and moderate
covers a broad range. In the moderate-growth case, the
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load would be insufficient in the early years to absorb all
the generation existing or under construction. However, by
the year 2000, additional new plants would be needed;
Figures 11.1 and 11.2 show the total loads in.the high- and
moderate-growth cases along with the components of supply
that would be used to meet them.

The supplies would come from a variety of sources.
Hydropower would make up most of the total early in the
time period but would have ·.little growth potential. Con
ventional thermal powerplants, i.e., coal and nuclear,
would supply most of the growth.'

Renewable resources other than conventional hydropower
would contribute only token amounts to the supply but
would demonstrate the new technologies on a· commercial
scale. The resources assumed for this·policy set were mostly
central station units, although about one-third of the wind
and solar generation was considered to be decentralized,
i.e., iocated at the load. . .

, .' 1 1.

With high-load growth, conve·ntional· resources beyond
those already scheduled would be required in years 1995
and 2000, but on the other hand it would be possible to
delay some scheduled nuclear plants not having construction
permits and stillm~et the 1985 and 1990· loads. With
moderate-load growth no additional conventional resources
beyond those already scheduled would be required through
the year 2000. In fact, about five of the scheduled
nuclear plants ~ould be delayed beyorid the 'year 2000, and
even with coal-fired and nuclear ·plants delayed to a maximum,
there would'be unused capability above that needed for
energy reserves in 1980 through 1990.

POLICY MECHANISMS AND INfRASTRUCTURE

Introduction

The intermediate pOlicy set would use economically
attractive policies to bring about adoption of conservation
measures and renewable energy supply systems. policies'
would fall into two general categories, abroad information
program to inform people fully of 1the opportunities available'
to them and a set of incentives designed 'to, induce people
to adopt measures that actually would benefit them
economically but that they might be unable or unwilling to
adopt spontaneously •.
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'FIGURE D.1
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FIGURE 11.2
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policy mechanisms

APPENDIX II

Information program: The information program would
focus on inducing households, commercial and manufacturing
establishments, communities, and electric utilities to
adopt the following measures:

Residential:

Lower thermostats
Retrofit homes with insulation, etc.
Use heat-conserving construction
Reduce energy use in appliances
Improve heating systems

Commercial:

Improve ventilation and lighting
Lower thermostats
Retrofit existing buildings
Make new construction energy efficient

Industrial:

Institute recycling programs
Improve housekeeping

Communities:

Improve urban design

Utilities:

Introduce renewable electricity supply systems

The information program should, of course, bring out
the advantages of adopting the measures above. The two
principal advantages would be the money savings that would
be expected and the greater independence from external
fossil fuel sources that would be achieved. In the past,
information programs alone have not proved effective.
However, if the information could be combined with incentives
for adoption, the combination might be particularly effec
tive. Incentives are described later in this section.
It also would be important to contact potential conservers
on an individual and personal basis. A notice accompanying
the monthly' utility bill is an .example of a communication
of this kind. Finally, it. would be particularly effective
if a social behavior norm of conservation and renewable
energy development could be established which would-bring
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on community pressure for conformance to energy-efficient
practices.

. ,

The spec if ic· elements :of an energy fnformation program
would include at least the ,following:

1.

2.

3.

4 .

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

11.

General public energy information program through
media, demonstrations; etc., to provide knowledge
and increased understanding of energy issues.

Energy education materials and teacher-training
sessions for grades kindergarten through 12,. plus
vocational training. ;," .';,

Information materials, training sessions, and
demonstration projects for builders, construction
workers, equipment retailers and installers,
building and equipment operators, ,and maintenance
personnel.

. . ,
Seminars ,and workshops for, architects, engineers,
contractors, real estate and financial agents,
building owners and managers, and regional planners.

General and process-specific information'and
workshops geared to specific, industries, ·especially
smaller firms.

Partial subsidization of training and salary of
energy-efficiency specialists in schools, State
and local governments, etc.

Energy information clearinghouse and library,
point of.access to~national information sources
and directory of helpful agencies and individuals.

Energy aud i t program,. for' res idences, publ i c
buildings, and commercial ,buildings with· infor
mation,on probable life, cycle cost.effectiveness
of possible conservation:measures.

Energy-efficiency labeling of all residences
'offered for sale or for rent.

. :1·.', J

Energy-efficiency labeling of'home appliances
and most common commercial, or ·industrial equipment.

, , ,
"Adaptive" ·research' to deveiop appro.aches to

:energy conservation and altern?tive'energy ,sources
that are suitable .for Pacific.Norj;hwest conditions.
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12. Energy policy analysis and administration of
conservation programs.

. The general magn·i tude of ·such an information program is
indicated by suggested funding levels shown in table 11.1.
The funding levels indicate average program costs during the
period 1980-90 of $18 million per year, expressed in 1976
price levels. This level applies to the three Pacific
Northwest· States and to all .energy sources. Approximately
one-third of these costs might be 'allocable to electricity
conservation. .

,

.'
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Table II.l '"'"cr,

. Energy Information Program, Suggested A'{erage_~nnual ~undingr.evel
z
I:'....
X

Pacific Northwest, 1980-90 ........
Total Federal ,State Local Electric
cost Government government ,government utility Private

-------------------------(000 omitted)----------------------------

General, information $ 2,500 $1,000 $ 900 $ - $ 300 $ 300

Energy education 500 100 300 100 ..;

Worker training 1,600 - 400 - '200 ' 1,000
....
:-' ," Designer seminars' 800 200 200 - 200 200
Ie

Industry workshops 800 200 200 - 200 200

Energy specialists 800 100 200 - - ,500

Clearinghouse 500 200 300

Energy audits 5,000 - 4,000 - 1,000

Residential labeling 1,000 ,- 500 500

Appliance labeling 500 - - - 10,0 400

Adaptive research 2,000 1,000 500 - 500 :l"- '"'"Policy analysis and '"z
program administration 2,000 - 1,500 - ,500 - I:'

-- ....
X

Totals $18,000 $2,80Q $9.L OOO $600 $3,000 $2,600 ....
t-i . c'
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A possible division of costs among' responsible agencies
is alsO shown in tableII.l:This is only'one of many ways
in which resources might be provided for a broad energy in
formation program. Federal grants and cost sharing would
likely provide a significant fraction of the funds for the
programs of' non-'Federal 'enti ties. '." .

. Incentive program: . The incentiv~~rbgram would'utili~e
direct subsidies or rebates, low-interest guaranteed loans';
tax relief, and price adj~stments' t6 encourage b~sinesses'~nd

households to adopt energy conservation measures. The inter
mediate policy set visualizes·the following specific measures
would be adopted before 1980 and remain in effect from then
until 2000. " .

1. An income tax credit, (or direct .rebate if no tax
were duel equal to 20 percent of the costs of in
sulation and' weatherization of existing dwelling
units.

2. Government purchase, installation, and demonstration
of solar space~ and water-heating systems for
schools, p~blic 'buildings; publicly s~pported hous
ing projects, etc.

3. Government waste collection and recycling systems;
including sysiems to'Gse burnable waste~s boiler
fuel.

4. Government subsidies':for experimental and"innovative
installations' to reduce energy consumption in
industry. .~

( '. .
5. Low-inter.est loans, with the public sector absorb

ing the costs of guaranteeing ',repayment and
difference bet~een irit~rest charged ~nd' the 'required
yield to cover lender costs. These loans would be
available for"retrofitting existing 'dwellings and'
commercial buildings, improving residential heating ,
systems (either conventional or unconventional);'and
developing total 'energy systems and district
heating or :recycling "systems. : ..

6. Tax relief' in"the forrn:of an exemption from sales
tax on energy-conserving items and exemption from
increased property taxes for homes and commercial'
bUIldings that' add energy-conserving features or
alternative energy syste~s; .

. "
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7. Reduced business taxes to commercial and industrial
plants that install energy-conserving devices that
are of marginal or questionable profitability to
the firm.

Incentive programs are potentially more expensive than
even a broad-based information program. Costs depend upon

,the rate of subsidization and on the response to the program.
Some estimates for the programs envisioned in the inter
mediate policy sets are given in table 11.2.

Table IL2

Total Costs of Incentive Programs for Adopters
of Energy Conservation Measures

Pacific Northwest, 1980-2000 (note a)

'Total
Maximum

amount'
involved

regional program
possible
subsidy

Rate Amount

Possible
SUbsidy for
conserving

electricity

(000,000 (percent)
omi tted)

(000,000
, omitted)

Rebate on residential
weatherization $1,200

Subsidized solar
buildings' 300

Subsidized recycling
and waste burning 300

Subsidized industrial'
conservation 300

Low-interest loans 6,000

20

80

50

50

4

$240

240

150

150

240

$75

40

45

50

80

Tax relief:
Sales
Property

,6,.000
2,000

4·
l/yr.

240
400

80
100

Tax concession

Total

6,000

$22,100

l/yr. 1,200

$2,860

~/In constant '1976 dollars.

ILl!
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Decision rule changes

APPENDIX II

The policy changes suggested for the intermediate policy
set would require rule changes of three general types: (1)
State and local governments and utilities would need to
allocate much more emphasis and resources to energy informa
tion and education programs, (2) State governments and
utili ties would need to· inaugurate programs for financing
investments that. produce energy savings, and (3) rate
structures would 'need to be adjusted to eliminate incentives
that bias customers' choices toward energy consumption
rather than conservation •

• - - I

.Agencies and .programs for energy information, education,
and conservation already exist in each of the State govern
ments, the Bonneville Power Administration, and the· larger
electric utilities. However, the intermediate policy set
visualizes a much broader and more intense program than now
exists. The decision change needed would be to allocate
more funding and more top level management support to the
overall program of energy' conservation education and in
formation dissemination. The emergence of energy conserva
tion programs from nearly nothing in less than 4 years
gives some grounds for hoping that these programs would
continue to grow under existing authorities. However, the
relative slowness of that growth to date gives reason to
fear that the programs would lag and perhaps never reach
the critical level required to bring about a conversion in
the basic public thinking about what is wise and proper in
energy use.

The energy information activities that would be most
beneficially carried forward by the utilities are the
provision of information directly to customers, such as
energy audits and individualized conservation plans. These
are also by far ,the most expensive programs per. customer
served. Thus utilities would need encouragement and perhaps
some incentives or pressure to bring about enthusiastic
promotion of these services.

In the case of utilities, the existing incentive
structure does not provide the motivation to push customers
to conserve energy.' Por the most part, managers and .
especially investor/owners of-privately owned utilities
have been rewarded in. proportion to the ·size of their energy
sales. Conservation tends to run counter to this tradition
and will be pushed only out of a ~ense of social responsi
bility or in response to pressures from citizen groups and
regulatory.authorities. Providing citizens and regulators
increased power and ease of entry to the decisionmaking

11.12
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process would help to assure continued and expanded attention
to energy conservation as well as to energy supply. For
example, policy boards that included representatives of gen
eral citizenry and environmental concerns might be establish
ed and empowered to make decisions regarding the general
allocation between power production and conservation.

Special low-cost financing for energy conservation in
vestments is needed to correct the incongruity that arises
when utilities usea. cost for capital of 7 percent to
12 percent when evaluating power supply system additions,
whereas residential and business customers ·.typically apply
rates from 10 percent to as much as 40 percent or 50 percent
when evaluating conservation measures. Since conservation
measures are, in effect, an alternate resource for balancing
electricity loads and resources, they should be evaluated on
the same basis. One way to make these comparable is to pro
vide financing specifically for conservation investments at
terms equivalent to those that apply' for investments in the
power supply system.

).J\ _ . . , . . ; .

utilities could have special loan p~ograms for financing
customers I. investments in conservation •.. -.Authorization would
have to be ,obtained from the appropriate:regulatory body,
Le., the Congress, the State Public Utility Commission, or
a public councilor commission. In addi,tion, a structure
for handling this program would have to be set up within
the uti.lity •. ·Proyision would have to be made to retire the
loans through regular payments made out of the savings .real
ized in the form of reduced utility bills-for customers. The
original loan fund might be provided from each utility's own
capital plus borrowing or from funds provided f.or that
particular purpose .by BPA •

.State government and/or the. Federal Government also
might establish a special program similar' to' existing
programs fOt; financing housing. Such a prog.ram would work
through existing lending institutions, .guaranteeing repay
ment in order to obtain a lower interest rate and low
downpayment requirement for loans made to finance specific
conservatio'n investments. As.with ·the housing programs,
the 'loan guarantee program would also establish standards
for supplier/contractors, screen applications, and monitor
performance. An advantage of having utilities handle these
loans would be the existing regular business that theY did
with customers.

move
way.

No sweeping pricing policy changes are, envisioned. A
to eliminate quantity discciun~ prices is already under

Under the intermediate ,policy set, that move would be

II :13
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extended until all decreasing block rates were eliminated.
Minimum bills tied to a quantity of energy use would also
be eliminated. Replacing both of these would be a greater
reliance on demand charges and service 'charges where there
were substantial fixed costs of service.

The end of very inexpensive and plentiful hydropower
also would bring an end to the justification for continuing
to supply low-priced energy to large industrial consumers.
In general, they would be forced to'pay the market price
for power, which would be several times the rate now paid.
Special provision might be made to establish a conservation
,pricing schedule for direct service industrial customers.
Under this schedule, power would be supplied to the customers
at the lowest rate that could be justified under the
principle of average cost pricing. However, that low-cost
power would be available only up to an amount necessary to
supply their needs under the most energy efficient tech
,nology available. Additional power needed due to ineffic
iencies of the firm's existing plant and equipment would
be available only at market price, without the benefit
of averaging in low-cost Federal hydropower.

An energy surcharge would be levied on all use of
electricity. The surcharge would be kept relatively small-
perhaps 1 mill/kilowatt-hour. The proceeds, which would
exceed $150 million in 1,980, would be" used to help finance
various State and regional energy conservation programs.

Infrastructure changes

There would be no wholesale reorganization of the
electricity supply system under the intermediate policy set.
However, some changes in authority and in relation between
entities would be necessary in order to implement ne~

policy measures and decision-rule changes.

Broadened ,charter for BPA and utilities: The need for
action to make conservation investments by households and
businesses as readily and cheaply available as are utility
investments in power supply system components could best be
handled by extending utilities' realm of authority and
responsibility to include conservation as well as power
supply. The cparters of BPA and the utilities should be
expanded to explicitly include this new responsibility.
They should be empowered to lend money for conservation
activities, establish subsidiaries to engage in the busi
ness (unsubsidized and. unregulated) of supplying conserva
tion services, and generally promote and facilitate
customers' efforts to conserve energy. utility involvement
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in the conservation business would be desirable because it
would provide an opportunity for the utilities to'expand
their overall size and increase profits without increasing
their electricity sales. Some of the smaller utilities
.ould find it difficult to provide these additional
services on their own. Cooperative programs with other
utilities or with BPA'would be established to solve this
problem.

State regulatory authority extenaed to
publicly owned utilities: Some of the desired policy

changes would require regulatory press~re to bring about
their universal adoption. Elimination o~ declining block
rates is a case in point. State public utilLty commissions
should have authority over at least rate structures and
conservation programs of these utilities, if not over the
entire scope of their activities.

Regional power-planning board: Decisions that have
regionwide significance, such as the overall rate of growth
in power supply capability, would be made,the responsibility
of an officially constituted entity. This might be one
function of an expanded BPA or of a separate new regional
power-planning board (RPPB )'. RPPB would be responsible for
(I) making projections of future power demands , (2) evaluat
ing the need for systemwide reserves to cover contingencies,
such as low waterflows, unanticipated demand growth, peaking,
and unscheduled outages, (3) evaluating regional energy con
servation policy alternatives, (4) evaluating unconventional
energy sources, and (5) developing a plan for balancing
electricity supply and demand to the year 2000.

RPPB would subs.ume responsibilities that are now
diffused among BPA, State regulatory commissions, the
Pacific Northwest Utilities Conference' Committee, the
Washington Public Power Supply System, and individual
utilities. Its main contribution would be to bring issues
with regionwide impact to open debate in a public forum.
RPPB would be responsible for protecting~ the broadest
general public interest. The public would. be represented
on RPPB, and public participation would be a,major con
sideration in its deliberations.

',.j'

LIFESTYLE UNDER THE INTERMEDIATE POLICY SET

Regional perspective

The Pacific Northwes.t lifestyle under the intermediate
policy set would be almost identical with a business-as-usual
approach with no attempt to encourage energy conservation.

ILlS
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The energy conservation policies would be deliberately
selected to neither disrupt nor impose a burden on industry.
Therefore, employment and economic activity under the
intermediate policy set would be almost identical with
that which is projected under continuation of past trends.
Employment and economic growth would be governed by the
region's competitiveness as a location for industry and
commerce. Factors such as availability of natural resources
(timber, farmland, minerals, recreation areas), strategic
location (Alaskan and Asian trade), or a fortuitous headstart
as in aerospace and nonferrous metals would be important
determinants of growth.

The only industry that might have its growth slowed by
the policies of this policy set would be primary aluminum
reduction. That industry accounts for such a large amount
of electric energy use and is so energy intensive per
employee or per dollar of value added in the region that
it is sensitive to energy costs and policies. These

. characteristics make it almost imperative that special
considerations be given to aluminum energy policy. In the
intermediate policy set it is assumed that this would
lead to adoption of an intermediate pricing policy designed
to encourage plant modernization and increased plant
energy efficiency but not make it attractive for plants to
leave and go to higher cost areas.

On balance, the employment and economic growth projected
for the intermediate policy set would follow trends of the
past few years. The traditional resource-based industries
are expected to continue to grow. In addition, the economy
would show more involvement in services and in fabrication
of finished products, reflecting the general nationwide
trend in that direction, amplified by further maturing of
what was recently a frontier-type economy. The projections
anticipate that the region would have enough economic success
to help it attract an influx of. migrants that would be well
above that experienced over any previous long period of time.

Individual perspective

Average citizens of the Pacific Northwest living
through the rest of this century under conditions of the
intermediate policy set would have lifestyles that would
be almost indistinguishable from those under the other two
policy sets. In .all three cases economic growth and rising
labor productivity are assumed to combine to give substan
tial increases in personal· incomes. People would be buying
more goods and using more services.
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The income and consumption growth would be reflected in
higher consumption of some goods and services that have
particular significance for future growth of electricity
demands. Housing would continue to be upgraded into more
spacious units, mostly as existing older and generally
smaller homes were gradually replaced by the currently
typical ranch-style homes and garden apartments. Single
family residences would continue to dominate. Many more
of these would be electrically heated, and air-conditioning
of residences would be nearly twice as prevalent as at the
present time. The proliferation of electrically powered·
appliances would continue with freezers, dishwashers,
stereos, and other appliances becoming virtually standard
fare for every home.

The energy conservation program visualized for the
intermediate policy set would affect the way in which some
of the goods and services were supplied .but, for the most
part, the end result for the consumer would be indistinguish
able from that which would be enjoyed without a conservation
program. In housing, two-thirds of the new units would be
fully insulated (6 to 12 in. in the ceiling, 3 to.12 in~ in
walls, 6 inches under floors and double pane glass), and the
remainder would fall short in only marginal respects. Retro
fitting of existing units would upgrade virtually all exist
ing units to at least the point of insulation in the ceiling.
In addition, approximately one-half of the uninsulated walls
and underinsulated ceilings would be retrofitted. Consumers
would find their homes to be more comfortable as a
result of the improved insulation, even though thermostat
settings would be lowered in most homes to 68 degrees
Fahrenhei t in daytime and 55 degrees Fahrenhei t at night.

In aspects of everyday life outside the home, shoppers
would begin to notice some reductions in lighting levels in
.retail stores as store operators adopted new lighting
standards. Ventilation reductions would also occur but
would be less obvious because they would be accompanied by
other regulations, especially smoking prohibitions, which
would reduce the level of ventilation required to eliminate
odor and pathogens. Similar changes would take place in
working conditions for other workers and for the employees
of manufacturing industries. Energy housekeeping would be
more evident. Employees would be asked to turn off lights
and machinery when they were not being used. Designs for
doors and windows would be changed, and their use would be
more carefully monitored.

More people would find attractive planned communities
where living quarters were in apartment buildings with their
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lower utility costs, convenient access to local commercial
areas, and reduced distance to work. Development of these
communities would be encouraged by governmental policies
that provided financial, zoning, and government service
incentives for them.

Several of these changes would be consequences of
rising electricity prices. In terms of today's dollars,
residential customers in the year 2000 would pay between
0.4 and 1 cents per kilowatt-hour more than they do at
present, a price increase of 30 to 75 percent. However,
the increase in family income by 2000 compared with that
in 1977 would be at least as great percentagewise as the
price increase, so that a family would not have to spend
a greater proportion of its earnings to pay for the same
amount of electricity. The overall effect would be that
electricity would cost a family in the Northwest from
$50 to $400 more per year in 2000 than today depending on
usage, but the added cost would be only a small part of
the added income, about $10,000 per year (in 1976 dollars),
that the family had at its disposal. Lifestyle would be
influenced much more .by the added income than by the
added electricity,cost, assuming a continuation of past
trends in the growth of per capita income.

Beyond the relatively small effect of increasing cost
of electricity on the material well-being of people in
the Northwest in the year 2000, there would be some
electricity-related changes in people's perceptions about
the safety, stability, and healthfulness of the environ
ment in which they lived. The growth of nuclear power
would bring to some people increasing anxiety about
accidents, radioactive wastes, and diversion of nuclear
materials to terrorists or foreign countries. The extent
to which this concern would grow and persist through the
rest of this century is very uncertain. If such incidents
did occur with some regularity and with disastrous results,
then people would be greatly concerned as they would be
about an epidemic of a serious disease or about a war in
which the country was involved. On the other hand, if
ihere were no serious accidents, if waste storage facilities
were developed, and. if no nuclear extortion threats were
.made, the concern about nuclear power could remain at
present levels or could even subside.
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As a point of reference it can be noted that under con
ditions of the intermediate policy set the number of nuclear
reactors in 'operation in the Northwest in the year 2000 ;
would be smaller than the number currently (1977) operating
in the Northeast,. where concern about the nuclear industry
and security measures deriving from it do not occupy much
of the attention of the average citizen. The other two
policy sets would also involve sizable amounts of nuclear
power according to the high-growth forecast, but in the
moderate-growth case the intermediate and renewable policy
sets would have less uncertainty about nuclear effects
because fewer nuclear plants would be required.

In some other ways also people would notice the en
vironmental changes that would accompany the expansion of
the electricity supply. Several new coal-fired powerplants
would be sited throughout the region, and under certain
atmospheric conditions or periods of malfunction of the
exhaust gas cleanup equipment, people in the neighborhood
of such a plant, out to a distance of several miles, would
see the'plume of smoke, might smell it, and might suffer
some slight lung irritation, caused by it. Over the long
term, some people near such a plant could notice some
damage to susceptible materials, such as paint and marble,
but in most areas the air pollutants contributed by the
powerplants would be small compared to those coming from
automobiles, oil furnaces, and. industrial plants. Under
the intermediate policy set there should not be enough
plants to cause overlapping regional effects. On the'
whole, few people in the region would notice changes in
air quality that would be brought about by. the coal
plants constructed under the intermediate policy set.

People would occasionally notice increasing variations
of flows along some rivers. Recreational use of portions
of'these rivers might be affected adversely. Thesechanges
would be brought,about by the increasing use of the hydro
electric system for peaking purposes and would take place
downstream from storage reservoirs, such as the one behind
Grand Coulee Dam. These effects would not be unique for
the intermediate policy set, but would be shared by the
other two'policy sets as well. The effect would be smaller
to the extent that conservation reduced' the load and
smoothed its daily variation. The 'intermediate policy set
would be better in these respects than the traditional
policy sets but not as good as the renewable policy set.

People would be much more aware of energy conservation
opportunities in the future than they are at present. In
fact, a large component of the conservation is anticipated
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to come about .due to the change in point of view and
appropriate financial incentives rather than more compulsory
forces. Public ,information programs would be continuing at
a level somewhat below that of the' late 1970s when there
were crash programs to· get the word out. Basic energy
education would be a regular part of. school curriculums.
There would also be a substantial flow of ·individualized
information directly to households and businesses. This
information would be available not only from Federal and
State programs but also from energy suppliers and from
sellers of energy~conservingmaterials (like insulation)
and services (like an energy auditor might provide).

The information program would contain a full array
of ." se liing" techniques,. including use of prominent public
persons to sell .consumers. :on' the idea that energy con
servation not only pays but also enhances one's image in
the community. Thinking.would have changed to such an
extent that most ,people would be a bit embarrassed to have
a ,neighbor learn ·,that. they'estill had not insulated their
ceIling. or. that they..still 'kept. the "thermostat set 'at
72 degrees Fahrenheit. Utilities would offer energy audits
of homes and would help arrange for energy-conserving
steps to be taken.

People would also.be regularly taking advantage of
programs. that gave, tax :deductio.ns or credits for expendi
tures oneriergy conservation.. ,These programs would help
keep energy.::onservation oPPo.rtunities in the .public's
mind ,and persuade ·some'hesitan.t adopters that it would
really be ,a good .idea•. '

As a final ·note' on ,l:ifestyle,' late in the century
people would see in operation a number of large new
el~ctric powerplantsemployingrenewable resources. Along
the coast "there would be. severa'! .windmill farms each several
miles on a side.' In the sunny -interior, a few large solar
units would be feeding electricity into the regional grid.
As a consequence people would recognize that these new .
technologies were coming of age and would gradually'be
replacing conventional coal and nuclear plants. As an
indirect· consequence of this, awareness and greater
affluence., .individual' use of ,passive and active solar
heaters might.,be accelerated.' ",, ,

-..
IMPACTS OF, THE POLICY 'SET

". '.:

Power system .and 'CO'~sE!i:vation costs
. • ;, I • .- ",' i .

The total annual costs of electric energy and
conservation in the region under the intermediate policy
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set are shown in figure 11.3 for both the moderate- and
high-growth cases. Figures include not only.annual cost
of capital, fuel, and operating costs of the powerplants
but also transmission and distribution costs. Average
costs per kilowatt-hour in the region are also shown in
the figure; however, it should be noted that costs differ
considerably from one utility to another.

High growth

Under the high-growth assumption, the intermediate
policy set would achieve annual cost savings compared with
the traditional policy set that would amount·to $2.8 billion,
or 35 percent, in the year 2000. (See tables IV.3A and 5.)
Compared with those of the renewable policy set, costs
would be about the same until the mid-1980s, when the
renewable policy set would become least expensive. The
comparisons of cost in mills per kilowatt-hour in the
year 2000, neglecting conservation cost, would be 29.8 for
the traditional policy set, 26.8 for the intermediate policy
set, and 24.4 for the renewable policy set. (See table
IV. 3. )

Moderate growth

In the case of moderate-load growth, the cost
comparisons arequalitativ'ely similar to the high-growth
case. Total savings compared with those'of the traditional
policy set would amount to $1.7 billion annually by the
year 2000. (See tables IV.3A, 5, and C.) The intermediate
and renewable policy sets would have very similar costs
throughout the period with the renewable being less expensive
from 1990 through 2000. unit costs in mills per kilowatt
hour in the year 2000 for each policy set, again neglecting
conservation costs, would be 23.7 for the traditiohal policy
set, 19 for the intermediate, 'and 15.6 for the renewable.

Environmental .impacts

Moderate

During the remainder of the century, several coal-fired
powerplants would be built and additional plants serving the
region would be located in eastern Montana, Utah,. and Wyoming.
The construction schedule would presumably be the same as the
schedule for the. thermal/traditional policy set (moderate
growth), and the environmental effects should be similar.
However, regional electricity planners could reduce coal~fired

generation below the level anticipated on the basis of plants
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FIGURE II.3

TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ElECTRIC ENERGY
AND CONSERVATION-INTERMEDIATE POLICY SET.
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existing and licensed for construction if they chose to do so.
Nuclear power would be only a minor component of the supply
system, and its impacts should be small. There would be
some, sligi:l't effects 'of ,solar" wind, and' biomass utilization
on air quality, land availability, and:'regional esthetics.
Hydroelectric power production would produce some adverse
environmental ,effects as a consequence of variations in
water flow for peaking purposes.

.,.':' .

High

The emissions of air pollutants from coal-fired. I

powerplants would be somewhat smaller than the emissions
from end uses of fuels, but the 'effects on health.. and
property of the coal emipsions would be only a few, percent
of end-use fuel emissions because of the stack heights and
the remote locations of the powerplants. Thus air quality
consequences of the opera,tion of the coa1 plants ,would be
small and, indeed~ smaller than those produced in,the '
traditional policy set. Nuclear powerplants would likewise
,be fewer in number, in this case than in the traditional
policy set, but qualitatively the impacts of nuclear power
would, be very, similar in the two policy sets. Effects known
to occur, would be small, but ,major uncertainties w<;lUld re
main concerning radioactive waste disposal, accidents,
decommissioning, and theft of special nuclear materials.
Hydroelectric plant operation would be reduced som~what
compared with that in the traditional policy set, but,
there would still be some pronounced increases in stream
flow, fluctuations over those', experienced at the, present
time. Regional esthetics, land availability, and~air quality
would be only slightly affected by the utilization" of 'solar,
wind, and biomass resources. ' ,

Equity

, An intermediate 'approagh to energy, ,.policy would have
relatively small equity ,implications,. 'The conservation
measures envisioned are mostly those with ,quite 'low costs
per kilowatt-hour of power consumption averted. Hen~e,the

net effect would be that the cost cif, -I,iv ing for most ,
households or the cost of production for most businesses
would be reduced to less than it would have been if
policies had not been,instituted.. to'encQ~rage,:~md'expedi~e
adoption of ,conservation measures,. - - "-, :, '

. . , . .
The bulk of gainers under the, intermediate poli,cy set

would be particul~rly evident in, the'residentia1,·sector.
The lower level of demand forecasts'('NEPP:1!ioderate) projects
average consumption per .housei:lold ,.oK- ?6,OOQ -kilowatt-ho,urs

',_". '~_'_ .• ;~;"·1-' .. 'j .• ':~
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by the year 2000 at a cost expected to average 19 mills
per kilowatt-hour. ·This would amount to $494 annual
electricity bills per average household (including on the
average about 50 percent of households heated by electric~

ity). Conservation is expected to cut the consumption
level to 18,700 kilowatt-hours per hbusehoJd per year, .
saving the consumer $139. The cost of the remaining power
used would be lower since conservation would replace the
need for some of the highest cost generation•.

Thus ,average generation cost would be reduced by
2.8 mills per kilowatt-hour, which would' save 'the average
homeowner. another $52.per year. The cost of the conserva
tion measures is estimated to average only about $50 per
household. 1/ Tax rebates or subsidies would reimburse
householders for about 10 percent of those costs, or about
$5 per year. Thus the average householder"s total ou'tlay
for e:lectricity and for conservation-would be reduced by
about $146 per year co~paredwith what it would have been
without the conservation of the intermediate policy set.
Increased taxes to cover the· costs' of information programs,
administration, and the subsidy (or·tax rebate) on con
servation investments would not be likely' to. exceed $15
per household per year, leaving the average household
about $130 better off than with no conservation program.

All households would stand to gain under this program,
including both those that eQuId and did conserve and those
that could not or at least did not. The universality of
gains would arise because conservation investments would
not be compulsory in any si-tuations that could force some
'individualsto make inVestments that 'would not save them
money and power rates would be reduced by enough 50 that
even the customer who could not manage to conserve would
save more than enough on power bills to cover extra taxes
to defray government program costs. If subsidies or other
inducements were increased' for low-Income'households,
the program could be more effective. in gaining participa
.tion of that group and, 'incidentally, could further the
general public pOlicy goal .of improving the level of
living for th,is strata of society.

l/Much;can'be achieved,through.use of'better information to
increase energy efficiency through better management (lower
ing thermostat settings and controlling u~e of lights,
appliances, and bot water) and selection'of more efficient
appliances. Beyond that, only the very high payback con
servation investments in insulation,' etc., are needed to
bring about the estimated -savings.
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The only aspect of equity that the intermediate policy
set might be judged deficient in is a close and direct link
betweeri action, cost, and benefits. Households that did
nothing to conserve"energy would be able to benefit from the
generally lower rates made possible by those that did con
serve energy. The conservers, on the other hand, would save
on their utility bills an amount less (by about one-third)
than the,savings in power supply costs made possible by
their conservation. However, since the discrepancy would
be relatively small, it might be tolerable.

Equity between sectors and between subregions within
the Pacific Northwest is not as certain under the inter
mediate policy set as would be equity among individuals.
The commercial sector would probably be quite comparable
with the residential sector in availability of low-cost
opportunities for conservation, and hence those firms
would benefit about the same as residences. Industrial
customers, however, would be more dissimilar. It appears
that energy price increases., which would be larger in
percentag~ terms, would be a major force for conservation
in the industrial sector. But general conservation
throughout the system would work to reduce ,these price
increases and hence lessen the pressu~e for conservation
in the industrial sector.

There is nothing in the design of the intermediate
. policy set that would serve to correct the differences

between areas served by public utilities with access to
low-cost Federal hydropower and areas served by privately
owned utilities that are already relying on high-cost
thermal generation for an increasing share of their power
supply. By leaving average cost pricing in effect, the
intermediate policy set would not change the .difference
among prices to customers in the various systems. In fact,
by slowing expansion and hence the movement toward a
predominantly thermal system, it would tend to continue
the likelihood of significant rate disparities.

Regional economic and employment impac·ts

Economic and employment impacts. would include direct
effects, such as reduction in utilities' production and
sales of electricity, and indirect effects, such as
expansion of industries whose overall costs were reduced
as a result of the general adoption of relatively low cost
conservation rather than increasingly expensive power
generation.
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The direct service ,ind'ustrial customers would experience
some impacts mostly from the pricing adjustments anticipated
under the 'intermediate policy set:. The most noticeable
effect would be on primary aluminum producers that are pre
sently using large amounts of low-cost hydropower from the
Federal system. Most projections, including those used in
this study, implicitly a~sume that these industries would
continue until at least the year 2000 to ,be supplied power
at a rate that would be favorable, enough to cause them to
increase their'purchase of power up to the maximum amount per
mitted by regional power"authorities. Pricing eriergy to
these industries at the average cost of all power (Federal
and non-Federal hydro plus thermal) would result in a
price of around 10 to 15 millp per .l{ilowatt-hour, which
would be low e~ough to be very attractive to the industry.

. . { .
However, the int~rmediate policy set would supply

only enough power at this price to produce the industry's
present output under the most energy efficient conventional
technology. The higher price (equal to replacement ,cost)
for any addi~ional power would discourage the industry from
any output expansions in the region and .encou~ge moderniza
tion of existing .plapts. to bring el1ergy consumption down .
to the ~mount available;at the ,low (average~cost-based)

price. As compared with conqitions with no policy change,
the intermediate policy set would thus anticipate no out
put expansions 'after 1979 • . : Furthermore, considerable in
vestment in ~odernization would ,be'required, but operating
costs woul'd be reduced as a result,'of having cut down on
power demands per ton of output.

The other prfh~ipai direct ec6riomic/employment effect
of the intermediate policy set would be on industries
supplying energy conservation inputs. Growth of these
industries 'would be ,speeded up. as .residential, commercial,
and industrial purchases were·shifted to energy conserva
tion. Suppliers .of insulation .and other weatherization .
materials and installation services would all experience
increased sa les. .Appl iance. and heating system suppl iers
would experience ,slight increases insales·.as slightly
.more expensive, energy-e.fficient models were ,more widely
adopted instead of conventional units and as there was,
some earlier than necessary replacement of existing in
efficient units. Fr()m the,;energy user's viewpoint, these
changes would amount ,to sUbstituting capital for the operat
ing cost of energy purchases.. But reduced energy purchases
would mean re~uce9 capital inv,estments for utili ties.

, ,
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Hence the real substitution would be conservation
investments for supply system investments. Many of the
better conservation investments would require considerably
less capital than would be required at the generating end.
Hence conservation would leave more capital that could be
invested, used for consumption, etc. A conservation
oriented economy should result in slightly more investment
in industries not directly associated with energy and
perhaps in residential housing and consumer durables.

Beyond direct effects, there is the possibility that
a conservation-oriented economy would be affected in ways
that would ultimately be amplified as shocks worked their
way through the economy. For example, utility sales would.
be reduced so utilities would buy less from industries
that supplied their inputs, which in turn would cause those
industries to contract, and so forth. However, the nature
of the direct economic effects from energy conservation
would be such that these secondary impacts could be safely
assumed to be negligible. In the first place, the changes
expected would not. be immediate decreases or increases
but rather changes in the rate of growth. Electric
utilities, for example, are projected to ~dve more than
double the value of sales by 2000 even if general growth
were only at a moderate rate and energy conservation were
practiced. Secondly, increased outputs in some iridustries
would tend to offset the decreases in others, leaving tbe
total direct effect balanced. As a result, secondary
effects would tend to balance out. as well.

Risk and impacts of shortfall or idle capacity

Shortfall and idle capacity are both possible con
sequences of mistakes in planning for electricity supply.
Evaluation of the risk involves several. aspects of the
supply system, including ability to meet construction
schedule, diversity of the system, early warning cap
ability, and ability of the system to respond to warning
signals. In each of these categories, the intermediate
policy set would be comparable with the other two policy
sets. There would be some risk, but none that would
stand out as clearly unacceptable.

The consequences of relatively long term shortfall or
idle capacity in this policy set would be likewise com
parable with those for the other policy sets. Shortfalls
could bring restrictions on growth, higher prices, and
rationing. Idle capacity might mean unnecessary cost
burdens and promotional activi tyto incre.ase sales.
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RENEWABLE/TRANSITION POLICY SET

APPENDIX III

In the renewable/transition policy set, the Pacific
Northwest region would plan a return to renewable energy
sources for all its electrical needs. "Renewable energy"
refers to the use of solar radiation directly for thermal
energy supply, as in heating and cooling. It includes
indirect forms of solar energy, such as photovoltaic,
solar-thermal-electric, windpower, and biomass conversion.
Geothermal energy 'is classified as renewable, although
some forms are not. The dominant renewable form is hydro
electric power which, until the 1970s, provided essentially
all electric power' in the region. Since hydropower is so
important to the region, we will consider it separately.
Our energy sources will thus include (l)renewable--hydro-'
electric, (2) renewable--nonhydroelectric, (3)'nonrenewable-
principally coal-fired and nuclear electrical generation,
and (4) energy conservation, which is recognized throughout
this analysis as an energy resource.

Starting in 1971, when the first large regional coal
plant became operational, the energy resources underlyirg
the Northwest Power Grid began to swing away from the
traditional hydroelectric base and became increasingly de
pendent on nonrenewable energy resources, principally coal
and uranium. This shift to thermal generation (coal or
nuclear based) was planned by the Bonneville Power
Administration~and the region's electric utilities in what
was designated "the Hydro-Thermal Power program." This
policy set examines how rapidly, by what means, and with
what impacts this recent, but rapid, turning away from
renewable energy resources could be reversed, so that at
some point in the future the region could return toa
renewable-based electrical system. This goal of electrical
self-reliance,' necessarily based on conservation and re
newable energy, is intended to illustrate application of
several national energy principles, including (1) restraint
of demand through conservation, (2) 'vigorous expansion on
nonconventional energy sources,' (3) protection 6f the
environment, and (4) reduced vulnerability to supply
interruptions. '

Our strategy is to achieve this: transition by
implementing conservation as rapidly as possible 'consistent
with cost-effective economic' criteria. Conservation, by
reducing the significant energy 'waste whi'ch now occurs,
would permit the reg ion to minimize new inVestments iii
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conventional thermal plants and instead wait for commercial
ization of the more promising renewable energy technologies.
These technologies--including photovoltaic, solar-thermal
electric, biomass conversion, wind energy, new hydro, and
geothermal--could then begin to pick up the new energy loads
which would be inevitable with population increases and
industrial growth.

Since this policy set would carry only through the
year 2000, its differential costs and impacts would be
dominated by conservation as an alternative to thermal power,
rather than by renewable energy' supplies. ,Several promising
renewable technologies would be commercially competitive
within 5 to 15 years and would capture most of the new plant
orders soon thereafter. However, thermal plants 'now under
construction or already operating would continue to supply
energy until they were decommissioned, starting around the,
year 2000. In order to see the ultimate effects of this
renewable trCinsition,' one cim look ahead into che next
century, when self-reliance, based,on indigenous renewable
energy sources, would reemerge as an enviable regional
strength.

SUMMARY OF ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

The principal advantage of the renewab,le/, ;:ansition
policy set is that regionwide it would provide the cheapest,
safest, most resource conserving electrical energy system.
Furthermore, this policy set would make the most far
sighted use of the unique regional resqurce:the Federal
Columbia River Power System. 'In addition, itwo,uld:

--Be the most equitable to the, rest of the country and
to future generations. ' '

--Demonstrate' to the United State? the feasibillty of
returning to more permi!.l1ent (renewable), clean,
benign, and, indigenous ('self-reI iant) energy sources.

-,Show an advantage (over the other pOlicy sets) in
compliance with the national 'energy principles, and
other ~elevarit ~riteria. '

The principal disadvant'age of the renewable/transition
policy set is that it 'likely would be opposed by most of
the region's utilities and energy intensive industries. The
rerlewable policy set would require massive investment in
energy 'eff,iciency'in all consuming's'ectors:·throughout the
r,egion. Regional utilities and industries ,would not see as
rapid growth as ,their plans called for, hence their .likely
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hostility. They might have the political power to foreclose
this policy option.

Furthermore, this policy set would involve a mechanism
common in other areas of commerce and industry but new to
regulated monopolies, i.e., replacement cost pricing.
Replacement cost pricing would greatly increase power rates
to electrici ty consumers. Electricity price·s in the reg ion
are presently based on average costs rather than replacement
costs. The difference between average costs and replacement
costs runs from 15 to 20 mills per kilowatt-hour for industry
served directly by BPA. For a commercial owner or homeowner
served by an investor-owned utility, the difference is
about 10 to 15 mills per kilowatt-hour. All other customers
fall somewhere in between.

LOADS AND RESOURCES

The region's basic electric load in the renewable/
transition policy set would be the same as in the other two
policy sets. In this policy set vigorous conservation
programs, including better insulation and more efficient
heating equipment in residences and· commercial establishments
and more efficient equipment and processes in industries,
would provide significant reductions in forecast load growth •

. BY the year 2000 these would amount to about 33 percent of
the· moderate-growth forecast, or 32 percent of the .high
growth case. In the modera·te-growth case wi th these conser
vation programs, the load growth would be insufficient in
the early years to absorb all the generation existing or
under construction. Specifically, over· .8,000 .average
megawatts of excess thermal generation would be available
in 1985, thereby placing an economic burden of some
$700 million per year on the region if the surplus could
not be sold. By the year 2000 over 4,000 average megawatts
of new renewable energy would be available and would be
cheaper than new coal and nuclear plants. Consequently,
nO further nonrenewable plants would be needed beyond those
now operating or under construction.

In the high-growth case 4,000 average megawatts of
new (nonhydroelectric) renewable generation would be re
quired by 2000, plus 1,100 average megawatts of new hydro
electric energy. Additionally, 6,800 average megawatts of
new nuclear and coal genera tion capab il i ty would be needed,
in addition to that already licensed for construction.

Figures III.I and· II!. 2 show the total loads in the
high- and moderate-growth ,cases, along with components
of supply used to meet them. As shown in ·the figures, energy
supplies would come from a variety· of sources. Hydropower
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FIGURE ill.1
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FIGURE m.2

RENEWABLE/TRANSITION POLICY SET
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would make up most of the total early in the time period,
but is assumed to have limited growth potential, in terms of
annual energy. Under moderate growth reduced energy waste
(Le., energy conservation) would handle most of the growth
needs into the late 1990s, when renewable technologies would
begin to phase in. In the high-growth baseline, some '
additional nonrenewable plants would be needed, as described
above. '

The renewable resources assumed for 'this' policy set
were mostly central station pnits, although some wind and
solar generationwci's "considered to be decentralized, : Le., ,
located at the load. The dec~ntralization question' does'
not need re'solution in' this analysis. It will become a
critical policy question soon, however, and must b~ care
fully and comprehensively analyzed at that time.

OBJECTIVES AND GENERAL, CRITERIA

The primary policy objective of the renewable/transition
policy set is to focus on energy conservation through adoption
of ,policies which are economically optimum for the region. A
secondary objective is to introduce renewable energy t,ech
nologies as soon as they become commercially competitive. As
the economics of renewable technologies, such as wind and
solar generators, began to approach the breakeven point with,
conventional nonrenew~ble technologies, primarily coal and
nuclear, the crossing of the cost 'curbs would be anticipated
and, orders for generating uni,ts would be placed. This
anticipatory approach would assure that the' operational date
of the renewable generators would correspond as closely as
possible to the first date of their commerclal advantage.

If they were to 'be' optimal for the",reg ion, all decisions
on the feasibility of alternative power supply sources ,would
have to be based on'replacement cost pricing of electricity.
This policy set would require immediate introduction of
energy prices more closely approximating replacement costs
than the average costs presently used by BPA and electric
utilitie~ generally.' Economic analyses based on repl~cement ,
cost pricing would make it clear that conservation,)mprove-;,
ments were generally more cost effective than investments ,::"
in new generating plants.

Conservation (energy-efficiency) investment would be
stimulated with grants which would be oniy partially' repCii,d";'
through long-term/preferred lnterest rate loans and with '"

',' . ll, ..

comprehensive technical assistance. The conservatIon pro- '"
grams in each sector would be funded through ener,gy s1Jr~' ,,' ",
charges specific" to that'sector, thus yielding a side ',: <;:;""
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oenefit: economic optimality through (,approximately)
replacement cost pricing.

policy intervention to reduce risks, would assure the
rapid integration of commercially competitive renewable
technologies. This would require the Government to absorb
any unusual financial and technological risks inherent in
new technologies so that regional utilities would have an
indifferent investment choice between renewable technologies
and conventional nonrenewable technology. This policy
recognizes that utilities would not risk t~kers and that
they would 'otherwise oppose introduction of new renewable
technologies into the power grid, which would make grid
operations more complex and might force their thermal
plants into intermediate load status. This policy set's
objective is to achieve a return to renewable resources
with maximum reliance on the market's signaling capa
bilities. Note that the surcharge revenues would never
leave the sector from which collected. Economic in
centives,' plus information and technological assistance,
would be the primary tools of change. Reliance on man
datory controls would be minimized. In no case would
power curtailments or rationing be required.

This policy set focu~~s on adjustments which would
(1) reduce the energy use", i.n delivering goods, services,
and a comfortable standard 01 living to increasing numbers
of' people and (2) return the region to an electrical
energy system that would be more permanent and reliable,
i.~., would be based on renewable and indigenous ~nergy
resources. All investments in conservation programs or
renewable energy projects would be more cost effective
(or, at worst, as cost effective) as a comparable in
vestment in conventional coal and nuclear generating
facilities.

POLICY MECHANISMS AND INFRASTRUCTURE CHANGES

since energy conservation can be significantly more
cost effective than building new thermal powerplants and
since an electrical system based on, indigenous renewable
energy sources would have the obvious advantages of
environmental soundness, reduced health and safety risk,
and protection against supply interruptions (plus re
leasing coal and 'uranium for the rest of ,the Nation), it
is reasonable 'to ask why any policy mechanisms and infra
structure'changes would be required. To answer that
question, we should determine how conservation invest
ments lo<:,k from an'indiv~dualls perspective and a regional
perspect~ve; why people ~gnore energy conservation
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opportunities which would be 'beneficial to them: and why,
when they invest in conservation, they' do so at· levels
well below those necessary to maximize their economic
benefits. .

It is important to realize that these phenomena· are
present in all sectors, industrial,. commercial·, and resi
dential. Homeowners, apartment and commercial building
owners, and industries--particularly medium- and small-sized
industries--ignoresignificant savings attainable through
energy conservation· investments, or they do not inv.est in
conservation, but inadequately to maximize economic·benefits.
Some of the reasons for this behavior are as follows:

--Investors contemplating energy conscious projects are'
deterred from making conservation investments by
average-cost-based prices, which are substantially
below current energy costs.

--Financing rates and terms for conservation invest
. ments in the private sector are significantly
inferior to those typically obtained in Federal
financing and electric utility borrowing.

\
--"First cost" dominates buying decisions in all

sectors. This reflects a de facto discount rate
much higher than those assumed in rational invest
ment analyses. Furthermore, industry typically
requires a higher rate of return on cost ·improve~

ment investments, such as energy conservation
projects, than on plant construction or expansion.
In home purchasing lenders do not use the total
cost (utility' bills plus princIpal, interest,
taxes,and insurance) in qualifying the home
purchaser. Thus builders have no incentive to'
consider life cycle costs when deciding how much
energy. efficiency to build into new homes.

--Unawareness of the energy situation in general and.
energy conservation opportunities in particular is'
common. Consumers get a mixed signal from,energy
suppliers, .which·vocally support conservationwhi'le
promoting their energy sales. A recent study on
public awareness of energy problems revealed. that

. only 48 percent of adult Americans know that the,
United States. imports oil. Unawareness of energy
conservation opportunitIes and how to capi.talize .on
them is just as widespread. This lack :of knowledge.'
.is prevalent in medium and small businesses as well'
as in the residential sector •. It is typical of. .<.
apartment owners.
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--With the exception of electroprocessors, such as
primary metal· and chemical manufacturers,
electricity costs in industry are normally less
than' 3 percent of total product costs. Because
industry management typically focuses on the larger
cost items, energy.efficiency improvements and
energy conservation do not receive much attention.
Furthermore, it often takes significant capital
to make energy-efficiency investments, which .could
involve the addition of new equipment and early
retirement of inefficient equipment.., Industry is
typically concerned about assuring ~uture energy
supplies, but often ignores significant cost
savings through energy conservation.

Policy mechanisms

The renewable/transition policy set was designed to
assure that at all points in time the most cost beneficial
energy investments would be made. The desirability of
alternative investments was viewed from the perspective of'
maximum benefit to the region as a whole. Investments in
energy conservation were considered viable alternatives to
investments in new energy supplies, whether renewable or
nonrenewable. '

Because the high payoff conservation opportunities
would be taken first and less desirable opportunities later,
over a period of time the average cost of saving energy
through conservation would. rise until at some point it
would equal the cost of energy from new powerplants, which
is also escalating. For the purposes of this policy set,
we 'assumed that renewable technologies ,would become com
petitive with thermal generation sometime betw,een 1985
and 1995.

In addition to these dynamics of generating cost, the
renewable policy set assumes that replacement cost would
be the basis for electricity pricing. This assumption is
necessary to assure that the optimum economic investments
would be made. Replacement· or marginal cOS.t pricing is a
natural consequence of competitive enterprise.

Energy conservation .investments would be catalyzed by
making grants in all consuming sectors.' Only partial.re
payment would·be required, and that on very favorable terms.
Repayment periods would be much longer than present com
merci.!al practice in order to be more consistent with .the
effective life of the investment. Furthermore, extensive
technical expertise would be developed and made available to
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consumers in ·all sectors, particularly to small- and
mediLim-sized apartment, commercial, and industrial owners
and managers.· These services would be funded through a
sector-by-sector surcharge, collected by the electric
utilities. These surcharges, when added to customers'.
electric bills, would approximate replacement cost pricing
and thus make the utility bill transmit true economic
signals. This isa far cry from.today's low average cost
pricing, which inhibits optimal investment allocation in
conservation and renewable technologies. Equity is main
tained by providing all· funds needed for conservation in
a given sector through that sector's surcharge.

An additional policy mechanism would be required to
promote the rapid integration of newly competitive renew
able energy technologies. Without new policy mechanisms,
the region's utilities would have no inducement to com
plicate their operations ·with new technologies, particu
larly with those involving a variable energy source, such
as the sun. This would not be true of all renewable
technologies, but it would be true of photovoltaic and
solar-thermal-electric, and it would be true of wind
electric conversion. Since utilities seek to minimize
their technological and financial risks, it would be
necessary to backstop the utilities so· that their unusual
risk in introducing new renewable technologies would be
no greater than in building coal or hydroelectric
facilities. In this way the utilities would be indifferent
to the nature of the technology and would be able .to
select new supply sources on the basis ~f economic analysis:

policies to buffer the risks of new technologies
would be especially important in the· renewable/transition
policy set because it seeks to apply the renewable tech
nologies as soon as they are competitive. This would mean
making a commitment to assume the risks of building re
newable energy plants while the technology. was still in
the development and demonstration.stage. This approach
would signify, in effect., that the Pacific Northwest was
prepared to be a demonstration or pilot region for the
Nation with respect to renewable energy development. It
would be an appropriate role, since the vast and flexible
storage capabil i ties of the Federal Columbia River Power
System provide the perfect buffer between the variable
power supplies from renewable technologies and the varying
load requirements within the region. .
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It would be unwise ,to think of economic incentives as
the only useful pol icy mechanisms. Informa tion programs"
particularly competent and accessible technological assistance
options, 'would also play a useful supporting role • For
example, an energy extension service paralleling the agri
cultural extension service could take its place within the
region'to facilitate conservation actions by' medium- and,
small-sized commercial and industrial owners, apartment
owners, and homeowners. By assuring that the technological
assistance was provided at'no direct 'charge (it would be fun
ded from the energy surcharge), the energy extension service,
would eliminate much of the inertia'which now plagues volun-'
tary conservation programs. The extension service has been
very effective in agricultural applications and is badly
needed to develop an ihcreasedenergy awareness. It would
be highly competent and responsive regionwide and would
set a new standard for this' type of techn'olog ical assistance.
Special training programs would' be offered to increase '
regional competence in the 'skills relevant to energy con
servation. SL!ch competence is thinly spread today.

Mandatory policy mechanisms would playa minor role but
should not be ignored! Policies oriented toward economic
mechanisms and technological assistance would be much more
popular, much easier to promote, and 'less intrusive. However,
we already are 'accustomed to and comfortable with many
regulatory requirements, slich as building codes. Oregon is
beginning to make its residential building codes somewhat
more responsive to escalating 'electricity and other fuel
prices. This approach could be spread to all sectors 'and
to other States in the region. Given 'the long-expected life
times of residential and commercial buildings, it is neces
sary to insure that, the energy-efficiency standards built
in minimize the full life cycle cost of heating, cooling,
and lighting the buildings.

Itls always more cost effective to build right in th~
first place than to remodel later•. In many cases, 'however,
correctionsc,n be made by retrofitting existing structures.
To encourage such, improvements, insulation standards might
be appli~d_with the transfer of- any improved real property.
At a minimUm, a statement would be prepared at time of sale
to disclose annual energy use. It might be possible to
require sellers to bring their homes or commercial buildings
up to r~giona~ efficiency standards at the time of sale _
when the financIng of such improvements is most attractive.
Improved efficiency standards could also be applied to '
conversions from fossil fuel to electricity. This would be
especially important in the case of conversions from fossil
fuel heating systems to electric resistive heating, since
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electric resistive heating is a relatively inefficient
applic~tion of energy. Heat pumps are available which
require half or less the annual energy of a resistive
heating system and, in areas where they are cost effective,
should perhaps be made a prerequisite in any conversion
to electric heating.

Appliance labeling would be required so that regional
consumers could make informed decisions as to the energy
efficiency of the appliances they were purchasing. It
would also be appropriate to establish some equipment label
ing in the commercial/industrial sector. Minimum ~fficiency

standards should be adopted, as has been done in California
for certain selected household appliances. California stan
dards could be adopted, thus making it easier for appliance
manufacturers to comply. Policies such as this, of course,
would be opposed by most of the home appliance industry.
However, the situation in California revealed that at least
one corporation was routinely producing appliances which
already met California's new standards, while the rest of
the home appliance industry was complaining of inability
to meet them.

Infrastructure changes

At present the functions of policymaking and planning
are carried out by the region's electric utilities; BPA;
and BPA's direct service customers, especially the primary
aluminum industry. Thus'we have supply-dominated energy
policymaking. This would have to be changed if the renewable/
transition policy set were to evolve. The citizens of the
Pacific, Northwest are increasingly indicating their desire
to (1) develop new policies in energy conservation and
(2) opt for renewable energy technologies in the future.
Most energy suppliers, on the other hand, deny the public a
role in the power-planning process. They plan to meet growing
electrical requirements through additional supplies--that is,
more thermal generating plants, although conservation is
more economical. This is understandable since it maximizes
the growth rate in utility assets, but it denies present and
future citizens of the region access to the full range of
energy alternatives, specifically the most economical,
most environmentally sensitive, and most benign options.

Some new institutional mechanisms would be required
which would allow those involved in the technology of supply
to begin to function as total energy utilities, rather than
merely suppliers of thermal power, and at the same time
would open the process to the public in an anticipatory,
policy-planning mode. This would provide more balance in
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analysis of tradeoffs between the need for new power supplies
and economic, environmental, health/safety, and equity con
siderations.

Energy policy should seek ·that level of consumption
where the energy-related benefits outweigh the social,
economic, and environmental costs of providing and using that
energy. The public must play the central role in making
such decisions.

One approach would be to establish a regional board
made up of 'a broad cross section of the citizenry of the
region but excluding the energy suppliers. This board
would have a permanent staff responsible to it which would
prepare load forecasts, analyze alternative energy options,
and select the options to pursue. The board would be respon
sible directly to the citizens within the region. Its mem
bers could be chosen in direct election or perhaps be
appointed by local officials. Most importantly, the board
would have accountability at the grass roots level within
the region. It would be important for the board to have
a permanent staff with adequate capability to inform the
public on the issues and alternatives, as well as the
impacts of each alternative. The public could register its
support or displeasure directly through its own board and
could inspect in a relatively unobstrutted manner the full
range of options and impacts that are available. This .
would greatly depart from the present situation, where the
public is often informed by the energy suppliers after impor
tant decisions have been reached. The California Energy
ReSources Conservation and Development Commission, with a
well-funded staff, provides a good model of this institu
tional role.

For the Federal Columbia River Power System to play
its pivotal role in promoting the renewable technologies,
BPA or some Federal agency with regional jurisdiction must
be given an expanded capability to develop and operate
the grid, made more complex through the introduction of
renewable resources and technologies. The most direct way
to do this would be to expand the charter of BPA to allow
direct financial and technical participation in energy con
servation and in the development, financing, construction, .
and integration of renewable energy technologies.

Since public and investor-owned utilities in the region
have shown the ability to finance, build, and operate new
thermal powerplants, the construction of thermal powerplants
shoUld be l~ft to the utilities. BPA or any Federal entity
responsible for the development of a conservation and
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renewable energy strategy would be,barred frqm participating
in the financing and construction of new thermal plants.

If the region's utiiities attempted to preempt energy
policy decisions by pushing ahead aggressively with thermal
plant construction when, in the opinion of the board based .
on findings of its own staff, such plants were inappropriate
(i.e., were using the, wrong tec~nology and/or resource)
or premature, the board would point out in all releva'nt
proceedings and in other forums the reasons ,these projects
were ,not in the best interests' of:...th~ region: It w,ould be
difficult for the utilities to prevail' over the ~oard except
by a thorough and open examination, of the options and ,their
impacts. This would elevate regional power planning to the
level called for by the problems and' opportunities of transi
tion. It would brin~ the dialog out into the public domain
where the pUblic would be represented by com~etent, independ
ent analysis, funded on a long'er term. and chartered with a
broader view of social goals than the utilities, BPA"and
the direct service customers have yet dempnstrated.

LIFESTYLE UNDER THE,RENEWABLE/
TRANSITION POLICY SET ! "

In order to comprehend the lifestyle under this policy
set, it is critically important to unde'rstand that energy
conservation means eliminating energy waste, that is; getting
the same benefits or products from less electrical energy.
Conservation doe.s 'not mean curtailment rationing, rolling
blackouts, belt tighten'ing, and ,othe,r ways,of des~rib'ing
what results from breakdowns in planning and policymaking.
Investing in energy conserv~tion has been likened, to putting
a plug in the bathtub rather than tryi~~ to fill it 6ipouring
water in faster.' ,

Some energy savings in this policy 'se,t would, cO,me ,
from diversification in the industrial sector and some from
behavioral changes, such as reducing thermostat settings
and turning out 'lights when they are not needed. ,However, ,.'
the bulk of the' energy saved by conservation would, result "
from new, more effic'ientprod'uction, equipmen:t; ,better, ,;ns,uLil
tion in homes; more efficient appliances; .and similar', . ':., I

changes which, once made, wO,uld requ.ire littlE! further atten
tion. Consequently, the lifestyle: in ~his~policy',set~ould
be the same as it would be under the other' two..... ' .... . ,

, " .

There would ,be some exceptions. A better i~~uiated(,.
home with storm windows would not only .. be easier to keep
warm, but it could be.kept comfortable with lower·.,thermo·stat
settings because the inside surfaces o'f walls 'and' windows" )
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would be warmer and would allow a more favorable radiant heat
exchange between the inhabitants and the dwelling. In addi
tion, the well~insulated and storm-proofed house or commercial
building would be quieter and less drafty. Comfort would
be increased with lower thermostat settings and sharply
reduced heating energy requirements;

The future lifestyle under this policy set was well
described by Fortune Magazine in May 1977:

"* * * it would be'a tightly organized capital
intensive society whose hallmark would be meticulous
engineering. In the interim a lot of resources
would have to be redirected. Building an energy
efficient society would mean altering or retiring
a considerable portion of the capital and
consumer goods that were designed for an era when
.energy was cheap and plentiful. A $500 billion
capital goods boom: but change of course is what
industry is all about. Contrary to businessmen's
fear of wrenching decline, constructing that
society and its accoutrements represents a
seldom matched opportunity to devise and market
a vast array of brand new goods. This
opportunity comes at a·time when slowing
population growth and saturating consumer
markets'are making a lot ,of business lives
either boringly routine or bruisingly over~

competitive. * * * far from taking us
·back to Walden Pond, conservation could open
up a great many economic opportunities."

As the same article later pointed out and as our pOlicy
sets illustrate, the cost of conservation would be consider
able. But it would be much less than the cost of trying

.to meet the energy need with new supply investments, at
least to the 'end of the century. '

The outstanding characteristic of lifestyle differences
between the traditional/thermal, the intermediate, and the
renewable/transition policy sets is that they are so imper
ceptible. Homes would be more comfortable, quieter, and
healthier because of more even temperatures and reduced
drafts. More appliances would proliferate, but they would
be much more efficient. By the year 2000 solar systems
for water,and space-heating purposes in the residential
and commercial sectors would not be dominant but very
obvious. It would be very unusual for a new home not be'
have a solar water-heating unit. A higher percentage of
people would be living in multifamily units, which they
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might own (i.e., condominiums), thus capitalizing on the
energy efficiency of common wall construction. This would
be a result of economic trends, perhaps enhanced by regional,
energy policy.

The commercial sector would appear little different
from today. Lighting standards and ventilation standards
would probably resemble those prevalent in the immediate
postwar years. Because of the energy savings possible by
reducing ventilation requirements in commercial buildings
(and because of health reasons), it might be very common to
have large no-smoking sections in' all' buildings. ;c

r
, '

The industrial sector would be more diverse than it is
today. A better balanced mix of industries would give the
region an economic stability it has lacked. Energy intensive
industries would still be present, but they would be more
energy efficient as would all,industrialprocesses. The
industrial sector would be more tightly organized, taking
advantage of ,more cogeneration and more cascading of energy
uses. Most of today's energy-inefficient processes and equip
ment would have been replaced by the end of the century. '
There would be less heat leakage and fewer hotspots, and the
typical industrial workplace thus would feature a safer,
more comfortable work environment.

Under the renewable/transition policy set, lifestyle
differences would be fewer and very subtle and mostly
positive. There would be more individual choice in energy'
use,modest decentralization of the ele6trical energy supplies,
and more comfortable homes and workplaces. Because the indi
vidual consumer would be less reliant on the central power
grid, there might be a greater feeling of self-reliance.
Environmental quality and human health and safety condi-
tions would be slightly worse than today but decisively
better than under the thermal/traditional policy set and
slightly better than under the intermediate policy set. The
region's people would sense that they had a greater degree'
'of control over their futures and were leaving' a better
legacy for their children than today, because they and their
representatives actively, would ,participate in energy plan-
ning and policymaking. -

The Pacific Northwest would be shared by many more
people. It would still, be a good place to'live•• There would
be levels of responsibility, sel'f-reliance, and integration'
greater than now exist. The region could return to a'pattern
of environmentally sound economic growth and electrical
self-sufficiency.
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IMPACTS OF THE POLICY SET

Costs of production and conservation

APPENDIX III

By the· year 2000 the annual systemwide cost of renewable/
transition policy set would be less than the annual costs of
the traditional/thermal and the intermediate policy sets.
Figure 111.3 shows the· total annual cost of electric energy
and conservation from 1977 through 2000. .In the initial
years the~enewable transition policy set· would cost about
the same as the intermediate policy set. (See table IV.3
and IV.4.l This would occur partly because, according to
our analytical ground rules, conservation would be achieved
as rapidly as possible even though it was not immediately
needed because of overbuilding of thermal plants in the recent
past. The full impact of this overbuilding would not be
felt until the thermal plants now under construction were
brought on line•. Also cost reductions were not assumed ·for
the sale of surplus power. As a result, the cost burden
of the renewable/transition policy set would be artifi-
cially high. The systemwide electrical supply. cost would be
significantly less in the' renewable/transition policy set
than in the other,policy sets. Power consumption would be
reduced by conservation, but power rates in mills/kilowatt
hour would be higher due to energy surcharges which would
approach replacement cost pricing and generate surplus
revenues for financing conservatiorr programs and renewable
energy developments.· ..

Environmental effects

The .environmental effects of the renewable transition
policy set WOUld, in general be less adverse than those of
the other two policy sets. The environmental impacts of
conservation would be much less severe than generating the
equivalent amounts of energy. The renewable energy techno
logies would have more. impact on land use, and might have
more visual impact for the same reason; although those .impacts
would occur in remote, areas. However, .in terms of environ-·
mental pollution, 'ecosystem functioning, and resource deple-'
tion, the renewable technologies would be clearly superior.
Furthermore, the health and safety risks, some of the more
intrusive re,str,ictions .on individual freedom, as well as the
threats o"f terrorism and sabotage inherent in .nuclear
technology, would be greatly reduced in the renewable/
tr.ansition policy set.
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FIGUREill.3

TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRIC ENERGY AND
CONSERVATION-RENEWABLE/TRANSITION POLICY SET
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Equity considerations

APPENDIX' III

The equity question 'is multidimensional: There are many
ways in which equity can be assessed. An apparent inequity
in the renewable tr>ansi tion pol icy set woiil:d be the energy
surcharge which would raise electricity prices toward replace
ment cost levels. Equity would be preserved, however, by
earmarking the surcharge revenues and feeding them back into
the same consuming sectors (e.g., industrial, commercial,
residential, and agricultural), in the form ,of either con
servation investment incentives, technical assistance, or
tax relief.

The policy set's increasing reliance on renewable re
gional resources and corresponding reduction in use of fossil
fuels would be clearly more equitable than the other two
policy sets to future generations both within and outside
the region.

Regional economy and employment

The three policy sets were designed so that regional
employment and regional economic output would not be disrupted.
However, there would be some differences between the moderate
growth and the high-growth projections. These are imponder
ables, mainly beyond the direct control of the region's
policymakers, and for the three policy sets they would be
identical.

The nature, of the employment mix and the composition
of the commercial/industrial sectors could be slightly
different in each policy set. A better balance and greater
diversification in the renewable/transition policy set
could lead to less vulnerability and greater economic
stability.

~isk and impa6~ of shortfall or idle capacity

The most obvious conclusion in this aspect is that
there would be problems either way, that is, with shortfall
risk or idle capacity stemming from overconstruction.
However, there would be no inherent difference between the
three policy sets on balance. The threat of shortfall or
idle capacity would be shared in aBo three' policy sets,
although more idle capacity would be manifest in the renew
able/transition moderate-growth case.
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If the moderate~growth case should materialize rather
than the high-growth case, an aggressive conservation pro
gram would produce substantial amounts of idle capacity.
In this situation the utilities might seek to promote the
increased use of electricity in order to put their idle
capacity to work. One of the region's gas utilities,
given new supplies of Canadian natural gas, recently applied
to the public utility commission in its State to allow pro
motional advertising, that is, to promote the sale of more
gas. This situation could be repeated for electricity if
the moderate-growth forecast materialized. In such cases
thermal plants now under construction would be revealed
as the offspring of exaggerated load forecasts •.
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LOADS, RESOURCES, AND COSTS

ELECTRIC ENERGY LOADS

APPENDIX IV

The Pacific Northwest area ~elected for study included
the States of Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Montana west of
the Continental Divide. Loads, resources, and total system
costs were examined.

Two load forecasts were examined, a higher level and
a somewha't'lower forecas t, or mode"" 3.te level. The higher
forecast" was based' on the "Pacific Northwest Utility Con
ference Committee West Group Forecast," dated February 17,
1977, as extended by the "Long Range Projection of Power Loads
and Resources for Thermal Planning, West Group Area," dated
April 30, 1977. These loads were modified by adding Montana
Power Company loads west of the Continental Divide in Mon
tana, all the Idaho Power Company loads, and Utah Power and
Light Company loads in Idaho. Estimated firm exports out
of the area are included as part of the firm load. This
adjusted forecast, representing annual load growth of about
4.8 percent, was selected as the higher load level. The fore
cast approximates the higher load level in the Northwest
Energy Pol icy Proj ect draft report. Table IV.l shows the
high basic energy load forecast in average annual megawatts.
Conservation in the intermediate policy set and the renewable/
"transition policy set would reduce the load to be served
below the high basic load forecast.

The lower, or moderate-load, analysis was based on the
moderate forecast of electrical requirements in the NEPP
draft report "Module II," dated May 1977. This forecast
was also modified in several respects. First, the forecasted
loads were increased to include the Montana Power Company
and BPA loads in western Montana. Second, since the actual
1976 load was higher than the forecast for that year, the
actual 1976 load was used as the starting point and the
initial year of 1977 load was adjusted accordingly. Third,
the NEPP forecast was increased by 8 percent--the estimated
transmission losses--to represent the loads at point of
generation rather than of the load location. Fourth,
using the adjusted load for the year 1977 and the adjusted
forecast for the year 2000, we interpolated forecasts for
the intervening years 1980, 1985, 1990, and 1995.

The moderate basic load, excluding reserve requirements,
would increase" at about 2.7 percent annually from 1977 through
2000. The loads in average megawatts are shown in table IV.2.
As in the high-load estimate, conservation in the intermediate
policy set and the renewable/transition policy set would
reduce the energy to be served by various amounts during
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the 23-year period. The estimated amounts of conservation
in the high- and moderate-growth modes are shown in average
annual megawatts in tables IV.l and IV.2, respectively •. '

In all instances secondary energy loads were initially
excluded to provide the firm energy load to be served under
critical water conditions. For determining annual power
costs under average water conditions, it was assumed that
the secondary energy loads would be served before displacing
the higher cost fuel generation. Since the effect of
meeting the secondary energy loads does not significantly
change costs and is the same in each policy set, only the
use of additional surplus secondary for fuel displacement
and export was included. .

Load levels--thermal/traditional

High-load forecast

The energy load' level in this pOlicy set represents a
continuation of conditions currently being experienced in
the area. Load growth would amount to about 4.8 percent
annually during the 23-yearperiod starting in the year 1977
and ending in the year 2000. The initial year's firm energy
load would be 15,160 average megawatts. By the year 2000
t~e annual load would increase to 44,930 average megawatts.
The loads are shown in average megawatts on table IV.lA.
The load growth alone during the 23-year period would amount
to 29,770 average megawatts.

Moderate-load forecast

A moderate-load' level was adopted for study based on the
area conditions assumed in the NEPP draft' report. The initial
firm energy load, the same in all policy sets, would be
15,160 average megawatts. The firm energy load for the year
2000 would be 28,060 average megawatts, an increase of 12,900
average megawatts during the 23-year period, representing
an annual load growth rate of about 2.7 percent. The load
would be insufficient in the early years tb absorb allt~e
generation existing or under construction. However, by the
year 2000, added resources would be. required.

Load levels--intermediate

High-load forecast

The area's basic load in the intermediate policy set
would be the same as in the thermal/traditional policy set;'
however, it was assumed that conservation efforts at resi- .
dences, commercial establishments, and industries would
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provide some load reductions. The amount of conservation is
shown ,in average megawatt's on table IV.IB. Conservation
opportunities would be much greater with high-load growth
than with the moderate-load growth, and the amount of con
servation achieved would therefore be larger. Conservation
efforts amounting to 10,270 megawatt-years in this policy
set would reduce the basic load in'the year 2000 by about
23 percent. '

Moderate-load forecast

Under the moderate-load forecast conservation opportuni
ties would be more limited. Although somewhat smaller than in
the high-load forecast, important amourits of conservation
would be accomplished to reduce load requirements. The total
estimated amount that conservation could achieve under these
circumstances is shown on tables IV.2 and IV.2B. The total
amount includes conservation achievable at residences, com
mercial businesses, and industries. In the year 2000 the
load reduction due to conservat,ion would be about 22 percent
and would amount to 6,210 megawatt-years.

Load levels--renewable/transition

High-load forecast

Under this policy set efforts would be made to achieve
maximum energy conservation and pollution reduction. The
reduction'computed for the year 2000 as a result of conser
vation would nearly equal the current" or 1977, load level.
The amount of conservation, i.e., ,load reduction for each
of the years studied, beginning in 1980, ,is shown on table
IV .1C. The load reduc,tion in this pol icy set due to con
servation in the year 2000 would amount to 14,540 megawatt
years, ,or ,bout 32 percent of the basic load forecast.

Moderate-load level,

Although the energy load for this level would not
present the same 'opportunities for conservation as the high
load level, a considerable amount of conservation would be
indicated under the all-out effort assumed for this policy
set. The estimated load reduction due to conservation in the
year 2000 would be about one-third of the load that could
otherwise be expected in that year. The smaller increments
tha t would occur in earlier years would reduce the ,loads in
1980, 1985, and 1990 to below the current, or 1977 level.
This would make existing and under-construction resources
more than sufficient to meet all loads through those years
and e'xtending through 2000. The magnitude of the conservation
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effort in terms of thousands is shown in table IV.2C. The
per~entage of load reduction due to conservation in the year
2000 would amount-to 9,3~0 megawatt-years, or 33 percent·
of the basic load. .

Demand growth reduced by conservation

Throughout this analysis we treated electricity saved
through conservation as a resource which_ could be used to

-meet future deman.d growth. By doing so we were emphasizing
·the importance of energy· conservation as an economical ...
alternative to the construction of new generating plants.
The schedule below shows how the conserva.tion savings pro
jected for each policy set would impact on the need for addi
tional generation.

Demand level/
policy set

Power suppiy'source-
years 1977 and 2000

------~---------(MWy)----------------

Average annual
. growth rates

Total
demand Generation

(note a) only·

(percent)

High growth:

Thermal/
trad i tional

Intermediate
Renewable/

t;ransition

Moderate growth:

Thermal/
trad itional

Intermediate.
Renewable/

transition

15,160
15,160

15,160

15,16.0
15·,160

15,160

10,270

.. 14 ,540

6,210

9,350

44,930
34,660

30,790

-28,060
1. '21,850

18,710

. 4.8
4.8

4.8

4.8
3.7

3.1

2.7
1.6

- .9

_51In 1977 total regional electrical demand was 15,160 MWy.
In the year 2000 it is projected at 44,930 MWy .(high growth). and

.28,060 MWy (moderate growth).

-SUPPLY ALTERNATIVES

The amounts of conventional resources expected to be
available were obtained from the "Long-Range Projections
of Power Loads and Resources for Thermal Planning, West
Group-Area, 1977-78 through- 1996-97,"·_datedApril .20,
:i~77, prepared by. PNUCC. Some 1976-77 data was also obtained
from the April 16, 1976, issue of· that report.

..:... .
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Resource data from these West Group Area reports was
modified by adding the generation planned by the Idaho Power
Company, the ·Utah Power and Light Company to serve its
load in Idaho, and the Montana Power Company to serve its
load west of the divide in Montana. These added amounts
were derived from information in "Summary of Estimated
Loads and Resources," Western Systems Coordinating Council,
January 1, 1977, as supplemented by information from BPA,
Branch of Power Resources. Thus the planned generation
was obtained for loads in the Pacific Northwest area of
study which includes Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana
west of the Continental Divide.

The following power supply criteria were applied in
developing the amounts of resources of each type available,
planned, and needed to serve load for each year of study in
the policy set".

From a firm energy generation standpoint, practically
all the planned hydroelectric capability has been installed.
All existing, under-construction; and planned hydroelectric
plant units were .assumed available to serve load on scheduled
completion.

Coal-fired and nuclear plants were assumed completed
by the probable energy date if needed to serve load. When
additional thermal plants were needed beyond those scheduled.
it was assumed that energy would be provided equally from
coal-fired and nuclear plants.

Completion of scheduled coal-fired and nuclear plants
was delayed if not immediately needed to serve load. However,
those coal-fired plants scheduled for completion in 1980
and 1981, Boardman and Colstrip Numbers 3 and 4, were assumed
completed by 1985 even though not needed under the moderate
load forecast. Similarly, nuclear plants having construction
permits WNP 2 and 1 were assumed completed on· schedule, 1980
and 1981, respectively, even though they might not be imme~

diately needed in some policy sets. Jim Bridger Number 4
was assumed completed on schedule in 1979. Combustion
turbine generation was assumed availabl.E! on schedule.

The amounts of energy generation in average megawatts
considered available from existing, licensed-for-construction,
and planned resources are shown for each policy set, high and
moderate loads, in tables IV.l and IV.2. The various
classes of resources are successively balanced against
load to obtain a resource surplus or deficit.
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Supply alternatives--thermal/traditional

APPENDIX IV

Resources were confined to conventional hydroelectric,
coal-fired, nuclear, combustion turbine, and miscellaneous
older small thermal plants. No significant amounts of renew
able resources, e.g., new hydro, biomass/cogeneration, wind,
or solar installations, were.assumed available.

Tables IV.lA.and IV.2A show the amounts of generation
available, planned, and needed from each type of resource
under the above criteria.

High-load forecast

with high-load growth all scheduled resources would
be required. Additional modest amounts above those sched
uled would be needed in 1980 and 1985. (See table IV.IA.)

I~ 1980 under critical wat~r conditions, it would be
necessary to operate combustion turbine and miscellaneous
small thermal plants more than normally desirable using
expensive gas or oil fuel. For years after 1980 more peaking
operati~m of combustion turbines was assumed, si.nce ,substan
tial amounts of energy would be needed above that provided
by scheduled resources. In all cases the fuel for the
combustion turbines plus ,some for coal-fired plants could
be saved in an average water year by curtailing those
plants and substituting hydrogeneration.

Substantial additional amounts above scheduled coal
fired and nuclear generation would be needed in 1990, 1995,
and 2000. These additional amounts· are shown as 'deficits
at the bottom of table, IV.IA.

Moderate-load forecast

with moderate-load growth, completion of resources on
schedule would produce significant surpluses of capability
in 1985 and 1990. However, additional thermal plants'
beyond those presently planned would be required in the year
2000., (See, table IV.2A.) Within the criteria applied to. all
policy sets as previously described, it would be possible
to delay scheduled thermal generation in 1985, '1990, and
1995. However, with these delays of large nuclear plants,
it would be. necessary to operate combustion turbines to
generate reasonable amounts of energy during critical water
years.
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Supply alternatives--intermediate

The amount of energy required from conventional resources
for either high-or moderate-load growth would be les.s· than
in the thermal/traditional policy set because conservation
would reduce load requirements and a modest buildup of
renewable type resources was also assumed to occur. (See
tables IV.lB and IV.2B.)

The renewable resources assumed for tQis p~licy set
were most~y central-stat ion-type generation. However,
about one-third of the wind and solar. generation was con
sidered to be decentralized, i.e., located at the load.
Decentral ized sources were combined wi th·. central i zed and
would have little effect upon the amounts of transmissiqn
and distribution required because conventional generation
backup would be necessary.

High-load forecast , ::

With high-load growth, conventional ·resources beyond
,those scheduled would be required in years, 1995 and 2000."
(See deficits on bottom of table IV.IB.) '. However,. as, ..
indicated by' surpluses in 1985 'and 1990,' it would be possible
to defay scheduled nuclear plants not having construction
permits and still meet the 1985 and 19'90 loads.

Moderate-load forecast

. With moderate-load growth, no additional conventional
resources beyond those .sch~duled would, be ,required; in fac~,

abou t five of the scheduled nucl.ear plan,ts could be, delayed
through the year 2000. (See table IV.2B'; which shows a '
4,6 90-average-megawa tt surplus at that time.) Even -i·f·
coal-fired and nuclear plants were delayed to a maximUm
extent within the criteri,a previously described, large
amounts of unused capability above that needed for energy _.
reserve would be available in 1985, 1990, and 1995.

Supply alternatives--renewable/transition

~his policy set includes relati'vely large amounts of
planned conservation and ,renewable resources. The need, for
conventional resources would be reduced substantially below
those now scheduled. l See tables IV.li;: and IV .2C. )

High-load forecast

Even with high-load growth, scheduled conventional
resources would handle the load through year 2000. Large
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amounts of unused capability would exist'in 1985 and 19.90
(see table IV.1C), and conventional generation could be
delayed to a'maximum extent within the previously descr.ibed
cri teria.·

Moderate-load forecast

Under moderate-load growth conditions, very large sur
pluses would occur in all years if scheduled conventional
resources were installed. (See table IV.2C.) With maximum
delay of these resources under previously described criteria,
very large amounts of unused conventional capability would
result in 1980, 1985, 1990, and 1995. Under the renewable/
transition policy set and moderate-load conditions, thermal
plants existing and having construction permits would be
sufficient to meet year 2000 load if they were aided in that
year by about 700 average megawatts of new hydro resources.

If additional renewable resources had been assumed
installed in this policy set under moderate-load growth,
as shown in figure 6.3 on page 6.15, the unused conventional
capabil i ty would be increased' by comparable amounts. However,
installation of renewable resources would be economically ,
unsound at the assumed estimated costs. The unit costs
of energy from additional renew,able resources, such as
wind, solar, and biomass, would generally exceed the con
ventional thermal fuel cost that might be saved. Further
more., such savings could be achieved only in low water years,
since under better water conditions additional hydroenergy
would be available for fuel savings.

POWER SYSTEM AND CONSERVATION COSTS

The total cost of providing electric energy and conser
vation to the Pacific Northwest is one of the major determi
nants of the economic desirability of any policy set. The,'
total annual cost (in 1976 dollars) was estimated for high
and moderate-load growth under the three policy sets during'
1977, 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995, and 2000. These total annual
costs for an average water year are shown in figure IV.l
and in tables IV.3 and IV.4.

The total annual electric energy cost was determined
from the estimated cost of power resources, including
conservation, transmission, and distribution elements of
the power system under the conditions assumed for each
policy set and load level. The unit costs used were those
immediately available that appeared reasonable and were
agreed to by our representatives and the team of energy
consultants.
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The total annual conservation. cost included the estimated
cost of residential, commercial, and industrial conservation.

Power system costs

The total annual power cost was compiled on the basis
of the system required to m~et load during critically low
water conditions on the hydroelectric system. The cost was
then adjusted by the savings in thermal plant fuel that
would be achieved during an average water year. Thus
the final total annual power cost ·record;:d is that which
would occur during an average water year.

Power resource costs

Resource costs were -spl it into two categories, "resources
used" and "resources unused." "Resources used" includes the
total cost, i.e., fixed and variable, of operating the
resources to meet load. "Resources unused" includes the fixed
charge of surplus capability, or if no surplus is. available,
it includes the minimum required to provide energy reserves.

Generally resources were selected to meet load at. lowest
cost. .Each year all the hydroelectric energy was used.
Since coal-fired generation plus transmission from coal mine
mouth plants is about the same cost as nuclear generation,
the amount from each type was prorated proportionally to
the amounts scheduled to be avail~ble. If additional amounts
were required, they were provided by half nuclear and half
coal-fired generation. Combustion turb.ines were operated .
as a peaking energy resource only if more than the scheduled·
amounts of. coal-fired and nuclear powe.r were needed. Renew
able resources were operated to meet load when they delayed
or displaced the construction of conventional thermal plants
or. when the modest amount scheduled would not significantly
increase the total cost. However, When assumed load growth
was small and would be met by existing or soon-to-be
completed resQurces, renewable generating units were listed
but not added to the total cost.

When load requirements allowed conventional thermal
plants to be delayed, the. interest on sunk cost was neglected;
however, as .discussed later, fixed costs were increased
to cover potential technological improvements that might
be required by the date of initial operation.
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Hydroelectric resources, existing,
under construction, and planned

APPENDIX IV

The Federal Columbia River Power System fiscal 1976
production cost was $102,252,000. 1/ On the basis of critical
water year generation, this amounts to 1.5 mills per kilowatt
hour for about 65 percent of the total Pacific Northwest
hydro generation. The average cost of investor-owned hydro
production was estimated at 2.5,mills per kilowatt-hour for
24 percent of the total and publicly owned at 2 mills per
kilowatt-hour for 15 p~rcent of the total.

, - , . : .

The weighted average 'cost of Pacific Northwest hydro
production is about 1.8 mills per' kilowatt-hour. This unit
cost in 1976 dollars is expected to remain essentially
constant since under-construction and planned additions
to the system are relatively small compared with existing
installations.

Coal-fired thermal resources

The annual cost of existing coal plants, Centralia, Jim
Bridger, and Colstrip, were estimated from 1976 Federal
Power Comm.ission Form l,constructi(jn and variable cost data.
The weighted average annual costs are $67 per kilowatt fixed
cost and 6~3 mills·per kilowatt-hour variable cost for a total
of 17.2 m'ills per kilowatt-hour a.t·70 percent capacity factor.

"

For plants completed subsequent to 1977, an investment
cost was derived from the average public-private Washington
Oregon cost given in BPA environmental impact statement
table V-14 for 1976. This amount, of $526 per kilowatt for
1976 was increased each.year to plant completion by $13 per
kilowatt,' tapering to zero in 1990. ,The adjustment accounts
for pot~ntial costs of environmental and technological plant
improvemen·ts; An average publ icly ,owned/ investor-owned
fixed cost ratio of 0.15 was applied to the investment cost
to derive the annual· fixed cost, including fixed operating
and maintenance expenses. Variable costs were assumed to
remain constant in 1976 dollars at 11.4 mills per kilowatt
hour, the average, for publicly owned/investor-owned plants
in. Washington, and Oregon from EIS table V.,.14. In any partic
ular year the cbst of coal-fired'thermal energy was computed
as the weighted average cost of all. completed coal-fired '."
plants operating at 70 percent capacity factor. When it was
necessary to use scheduled imports to meet load, such imports
were cos ted as coal-fired thermal energy.

!/BPA, "Summary of Financial Data," June 30, 1976, table 6.
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Nuclear thermal resources

APPENDIX IV

The annual cost of the Trojan Nuclear Plant was derived
from 1976 public-private cost in BPA Role EIS table V-16,
obtaining $85 per kilowatt-year plus 4.8 mills per kllowatt
hour, which, at the 64-percent capacity factor assumed,
totals 20 mills per kilowatt-hour. Hanford atomic generation
costs were assumed to be 7 mills per kilowatt-hour in 1976-77
3nd 10 mills per kilowatt-hour in 1979-80. .,

The fixed cost of generation from nuclear plants coming
into operation after 1977'was based upon a capital cost in
197G dollars of $716 per kilowatt. 1/ This cost was increased
each year to plant completion by an-amount starting at $31
per Kilowatt in 1977 and tapering to zero in 1990. The
increase was intended to cover the cost of technological
improvements required. An average annual fixed-charge ratio
amounting to 0.143 for publicly owned/investor-owned plants
in Washington and Oregon was derived from BPA Role BIStable
V-16. This ratio was applied to the investment cost to obtain
the annual fixed cost, including fixed operation and main
tenance' expense. A publicly owned/investor-owned average
variable cost of 4.9 mills per kilowatt-hour from EIS table
V-14 was combined with the fixed cost applicable to the plant
completion year to obtain the total annual cost of that plant.
The weighted average fixed and total costs of power from all
completed nuclear plants were used in determining the nuclear
generation cost in a particular year.

Combustion turbine and
miscellaneous resources

The cost of generation from Beaver's combustion turbines
was, derived from 1976 Federal Power Commission formal informa
tion: the fixed cost was $23 per kilowatt-year, and the
variable cost was 40 mills per kilowatt-hour. These unit
costs were used for all combustion turbine generation and
for the miscellaneous older small thermal plants.

New renewable' resources

Generally the intermediate and renewable/transition
policy sets are designed to include in later years progres
sively larger amounts of cost-competitive new renewable

l/NEPP Study Module III-A, table V-II, ERDA 76-141, average
li9ht water reactor amounts escalated 12.1 percent to
1976 dollars.
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resources to displace the construction of coal-fired and
nuclear plants.

For purposes of this report, the following unit costs
were utilized:

Renewable energy resources

Hydroelectric
Solar- thermal
Solar-photovoltaic~-cen~ralized

--decentralized
Wind--centralized

--decentralized
Biomass/cogeneration

Centralized and decentralized resource costs
to obtain weighted average costs used, in the
table.s •.

Mills per kWh

21
34
28

.22.·
22.5
22
25

were combined
power cost

·The schedule below shows the. cumulative total costs
which would be required for the new renewable energy sources
planned for the intermediate and renewable/transition policy
sets. .

policy set
Cumulative total costs in

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000-- ----
--------(000,000 omitted)--------

Intermediate:
High
Moderate

$ $ 60
60

$269 $
269

720$1,578
720 1,578

Renewable:
High
Moderate

Transmission costs

208 1,066 3,200 7,397
326

The BPA power transmission cost for energy handled in
1976 amounted to 1.14 mills per.kilowatt-hour. 1/ ·A private
utility transmission cost of 1.37 mills per kilowatt-hour.
was derived from supporting data to the BPA EIS. These were
combined 80 percent BPA and 20 percent private to obtain a
base Pacific Northwest transmission system cost estimate ,of
1.2 mills per kilowatt-hour. The amount ~f non-Federal public

lIBPA, ·Summary Financial Data," table 7, June 30, 1976.
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system transmission in the Pacific Northwest is relatively
small and would not materially affect the base system cost.
It was assumed that the bC\se system cost in, 1976 dollars
would remain relatively constant- as system'loads grew,
provided the pattern of load and generation location were
not substantially altered. 'The location of planned nuclear
plants would not modify the pattern. However, additional
coal-fired generation located in Montana and Wyoming would
tend to increase the system transmission cost. It has been
estimated that the transmission cost from such plants to
Hanford, Washington, would 'range fr,om;-3.65 tC) 4.65 mills
per kilowatt-hour, according to the amount of power and'
number of lines required. As Montana and Wyoming coal plants
were added to the system' to' meet load:, the base transmission
system cost of 1.,2 mills per kilowatt-hour w,as accordingly'
increased. The transmiss'ion cost was applied to the total
system load.

Distribution costs

The weighted average public and private, system dist~i

bution costs in 1976 were estimated at 6.6'mills per kilawatt
hour. This amount was derived from econometric study data'
used for the "BPA EIS. Historically the distribution cos't per
kilowatt-hour has trended downward, primarily because
increased use per ,customer and, technological progress, has

;balanced inflation. However,' in recent years the inc'reased
use of underground distributio~ and higher land costs have
tended to increase distribution costs. These counterbalancing
trends are expected to continue. For purposes of this study,
the distribution cost per kilowatt-hour (in 1976 dollars) was
assumed to remain constant regardless of the policy set
conditions or rate of load growth. Distribution costs were
assessed on the total system load less 'large direct service'
industrial loads. '

Conservation 'costs

Estimated energy savings achieved through conservation
investments in the, intermediate and renewable/transition ,
policy set, as well as the estimated 'cost of various conser
vation investments, are summarized in' appendix V. Using
the 'data summarized in that appendiX', 'we developed the
cumulative total costs of ' conservation (fixed and variable
costs) for the' years 1980 'through 2000, as follows: '

"
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pOlicy set

APPENDIX IV

Cumulative total costs in 1976 dollars
1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

-----------(000,000 omitted)----------

Demand level/policy set

In ter.med iat~:,

High $156 $1,073' $2,577 $4,432 $ 6,610
Moderate 100 639 1,557 2,759 4,231

Renewable:
High 311 1,881 4,354 7,463 11,127
Moderate, 26~ '1,526 3,568 6,131 8,,994

Annual conservation "costs consis,tent with appendix V and
with the design of the intermediate and renewable/transition
policy sets are shown in"tables IV.3B, V.~C, IV.49, and IV.4C.

Total system costs

Total annual costs, including conservation, range from
$1.5 billio!). in 19.77 to a possible high of $10.8 billion in
the year 2006. The schedule ,below shows ,the total annual
power, costs for' each o~, the policy sets and growth rates.

Total annual cost, including
conservation, in 1976 dollars

1977 1980 1990 2000

----------(billions)--------~

High-demand growth (4.8 perc~nt):

Thermal/traditional
'Intermediate'
Renewable/transition'

Moderate-demand growth (2.7 per
cent) :

Thermal/traditional
Intermediate
Renewable/transition

$1.5
1.5
1.5

1.'S
1.5
1.5

$2.2
2.0
2.0

1.7
I ...
1.6

'!..

$5.5
4.3
3.8

2.8
2.4

'2 ~,4

,$10.8
8.0
6.8

5.4
3.7
3.0

Cumulative total costs and capital requirements for the
period 1977-2000 are pre'sented in tables IV.:5"and· IV.6,
respectively. '

;-.

Average annual costs for the regional power system in
terms of mills per kilowatt-hour are shown in figure IV.l.
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FIGURE TIl.1

TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF ELECTRIC
ENERGY AND CONSERVATION
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TABLE IV.l
~

'"Loads and Resources--Hi h-Demand Growth '"'"En~~9y_!~_A~~~~~~~gawatt~_1gQun ed !Q_IO~J z
0
H

1977 . . 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 x
H

Load: <:

Firm load 15,160 18,620 22,990 28,540 35,680 44,930
Reserves 390 410 500 630 800 1,000

Total 15,550 19,030 23,490 29,170 36,480 45,930

Resources: ' -
Total existing and licensed 17,020 18,200 20,700 20,010' 19,530 19,480

Surplus or deficit (- ) 1,470 -830 -2,790 -9,166 -16,950 -26,450

Thermal/Traditional ~olicy Set
H
<: Planned conservation.
I-' Planned renewable resources
'" Planned thermal resources 2,420 6,690 6,690 6,690- -

~urplus or deficit (-I 1,470 -830 -370 -2,470 -10,260 -19,760

Intermediate Policy Set

Planned conservation - 1,520 3,130 4,720 6,970 10,270
Surplus or deficit (-I - 690 340 -4,440 :-9,980 -16,180

Planned renewable resources - - 130 280 580 1,080
Surplus or deficit (-) - 690 470 -4,160 -9,400 -15,100

Planned thermal resources - - 2,420 6,690 6,690 6,690 :J:'
Surplus or deficit (-I 1,470 690 2,890 2,5,30 -2,710 -8,410 '"'"'"Renewable/Transition Policy Set z

0
H

Planned conservation - 2,290 4,670 6,890 10,2 Q O 14,540 x
Surplus or deficit ( - ) - 1,460' 1,880 -2,270 - 6, 6bO -11,910 H '.

<:Planned renewable resources - - 410 1,250 2,800 5,100
Surplus or deficit (-I - 1,460 2,290 -1,020 -3,860 -6,810

Planned thermal resources - - 2,420 6,690 6,690 6,690
Surplus or deficit (-I 1,470 1,460 4,710 5,670 2,830 -120



;I>
TABLE IV.IA ."

~
Z
0(Year to lOs) H
X

1977 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 H-- <:
Load:

Firm load 15,160 18,620 22,990 28,540 35,680 44,930
Reserves 390 410 500 630 800 1,000

Total 15, 550 19,030 23,490 29, 170 36,480 45,930

Resources:
Existing and licensed for construction:

Hydro 12,940 13,020 13,090 13,0.60 13,060 13,060
Coal 2,920 3,620 4,860 4,200 3,720 3,670
Nuclear 1,040 1,420 2,610 2,610 2,610 2,610

H Combustion turbine. and miscellaneous 120 140 140 140 140 140
<: Total 17,020 18,200 20,700 20,010 19, 530 19,480..... Surplu~ 6r ~eficit(-) 1,470 -830 -2,790 -9,160 -16,950 -26,450.....

Planned energy conservation
Surplus or deficit (-) 1,470 -830 -2,790 -9,160 -16,950 -26,450

Planned renewable ·resources:
.Hydro
Biomass/cogeneration
wind. .'
Solar . --- - -

Total
Surplus or deficit (-) 1,470 -830 -2,790 -9,160 -10,950 -.26,450

;I>'

Pl'anned' -thermal resources:
."
."

CoaL - 70 70 70
t'.l- - Z

Nuclear - - 2,420 6,620 6,620 6,620 0
Tota-l - 2,420 6,690 6,690 6,690 H- X
Surplus or deficit i-) 1,470 -830 -370 -2....EQ -lQL 26.Q -19,760

---- - - H
<:



>
'"TABLE IV.IB '"'"Z

Intermediate Polic Set--Hi h-Demand Growth l:l
(Year July-June Energy 1n Average Megawatts RO,un ed to lOs) ....

>c
., . ....

1977 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 <
Load: "

Firm;'load 15,160 18,620 22,990 28,540 35,680 44,930
Reser·ves 390 410 500 630 800 1,000

? "'. ·;·Total·c,' ';- :.. - ... - 15,550 19,030 23,490 29,170 36,480 45,930
.,

Resources: . , . :. ..:.-;-, : .
Existing and licensed for construction:

Hydro.:." . 12,940 13,020 13,090 13,060 13,060 . 13,060
Coal - " ..

. - .. . 2,920 3;620 4,860 4,200 3,720 3,670
Nuclear 1,040 1,420 2,610 2,610 2,610 2,610.... Combustion·turbine:and miscellaneous 120 140 140 ' 140 140 140< ~t~ . 17,020 18,200 20,700 20,010 19,530 19,480.

I-' 'Surplus-or defitit '(-) 1,470 -830 ,-2,790 -9~160 -16,950 -26,450CD .. . ..
Planned energy conservation - 1,520 3,130 4,720 6,970 10,270

.. Surplus or defic~t (-) 1,470 690 340 -4,440 -9,980 -16,180

'Planned renewable resources:
Hydro - - 50 100 200 400
Biomass/cogeneration - - 50 . 100 200 300
Wind - - - - 30 80
Solar - - 30 80 150 300

Total - - 130 280 -~ 1,080
Surplus or deficit (-) 1,470 .. 690 470 -4,160 -9,400 -15,100 >

'"Planned thermal resources: ~
Coal " - - 70 70 70 z
Nuclear 2,420 6,620 6,620 6,620

l:l- - ....
Total .- - - '2,420 6,690 6,690 6,690 >c
Surplus or deficit (-) 1,470 690 _2,890 _~L~3Q -2,710 -8,410 ....------ <



TABLE IV.lC »
'tI
'tI

. Renewable/Tr~nsition Policy Set--High-Demand 'Growth ""Z
(Year July-June) ~nergy in ~ver~9~_~~9~w~~~~_1~QQnd~dto_lOs) 0

H

><
1977 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 H

<:

Load:
Firm load 15,160 18,620 22,990 28,540 35,680 44,930
Reserves 390 410 500 630 800 1,.000

Total 15,550 19,030 :23,490 29,170 36,.480 45,930

Resources:
Existing and licensed for constructi4n:

Hydro 12;940 13,020 13;090 13,060 13,060 13,060
'Coal .. ' .. 2,920 3,620 4,860 4,,200 3,720 3,670

H Nuclear 1,040 1,420 2,610 2,610 2,610 2,610<:.. Combustion and miscellaneous· 120 140 140 140 140 140......
Total 17,0:20 18,:200 20,700 1'0~ 19,530 19,480\D

..:·,·surp~us or:·deficit (-) .. 1,470 -830 -2,790 -9,160 -16,950 -26,450
.. , , - ..

Planned.energy conservation - 2,290 4,670 6,890 10,290 14,540
.. Surplus or deficit (~) 1,470 1,460 1,880 -2,270 :"'6,660 -11,910

.... - - . . . ~",:

·.:Planned renewable reSQurces:
Hydro - - 200 400 ·700 1, 100
Biomass/cogeneration - - 100 200 400 600

""Wind - - . 30 300 750 1,500
." Solar

_. - 80 350 .950 1,900
Total --- nO ~'51f 2.800 5,100- -
Surplus or deficit (-) 1,470 1,460 2,290 -1,020 -3,860 -6,810 ;J:I

'tI
Planned th~rm,!l resources: 'tI

t'J

Coal - - - 70 70 70 z
Nuclear - - . 2,420 6,620 6,620 6,620 0

H

Total - - 2,4:20 6,690 6,690 6,690 ><
Surplus or deficit (-) 1,470 1,460 4,710 ~2Q 2,830 -120 H

<:



TABLE iV.2

1917 1960 1985 1990 1995 2000

Load: , '_ .." ...
Fir'm load" 15,160 15,960 17,590 20,110 23,390 28,060
Reserves, 390 390 410 470 560 710

T9tal " 15,,550 16,350 18,000 20,580 23,956 28,776
, '

Resources': "
Totat 'Eix isting 'and llcensed 17,020 18,200 20,700 20,010 ,,19,530 19:,,480

'S:u:rpl u.s, ,ordef icit (-) 1,470 1,850 2,700 -570' -4,42,0 ";9,290. . . . .... . -. . .

Thermal/Traditional Policy Set
: ~ . ':;;: . : : : ~.;.

Summar of Loads and Resources--Moderate-Demand Growth
(Year Ju y- une Energy InAverage Megawatts Roun e to-rOs)

Planned conservation
Surplus or deficit (-)

Planned renewable resources
Surplus or deficit (-)

Planned thermal resources
Surplus or deficit (-)

Plan~ed,conservation
Surplus or deficit (-)

Planned renewable' i~sources
Surplus or deficit (-)

Planned' the"rmal r esour ces
Surplus or deficit (-)

H
<:

:J>
'tl
'tl

'"Zo
H
><

.,. ".. - : ","- 2;420::, 6 ,690', 6,699 6,690
1,470 ,1,840 5,120 6,120 2,270 -2,600

!~termediate Policy Set

1,270 2,330 3,320 4,480 6,210
3,110 5,030 2,750 60 -3,080

130" .280 ' 580 1,080
3,110, 5,16,0 3,030 640 -2,000

, - - . 2,420 6,'690 6,'690 6,690
1,470 3,110 7,580 " 9,7:20 " 7,330 4,690 :J>

'tl

,~enewable/TransitionPolicy Set ~
z
0

2,100 3,600 5,390 6,840 9,350 H
><

3,940 6,300 4,820 2,420 60
H

410 1,250 2,800 5,100 <:
3,940 6,710 6,070 5,220 5,160

2,,420 6,690 6,6~0 6,690
1,470 3,940 9,130 12,760 11,910 11,850

conservation
renewable' resou'rce's
thermal'resources
s"!rpius 'or deHcit (-I

Planned
Planned
Planned

H
<:.; .
lV'
0,

... /
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TABLE IV.2A

Thermal Traditional Polic Set--Moderate-Oemand Growth
(Year Ju y- une Energy n Average Megawatts Roun e to lOs)

Load:
'- Firm load

Energy reserve
Total requirements

1977

15.160
390

-IS. 550

1980

15.960
390

16.350

1985

17.590
410

18.000

1990

20.110
470

20.580

1995

23.390
560

23.950

2000

28.06'0
710

28.770

~....,
~
Zo....
>:

....
<:

13.060
3.670
2,610

140
19.480
-9.290

13.060
3.7io
2.610
~'140

19.530
-4.420

13.060
4.200
2.610

,.' 140
20.010

-570

13.020' .. 13.090
3.620 "4.860
1.420 2.610

140 .140
T1'lr8....2fliOrnO '20; 700

1.850 2,700

12.940
2.920
1.040

120
17. 020

1.470
- .... - ~ , ~.

;Resources:·· -'
EX1sting and licensed for construction:

Hydro
Coal
Nuclear
Combustion turbine an iniscellaneous

.Total' ".' . r;' .

··Surplusor~d.ficit (-)

....
'<:

IV......
Planned energy conservation

Surplus or deficit (-) '.1.4.70 '1 •.850 2.700 -570 _4.420 -9.290

-570 _4.420

. Planned renewable. resources:
)iydro .... "''''.
Biomass/cogeneration

..... ,... 'Wind
Solar

Total
'Surplus or deficit (-)

,Planned thermal resources:
Coal
Nuclear

Total
Surplus or deficit (-)

1.470

1.470

·1.850

1.850
-----

2.700

2.420
2.420
5.120
-----

70
6.620
6.690
6.120

70
6.620
6.690
2.270

-9.290

70
6.620
6.690

-2.600

~...,
~
Z
o....
>:
....
<:

..
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TABLE IV.3

Average 'Costs of Power Used and Conserved
High-Demand Growth

:J>
."

~
Zo
H
X

H
<:

'';.'

,. "'.' l' .; 1977 1980 1985- 1990 1995 2000

" '" -- (in inil1sper kWh )--------

H
<:
•
IV...

Average cost of, power, including
conservation '(roH1s/kWh of '
energy: used' and'conserved) : '
, Therma1/tr ad it iona1

, , Intermediate .
Renewable/transition

AVeragegri'd'cost--generation,
transmission, and distribution
(mills/kWh of energy used):

Thermal/traditional
Intermediate
Renewable/transition

.'

12.5
12.5
12.5

12.5
12;5
12.5

14.3
13.1
13.1

14.3
13.5
13.4

::'":!

19.9
16.0
15.7

'19.9
'16.9
'16.8

, 23.9
18.8
16.6

23.9
20.1
18.7

27.1
20.8
17.8

27.1
24.1
21. 7

29.8
22.0
18.7

29.8
26.8
24.4

~
."

~
Z
o
H
X

H
<:



TABLE IV. 3A

Annual power Costs
Thermal/Traditional POliCY Set--High-Demand Growth

1977 1980 1985 1990· 1995 2000

~
'tI

'"t'l
Z
o
I-l
><

----------(millions of 1976 dollars)------------- I-l
<:

1;222 -3,737

Resources us.ed:
Hydro
Coal'
Nuclear
Combust1on turbine and
,Conservation.
New, hydro,
Biomass/cogeneration
Wind
Solar

Total

miscellaneous

$ 204 $
. 236

'125

-565

205 $
609
179
229

206 $
929

1,131
80

2;'346

206
1,015
2,436

80

$ , 206
1,778
3,388

80

-s;45:2

$ 206
2,840
4,567

80

7;693

15;1'60': 18,620

1,490
17,130

I-l

<:
•
'"lJ1

Resources needed, or' available but unused:
CoaL ':' ,-' ',..
Nucle~r , , . ',' " ", '

.Combustion. turbine, and miscellaneous
, " 'Tat'at' '( cd tii:al ' water' y'ear)

. . . -, ,- ~ ~ ..' . . .'

Transmission
Distribution

Total
Average hydro fuel savings

Total costs (average water year)

Total firm load (MWy) "
Transmission and distribution' losses at

8 percent
Load delivered to customers

Average 'cost of power" including con
servation (mills/kWh of energy used
and conserved)

Average grid cost-generation, transmis
sion, and distribution (mills/kWh of
energy used)

j

98
8

31
TI7

159
731

-~

"',67
$ 1,525 $

1,213
,13,9,47

12.5

12.5

21
32

5'1

196
918

r;rn
-236

2,153
=

14.3

14.3

29
47

76

296
1,151
1,447
-181

$ 3,688

22,990

1,839
21,151

19.9

19.3

39
62

101

380
1,459
-~

-176
$ 5,501

=
28,540

2,282
26,257

23.9

23.9

51
80

nI

541
1,865
~lib

-185
$7~

35,680

2,854
3r.-ill

27.1

27.1

65
101

1'66

701
2,394
3,095

. -181
10,773

44,930

3,594
lr;TI6'

29.8

29.8

~

'"'".t'l
Z
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Annual Power Costs
Intermediate Policy Set -High-Demand. Growth

TABLE IV.3B

"".

1977 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

;p

""~
z
o
H
X

.. , "~I

_______-(.(millions of .1976 dollars)-)_~ _ H
.<;

Resources needed or available but unused:
:Co-a~ll; _.,." i;., .• '; "., (,~ ·.~.";"-;'7:i;~' . 11

Nuclear
Combustio~turbine and miscellaneous

,Total (cr'i tical water year)

8
<;
'r·

;00

""~
z
o
H
X

26.8

22.0

24.1

20.8

20.1

18.8

16.9

16 •.0

$ 206 $ 206 $ 206 $ 206
'768 ..808 924 1~528

479 1,434 2,4.62 . '3,:164
80. 80 .80 80

263 . ,.,3r: 403 4.68
.8 38 74

io' . 23 . 45 65
4 . : 16

6 . 18 34 . 68
1.,820 2,927 4,19.6 5,669954

205
472
173

104

13.5

13 .1

$

565

12.5

204 .
·236
125'·

. 12"'5

98 42 56 36 49 62
B·. tt - : -. 61 80 .)01

,-n . -33 - .~: -
ill 7S 56.; '97 :129 163

159 filo 263 300 3'65 siJ7
731 830 . 970· 1,186 I, f68 1,800
890 1,010 1,.233' 1,,~86 1,833 2,307
-67 . . -77... -147. .,.176 .~185 -181

$1,525 .$1,962-: $2,962 $4,334 $5,973 $7,958

• 22,99015',160 . 18,620 28,540 35,680 44,930

1,213 . 1,490 1,839 2,283 . 2,.854 3,594
13,947 17,130 21,151 26,25) 32,826 41,336

$

<.

-;.-

';';' ,;"';'"

'.'.'
.' '.; I'

.'-~ .~ ~',

'..'

:.., ~

i I ;.~ " :';" ~~ :

;-."":

Average cost of power including
conservation (mills/kWh,of ene.gy
used and energy conserved r . .

Average grid cost-generation,
transmission, and distribution
cost (mills/kWh of energy used)

Resources' 'used:
:Hydro : .
Coal

iNucrear·" : ":.:. ..~;,: .- .
Combu'slion' turbine 'imd -in'iscellaneous
Conservation
New ,hydro' . ,.:! ,~,.

Biomass/congerieration
Wind
Solar .<",:.; t

:T6tal" . ;" ': . • C": .•; '0-

Total firm load (MWy)
TransmissJon:' and"distr ibution losses

at 8 percent
Load delivered to customers

Transmis'sion";-: ·.:i; ':::.7)'·

Distr ibut"ion
Total"

Average ·hydro· fuel savi'rlgs
Total costs:'("average water year)

H
<:
~
"'.



TABLE ,IV. 3C

Annual Power Costs
Renewable Transi tIonPolicy Set..,-HIgh Demand Growth

1977 1980
.;.-

1985 1990 1995 2000

»
'0

~
:z:
tl....
:><

----------{millions of 1~16 dollars)~----------- .....
<;

12.5 13.1

15,160 18,620

1,213 1,490
, 13 ,947' rr;ITO

172
786

-- 958
-77

$ J,969

....
<;

:I"

'"~
:z:
tl....
:><

206
708

2,013
80

790
202
132
292
460

T;ID

'57
99

~56

18.7

362
1,552'
1,914

. '-181
$ 6,772

=
44,930

3,594
41,336

206, $
717

1,328
80

676
128
'88

147
230

3,600

46
78

---nl

$

17.8

309
1,276

1:sB5
-185

'$5,124---
35,680,

2,854
Jr,"ffl

206
808
653

80
568

74
45
58
84

T,TIo

2 ~Q,, , -
2~:i'~

16.6

28,54t

36
57

93

271
1,060
r;TIY

-176
$ 3,824=

167
32

- 33
232

15.7

206 $
--507
433

421
38
23

4
18

r;m

22,990

1,839
21,151

246
876

1,122
-97

$-:l~

207

96

33

205 $
384
163

959,

129

98
8

31
IT7

'$65

$ , -'-204 $
, 236

125

159
731
m
-67

$ 1,525

Resources needed or available but unused:
Coal
Nuclear
Combustion turbine and miscellaneous

, Total (cr Hical- water year)-

Total firm load (MWy)
Transmission and distribution losses at

8 percent
Load delivered to customers

Transmission
Distr ibution

Total
Average hydro fuel savings

Total costs (average water year)

ll.esources used,
Hydro
Coal
Nuclear
Combustion turbine 'and miscellaneous
Conservation
New hydro
Biomass/Cogeneration
Wind
Solar

- Total

Average cost of power, including con
-, servat'ion ,(mills/kWh of energy used

and energy conserved)

'"-J

....
<;

Aver age gr id cost-gener ation, _tr ansmis
sion and distribution cost (mills/kWh
of energy used) 12.5 13.4 16.8 18.7 21. 7 24.4



TABLE IV.4

Average Cost, of Power 'Used and Conserved
Moderate-Demand Growth

:I>
'0

~
Z
C....
><
....
<:

~.' • L • "'-.' ::,0) -----,;.- (in mills per kWh )'.---------
-". ,-

, ~; .
"':J

1977 ',·1980'- 1985 1990'- 1995 2000

....
<:..
IV
0:>

. ",
Average costof'power, including

conservation. (mills/kWh "of'. - .
eneFgy·used ..and conserved):

T~er~a1/traditiona1

Intermediate
Renewab1e/transi~ion

Average grid cost--generation,
'transmission, and distribution
(mills/kWh of energy used):

Thermal/traditional
Intermediate
Renewable/transition

12.5
12.5
12.5

12.5
12.5
12.5

13.1
12.7
12.2

13 .1
13.2
'12.5

16.2
15.2
15.5

16.2
16.3
16.5

17.2
14.9
14.6

17.2
16.2
15.9

20.7
14.2
13.7

20.7
15.9
15.3

23.7
16.2
13.1

23.7
19.0
15.6

:I>
'0

~
Z
C....
><
....
<:



. TABLE IV. 4A

~---------(millions of 1976 dollars)----~------

Annual Power Costs
Thermal/Traditional po11cy Set--Moderate-Demand Growth

15,,160, 15,960 -:,17,590
.~: ,.

159 168
731 765
,~ 933'
. -67 -72

$ 1,525 $,1,685 $
~

i';;
'tl
t'1
Z
o,.,.
><

»0
'tl
!tl
t'1
Z
o...
><
...
<:

...
<:

2000

23.7

IT2

23.7

3-;669

41
71

2,245
25,815

352
1,418
1,770

-181
$5,370

28,060

$ 206
921

2,462
80

117

ITI

20.7

20.7

1995

206
724

1.520
80

2-;530

1.871
21. 519

$

289
1,154

-r,443
-185

$ 3,905

23.390

59

1990

206
, 815
'578

". 80

17.2

17.2

1-,609
18,501

59

255
971

1,226
-176

$ ;2,788

20,110

166
95
33

206 $
523
353

16.2

16.2

r;oB2 -1,679

1985

294

185
839

:}.,024'
-108'

2,292

1,407
16,183

33

99

205 $
329
158

I32

692

13.1

13.1

1980

1,277
14.683

98
8

31

204 $
236
125

565

·117

12.5

12.5

1977

'i;213
13,947

$
Resources used:

Hydro
Coal
Nuclear ._
Com~u~tion turbine and miscellaneo~i
Conservation .
·N"w hy'dro .,
'Biomass/cogeneration
Wind.
Solar

Total

" ,

Tran~mission
Distr ibution

Total
Average hydro fuel savings

Total costs ,(average water year)

Average grid cost--generation, transmis
sion, and distribution cost (mills/kWh
of energy 'used)

Average cost of power, including con
servation (mills/kWh of energy used
and energy conserved)

Resourcei needed or available but unused:
: Coal' ' ' '-,

Nuclear ' " " , ':'
',' .. ' -Co'mbilstion:' turbine, and', miscellaneoui

. TOt.al' , (qr iti~~l water; year)

Total firm load (MWy)
Transmission and distribution losses:at

8 percent
Load delivered to customer's

N
'D, .

...
<:., -.



TABLE IV.4B

-----------(millions of 1976 dollars)'~-----------

Annual Power Costs
Intermediate POlICY Set--Moderate-Demand Growth

Resources use'd:
.Hydro
Coal
Nuclear
Combustion turbine 'and
Conser.vati'on
New. hydro
Biomass/cogeneration
Wind
Solar

,Total"

miscellaneous

$

1977

204 $
236
125

'5'65

1980

205 $
186

45 .

67

503

1985

206 $
237
160

149
8

10

6
776

1990

206
.. 393

286

,,218
19
23

18
-0IT3

$

1995

206
,571
462

263
38
45

4
34

1;li23

$

2000

206
689
893

326
74
65
16
68

2;TI7

:l>

'"~
EJ
H

><
H
<:

H
<:.
w
o

Resources needed or ava;lable but unused:
Coal
Nuclear
Combustion turbine and miscellaneous

Total (critical water year)

Transmission
Distribution

Total
".Average hydro fuel savings

Total costs (average water year)

Total firm load (MWy)
Transmission and distribution losses at

8 pe,,::ent
Load delivered to customers

Average cost of power, including con
servation (mills/kWh of energy used
and energy conserved)

Average grid cost--generation, transmis
sion, and distribution cost (mills/kWh
of energy used)

98
8

31
137

159
731

- 890
-67

$ 1,525
=

15,160

1,213
D,947

12.5

12.5

226
96
33

355

154
691

-84'5
-71

$-r;on
=

15,960

1,277
14,683

12.7

13.2

334
248

33
filS

'160
704

-864
-103

$-2,152
=

17,590

1,407
16,183

15.2

16.3

215
148

33
396

177
781

-958
-104

$ 2,413

20,110

1,609
IS,501

14.9

16.2

59
8

33
-~

199
897

-1,096
-139

$ 2,680
=

23,390

1,871
21,519

14.2

15.9

152
33

185

245
1,052
1~297

-147
$-~

28,060

2,245
25,815

16.2

19.0

~

'"~
Zo
H

><
H
<:
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TABLE IV.4C

-----------(millions of 1976' dollars)I-----------

Annual Power Costs
Renewable/Transition POli~y Set--Moderate-Demand Growth

331 486

---715 -r;oTI

H
<:

:J>'
'<l
'<l
i:'l
Z
o
H
>:

60
25
33

ITS

206
527
440

606
130

2000

1.9U9

$

:nu

206
374
310

539

169
128

33

1995

1,429

$

1990

206 $ 206
105 191

73 138

1985

412 327
319 266

33 33
-~1";6;.:r4 ~!6

477

205 $
52
45

175

287
28
33

348

1980

98
8

31
137

1977

-- 565

$ 204 $
236
125

Resources 'needed Or available but unused:
Coal . )
Nuclear
Combustiorf turbine and miscellaneous

'Total (critical water year)

Resources used:
Hydro
Coal
Nuclear .
Combustion turbine and miscellaneous
Conservation
New hydro'
Biomass/cogeneration
Wind
.Solar

Total'
H
<:
•
w.....

Average cost of power, including con~

servation (mills/kWh of energy used
and energy conserved)

Total firm loan (MWy)
Transmissioh and distribution losses at

8 percent
Load delivered to customers

159 146
731 642m -- 788

......._-,..;6...7 -42
$ 1,525· $ 1,511 $

,
Transmissfon .'~. ,,', 'f

DistributIon
TotaF' ,

Average hydro fuel savings
Total costs (·average water year)

"

15,160

1,213
13,947

12.5

15,960

1.277
14,683

12.2

147
638
785

.-92
2,1"12

17.590

1.407
16,183

15.5

155
661

--8I6
-92

$ 2, 371

20,110

1,609
18,501

14;6

174
759
933

-Ill
$ 2,581

·23,390

1,871
. 21, s19

13.7

197
877

-1,074
-147

$-2;n4"

·28,060

2,245
25,815

13.1

:J>'
'<l
'<l
i:'l
Z

.0
H
>:

Average grid cost--generation, transmis
sion, and distribution cost (mills/kWh
of energy used) 12.5 12.5 16.5 15.9 15.3 15.6

H
<:



TABLE IV.5

Total Fixed and Variable Costs
1977 Through 2000 (note a)

Hi~h-demand growth (4.8%)
Tllermar Intermedlate Renewable

Moderate-demand growth (2.7%)
Thermal. Intermediate Renewable

:I>'
'0
'0
t'1
Z
o
H
>:
H
-<

----------(billions of 1976dolIars)------------

H

-<.
W
IV .

Thermal generation:
Coal
Nuclear
Combustion·turbine

Total

Conservation

Renewable sources:
Existing hydro
New renewables

Total

Transmission and distribution

Total costs (note a)

$ 29.5
48.4

2.4
80:!

.4.7

4.7

42.0

$127.0
=

$19.7 $15.7
31.6 19.0
1.6 1.3

52.9 36.I

6.6 11.1

4.7 4.7
1.6 7.4

b:'3 I2.T

33.9 30.1

$99.7 $89.4
= =

$15.8
20.8
1.3

TI:9

4.7

4:7

28.0

$70.6=

$12.9 $11. 2
10.0 7.8
0.7 0.7

23.7 19.8

4.2 9.0

4.7 4.7
1.6 0.3

"6:3 s:o
22.6 19.8

$56.8 $:'3.6
= =

a/Total costs include capital costs, interest expense; fixed and variable operation and mainte
- nance costs; and where appropriate, fuel costs. The totals exclude small credits (less than

5 percent) for the differences between critical water years and average water years. :I>'
'0.
'0
t'1
Z
o
H
>:
H

-<



TABLE IV.6

&stimated Electric Power and Conservation
CapItal Requirements, 1977 Through 2000

High-demand growth (4.8%) Moderate-demand growth (2.7%)_
Thermal Intermediate ReneWi6Ie Thermal Intermediate Renewable

--------- (billions o'f 1976 dol1arsl'~---------

:J>
."
;}1
Z
o....
X

....
<:

Thermal generation:
Coal $ 9.4 $ 4.5, $ 1. 5
Nuclear 26.3 18.2 11.5

Total thermal (note a) E77' TI:7 IT:1i
....
<: Conservation - 3.5 5.8.
w

Renewable energy sourcesw
(note c) 0.1 1.4 7.3

Transmission,and distribution 15.7 10.1 7.3

Total 'capital requ'irements $51. 5 $37.7 $33.4= =

$ 2.1
13.9
Ib.ll

0.1

6.2

$22.3
=-

$ 0.9 $0.9
5.6 1.9

--r.-s ~

2.4 4.5

1.5 £/1.0

2.9 1.3

$13.3 $9.6
=

~/Includes trace amounts of capital for combustion turbines.

b/Conservation would be sufficient under this scenario that full investment in nonhydropower
- renewable resources would not be required'.

c/Excludes present Federal and electric utility plans to invest about $3 billion in new hydro
capacity for peaking and secondary energy p~oduction.

:J>
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Z
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APPENDIX V

ESTIMATED'ELECTRICITY CONSERVATION SAVINGS

APPENDIX V

"Energy conservation savings" are defined in this study
as a reduction in energy demand below that which would
be projected on the basis of past tendencies and energy
use patterns. Energy conservation savings can arise from
several very diverse types of actions or measures. One very
important category of conservation measures is investments
in more energy efficient items of equipment or facilities.
Examples that fall into this category are' improved insulation
in buildings, more efficient heating' and air-conditioning
equipment, and more efficient industrial process 'equipment.
The second major type of energy conservation action is
simply to curb the demand for energy by measures such as
reducing the temperature setting in residences and commercial
buildings or lowering the level of ventilation and lighting
in commercial or public build~ngs.

There is an impressively long' list of measures that
might be employed to reduce energy consumption. A recent
study for the Northwest Energy policy Project identified
and ~valuated the potential for savings through 19 prin
cipal measures for reducing energy consumption. 1/ Some
of these, such as improving the efficiency of operation
of conventional fuel-burning heating systems, have no direct
effect on electric energy consumption. Even so, in that
study it was estimated that electricity consumption in the
Pacific Northwest by the year 2'000 could be reduced by 40
percent if all these conservation measures were fully imple
mented by all potential adopters.

Although it is true that all energy users can adopt the
technically feasible conservation measures, in actuality
many are not likely to do so because they lack, to some
degree, the necessary inducement. The level of ,adopt ion
that is actually realized will depend on the level of induce
ments or incentives and on the responsiveness of the adopters.
These both will vary from measure to measure. Placing
insulation in an uninsulated attic space is one measure to
which homeowners tend to be fairly responsive, and the incen
tive for adopting this measure is very high. Thus one
would expect that this is one measure that will be' widely
adopted without the necessity of particularly strong policy

l/Walter R. Butcher and George W. Hinman, "Energy Conservation
Policy--Opportunities and Associated Impacts, Study Module
I-A," final report to the Northwest Energy policy project,
Portland, Oregon, 1977.
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APPENDIX V APPENDIX V

measures •. On the other hand, pr,esently. known systems to,
collect and reuse powerplant waste heat appear to be lacking
in practicality for the heat user,. and thus it is likely
that there,will be'very little adoption of this measure unless
there are very high inducements applied.

In, the s.ection that, follows, there is a brief discussion
of the cqnservCition measures that were incorporated into the
estimate of conser:vation savings associated with intermediate
and renewable policy sets. The actual estimates of conser
vation savings, itelll by ij:em"are presented in table V.l and
table V.2. t

RESIDENTIAL SECTOR

In the residential sector, electricity consumption is
attributed approximately one-fourth to space heating, one-

'fourth to water heating, and one-half to various electrical
appliances and lights. Projections anticipate a,~6re rapid
growth in these other uses than in space heating. Thus
it is ~mportant to look for 'conservation in home, uses other
than space hea~ing, especially in the long run •. Fortunately
prospects are good for more efficient appliance models and
more careful patterns of use. In addition, some of the
projected great increase in appliance use of electricity
(year 2000 rates per household are. more than double those.
of 1975) may be avoided by simpiy ,curbing some of the implied
increase in household appliances. We estimated that savings
in the year 2000 under the, int~rmediate policy set conditions
would be 2',600 annual ,megawatt-y~ars if moderate growth, '
materialized and 4,100 'annual megawatt-years if general growth
were more, rapid. Under, the renewable policy set, savings in
this category would be about 20 ·percent higher,.

Energy savings. in elec,t~ic space heating ·may be obtained
by 10weril1g thermostats·" .,adopting insulation and other
weatherization measures, and by.s·ub·stituting heat pumps or
solar devices to offset resistence, heating requirements.
The potential for saii'ings is limited since indications are
that many Pacific Northwest ·homes have already lowered thermo-

. stats and electrically heated homes are generally insulated,
at leaSt to some extent. ,The economics of heat pumps and
solar substitutes,.is ·not ·highly favorable at this time, so
adoption ,may be l1mi'ted," Neve'rtlieless~ it is estimated that
conservation savings amounting ,to about 18 ,percent of pro
jectedspace heat de~arlC~s under the' in~ermediate, policy set
and 25 percent under th~renewable pOllcy set might be
ach~eved',by the.;year2.000 •. A90u~ two-thirds of this expected
savings ,lS a~trlbutab.le tc;> bl!Ildlng more energy efficiency into
new re~l~entlal ~0,nstrqc:t79n al1d thereby reducing average
electrlclty requlrement per residerice;

V.2



APPENDIX V

COMMERCIAL SECTOR

APPENDIX V

In the commercial;' sector electric space heating is not
'3S widespread nor as great a consumer of electricity as in
the residential sector. Conservation savinga of electricity
are mostly realizable in this sector through better control of
ventilation and lighting and through appliance and equip
ment savings similar to those available for residences.
Overall these measures could lead to significant savings of
electric energy in this sector. But the more, visible adjust
ments, such as turning off external lighting, have mostly
symbolic importance. With moderate growth the sector savings
could run to 1,200 annual megawatt-years in the year 2000
and about one-third higher if there were more rapid general
growth.

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR '

In the industrial sector the'opportunities for energy
conservation'are as different as the. widely different ~yitems

of energy use. Most industrial plants make use of heat and
power in a variety of ways. Many of these operations'are
sUbject to efficiency improvements by cutting equipment
operation to the necessary minimum, reducing heat loss from
installations such as steam lines' and furnaces, tightly'
scheduling and controlling heat delivery, etc. These measures
are commonly referred to as energy housekeeping. ,Because
almost every installation is a unique case, it is difficult
to specify what could be done in general for the entire
industrial sector. Surveys have indicated that the potential
savings, in the long run, could probably be 15 percent to
20 percent of 'industrial energy use. But additional savings,
beyond what has already been achieved since 1974, would be '
difficult to obtain without stronger incentives for the
industries. We estimated that savings in electricity under

,the intermediate policy set would be 460 annual megawatt
years, or about 4 percent of total industrial electricity
use projected for the year 2000. Under the renewable policy
set, the conservation savings would be can estima~ed 16 percent
larger in the moderate-growth case. .

In addition to housekeep~ng measures, ,there is a possi
bility that certain sectors can save even more energy by
making major process changes. That possibility is particular
ly important for the aluminum industry, which accounted for
37 percent of all indu~trial use of firm el~ctrical energy
in 1975 in the Pacific Northwest. A study by Charles Rivers
Associates indicates that a savings of one-fourth in electri
cal energy use could be achieved by moderniiingPacific,North
west aluminum plants 'so that they equaled 'the most energy

V.3
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efficient of the new plants just now coming on line. Somewhat
greater savings than these could be gained if the new "ALCOA"
proc~ss· were· substi tuted (assuming that the process proved
out in' production) for 'the standard Hall process now used.
In o'ur conservation analy'si's, we ass'umed a pric'ing policy
in the intermediate policy set that would induce all plants
to modernize by about 1990 and to make no capacity expansion
beyond that time. The' savings 'would amount to 700 annual
megawatt~year5 by 2000 compared with the moderate-growth
forecast and 1,000 annual megawatt-years compared with the
high-growth forecast. ,Under the renewable policy set with
replacement cost pricing, the industry would respond more
swiftly,' seek even greater efficiency, and top out capacity
expansion at a lower level. Savings by 2000 und~r the
renewable policy set would be an estimated 1,270 annual
megawatt-years for the moderate-growth forecast and 1,550
annual megawatt-years for, the high-growth forecast.

The wood products industry is. also a large user of
electricity. projections that are 'based on industry following
past patterns of change and response to energy 'prices show
very large increases in electricity used in the pulp and
paper industry, even though output growth is expected to
be slowed due to limitations on raw material supplies.
Because of these diverging trends, electricity use per
employee or per dollar of value added is projected to
increase severalfold· by 2000. We surmised 'that whatever
process changes are leading to this digression could pos
sibly be dampened, so that electricity use in the industry
would grow no more rapidly than value added (the inter
mediate policy set) or employment (the renewable policy
set). These patterns would yield much lower projected
growth and a substantial "savings" under either growth
projection. '
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TABLE V.l '

Projected ConservationSavings-
Intermediate policy Set

(annual average MW x 103)"

»
'"::lJ
z
o....
><
<:

.24 .31
.. ,

.39 .41 .43 .40 .50 , .61 .64 .66

.72 1.i8, ~ 2.08 2.62 -:.11", 1.40 1.97 ' 2.94 4.05
"

.96' i.49 1.93 2.49 3.05 1.17 1.90" 2.58 3.58" 4'.71

.18 .47 " • '70 .94 ,1.21, ,.22 ~54' .77 1.14 'I. 59
..

.23 .40 ,.• 52, .70 - c.50 .66 .81 ' ; 98 '
- '- ~' .05: ~ .25 .79 - ' • 04 .. .42 1.06 '2;32

.13 .1'4, ,.24, '.28' .• 46 ,~, .15 .29 '.38 .67-,- ---

.13 .37 .69,,1.05, 1.95 .13 ' .69 1. 37' 2.25' 3.97

1.27 l...ll, 3,32 4.48 6.21 l.:.ll 3 •13 L.ll. i.:.ll.' 1.Q..:.l1----
:J:'

'"'"'"z
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H~9.rowth
198j)-r985 --:990f~~lx9~9"-5~2""0""0""O-- -- -- --',,--

Moderate growth
1985 1990 1995 -2000-- -- --1980

Total residential

~

Residential':
, Space heat (l8-percent

base rate)
Appliances (41-percent

base rate)

Commercial

Industrial:
Aluminum (firm)
Pulp and paper
Housekeeping

Total industrial

Total savings
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TABLE V.2

Projected Conservation Savings-
Renewable policy Set

(annual average MW x 103 )

:l>

'"~
z
'0
I-<
><
<:

2.29 4.67, 6.89 ,10.29 14.54

Bi~rowth
20001980 1985 .--..L . 1995

.48' .57 . .66 .78 .87

.92 1.68 2.36 3.53 4.86

1.40' 2.25 3.02 4.31 5.73

.22 .54 .77 1.14 1.59

Moderate ~rowth
Item .. ' .. 1980 1985 199 1995' 2000

, '.
Residential': .

Space heat .40 .50 .61 ' .64 .66
Appliances' .., .86 1.41 1.85 2.50 3.14

l-. . _. • ~ :' '- -'-
<: '. Total residential 1.26 1.91 2.46 3.14 3.80. ~: c

'" Commercial .18 .47 .70 • 9,4 1.21

Industrial: ,
.,'-

Aluminum (fh'm) - .51 .97 1.09 1.27
. Pulp 'and paper . - - .05 .25 .79
H().u!lekeep.~rig .66 .71 1.21 1.42 2.28

,Total industrial .66 ,1.22 2.23 2.76 4.34

Total ..savings. ' 2.10 3.60 5.39 6.84 9.35=

.78

.04
.61.' 1.06

.67 1.88

1.23
.42
,~

3.10

1.38
1.06
2.40-

'1.84

1.55
2.32
3.35

7.22

~
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TABLE V.3 'tl

'"'"Potential Conservation Investments Z
Yea<. 2000--Moder ate Gr owth 0

H
><

, Policy set
Renewable -- <:Residential sector Intermediate

Percent Total Percent Total
· . . . . adopt cost adopt· cost

(millions) (millions)
"

Item description and
useful life (in. yea<s)

Temperature reduction, time
thermostat:

.Retrofit (15) 835,000 electric. heat units @ S80 each 5 S 3.5 10 S 7
New (15) 788,000 units @ 50 • 10 4 20 8

"Retrofit ceiling insulation:
<: Uninsu1ated units (.20) 84,000 • @ 315 • 70 18.5 90 24. Partially insulated (30) 50~;000

.. @ 160 • 25 20 90· 72
"

Ret<ofit,other:
"Walls"(30) 334,000 • @ 435 45 65 90 ,130

'Floors (30). 334;000 • @ 360 • 45 54 90 108
windows,and doors (15) 501,000 " @ 670 " 45 151 90 302
Weather str ip', (5) 501,000 " @ 180 • 45 n 90 81

. '\ ,... ,
•New const<uction (40) @ 400 65 205 95 300

.,..
Heating ~n~ts '(new resi-

dences) 1980-2000:
Beat pumps (20) 788,000 new electric heat @l,500 " 5 59 20 236
Solar system (20) 788,000 • " " @5,lOO • .5 20 10 400
Passive solar (40 ) 788,000 '·Ii • " @ '500 ," 20 79 50 197

~

Appliances:
-,

'"Energy-efficient·models ;:ll
(15) 3,755 households @ 100 • 75 141 90 169 Z

No-frills models ,(15) @ -50 " 0-- --- H

SID $~
><Sector totals
<:
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Item description and
useful fife, (in years)_

Commercial sector

Policy
Intermediate

Percent Total
adopt cost,

(mill ions)

set
Rene"able

Percent Total
adopt cost

(millions)

:r>
'"::ll
zo...
><
<

';

~T~mperatu·re'~o~tro!. -"

Vent'ilation and i ight
• :. '." "c_ t", "

Retrofi t (20) 10'~ 55 ", 10 '~kWh ,@ $0. 08/kWh 10 $ 84 15 $ . 126

'<
ex>

~, ~

New constr·uction'.,

Total energy ~ystems' (20)

Sect'or totals

" ,

Industrial sector

s· 100

184

10 200

326

natural part of the pulp and paper industry's
No special conservation investments are con-

Total, all sectors

a/Energy conservation investments are projected to De a
.- growth process' during the ,period ~f our, poli~y sets.

sidered necessary to achieve energy savings.

,Aluminum (20)

Pulp and paper

Housekeeping (15)

Sector totals

1.5-million-ton capacity @ $l,700/ton

No added capital (note a)

20 percent 100 x 10 9 kWh @ $0.0425/kWh saved

50

7

1,303

~

.hill
'$2,408-

75

20

1,955

170

2,125

$4,485

:r>
'"'"'"Zo...
><
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APPENDIX VI

REGIONAL ECONOMY AND EMPLOYMENT

APPENDIX VI

Regional energy policy could impact on regional economic
growth and employment in several ways.

--Directed allocations with forced curtailment of
energy use could 'retard growth or even force contrac
tions.

--Increased charges for energy and outlays for conserva'
tion could raise costs and could decrease the indus
try's ability to compete with firms in other locations
or with other products vying for the consumer's
dollar.

--Reduction in the quality of service (increased
probability of temporary outages) could reduce,
production (output, income, employment) in the short
run.. In the long run the et:,iect could be mostly
to increase the cost of production as industry
adjusted through higher capacity, standby energy
supplies, etc.

--Increased costs of 'energy could'require consumers
to divert expend i tur,es from commerc ial/ industr ial
products.

-~Changes could occur in output and employment of the
energy industries and of suppliers of substitutes.

THERMAL/TRADITIONAL POLICY' SET

1. Direct allocations: These would be charged only
to BPA's direct service customers. Contracts are available
at average cost rates, which although higher than past
rates, are still advantageous to those industries in the
region. BPA's projections of power demand anticipate that
sales to aluminum companies will increase by 1980 to 30
percent above the ,1974 level. About :,one-half of that increase
is due to projected sales to a new aluminum plant. ,After
1980, the projections call for further increasing power sales
to direct service customers by about 1 percent per year.
By the year, 2000 this would yield an 'add i tionat increase in
power sales of about 30 percent ov,er, the 1980 level.
Aluminum industry output would prcibably,growby about 50'
percent during the 1980-2000 perio'd due'. iri.. part to increases
in efficiency. '
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2. Higher rates: Inevitably factoring in high-cost
thermal power would cause-industrial rates to grow sub
stantially. The average rate for industry in 2000 is
projected to be 1.3 cents/kilowatt~hour for the intermediate
policy set, which is nearly 190 percent above the average
1976 -rate of 0.45 cents/kilowatt-hour. Even,so, electricity
costs would still b_e a very small fraction of total costs
for all except the electroprocess industries, where they
would rise to nearly 25 percent of total production costs.
Regional power rates under this policy set would still be
well below rates 'charged industrial and commercial customers
in any other regi9n. Therefore, there would be no incentive
for industries to relocate •.

3 •. Quality of service: The thermal/traditional policy
set anticipates maintaining an adequate reserve margin to
assure conventional levels of reliability. The cost of
reserve margins would be included in the cost of power.

4. Consumer retr.enchment: The total residential
electric bill, assuming high growth, would increase in 1976
dollars from $500 mill.ion in 1974 to $3,000 million in
2000. However, population growth alone would increase it
to $810 million. Household increases (by factor of 2.1)
would increase the residential electric bill to $1,050
million. The average residential electric bill would grow
from $220/year in 1974 to $625/year in 2000 due to higher
prices and increased usage. The increase would be partly
offset (about $100) by reduced oil bills due tb substitution
of electric space heat. The remaining increase would be
small relative to projected increases in income from about
$4,000/capita in 1974 to $9,000/capita in 2000 ($12,000/
household to $22,500/household). Such a relatively small
increase .in experisa of one item would be widely dispersed
among many other consumption items. and would generally
be overw.helmed by the projected income increases.

5. Energy supply industries: There would be substan
tial growth in the electrical industry. Construction
of thermal plants and transmission facilities would require
approximately '$2 billion in"estment per year and employ
many construction workers. Operations and maintenance would
require additional effort. and expenditure.

INTERMEDIATEPOLICY.SET

1. Direct allocations: These would not be employed,
except that explicit requirements would be employed to
induce the aluminum industry to improve its energy efficiency
to the best attainable by Hall process in 1976. Indications
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are that the industry could be induced'to do this, if
required, without chasing capacity to other 'regions.

2; Lower rates: Since demand would be reduced through
conservation, the requirement for high-cost thermal power
would be much less and average costs that must be recovered
in rates would be considerably less than under the thermal/
traditional policy set. However, rate 'schedules could, be'
raised so that effective rates more neariy 'approached
thermal levels; any surplus would be' used to finance conserva
tion or give "hardship" rebates. Conservation 'costs would
generally run well below energy costs when calculated on
a longrun social cost basis. Total costs to industry and
commerce would be well 'below 'thermal/traditional polrcy set
levels. This shouid' prov ide some stimu'1ation to economic
growth.

' ..
3.· Quality of service: There would be no perceptible

difference from the thermal/traditional policy set.

4. Costs to customers: This would be even less of a
factor than under the thermal policy set due to less demand
growth and possibility of covering costs with lower' (more
hydro determined) rates.

5. Ener industries: There would be less growth
than under the thermal tradition'al policy set, which would
be reflected in reduced costs to businesses and households.

RENEWABLE/TRANSITION POLICY SET

1. Direct allocations: Mandatory cutbacks'would riot
be used in any situation. 'Conservation,measures may be
required, but energy would be available at whatever demand
level resulted. Pricing energy at replacement cost would
eliminate that need for allocations to direct service indus
trial customers.

, :. - ,
2. ,Higher rates to industr.y: ,'Pricing 'at replacement

cost would mean substantially higher: rates, especially to
industry and most especially to direct service industrial'
customers and irrigators. Most'industry could'absorb'the,
increase without feeling any significant pressure on'total
costs or competitive position. Exceptions would be the
electroprocess metals and 'chemicals, m?inly,aluminum and
phosphorus. The aluminUm industry would'probablyreduce
regional produc'tion somewhat rather than continue to expand.
Efficiency would also be improved,. 'Employment 'in aluminum
would be down slightly from' prese'nt\1:evels. The ,phosphorus,
industry would a1so be affected' but might, respond with more
process, changes. \,
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3. Quality of service: A high fraction of
unconventional energy sources under heavy reliance on
unproven price response and conservation could lead to
reduction in the reliability of service under this policy
set.

4. Costs to consumers: These costs would be minimized
by aggressive emphasis of conservation as a means of meeting
new power needs. Bills, however, would be much higher due
to use pf an energy surcharge to implement replacement cost
pricing and to finance a grant and loan fund for conservation
programs and renewable energy projects. . .

5. Energysupply industries: Growth would .beslowed
and resources would be redirected to investment opportunities
in energy conservation and renewable energy sources. .Invest
ment strategies for decentralized energy projects .would 'be
developed.

. ,:.
:~. i:.

,.
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APPENDIX VII

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY AND THE

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY SYSTEM

APPENDIX VII

The generation of electricity in the Pacific Northw~st

will produce side effects which are damaging, or at least
offensive, to many people. The specific effects experienced
will depend on the types of p6werplants being used. These
effects will range from the direct and obvious, such as
lung irritation produced by air pollutants, to the indirect
and subtle, such as the exercise of police power to prevent
theft of nuclear materials. A summary of the types of
environmental impacts associated with the major energy
sources is presented below'.

HYDROELECTRIC GENERATION

--recreational benefits and problems

--esthetic effects

-~fish and wildlife changes

The adverse environmental impacts of new hydroelectric
power ,will generally ,be related to the welfare of fish and
wildlife, the loss of the use of land that will be inundated,
the loss of free-flowing streams, and other esthetic changes
and recreational problems. New energy capability that comes
about as a result of installing more generators in existing
dams can be expected to be, on the average, less disruptive
than energy produced by raising exist-ing dams or by cons'Eruct
ing new dams. Past experience indicates that residents in
the Northwest place a high value on the preservation of
natural conditions in the vicinities of most of the undammed
sections of streams and rivers in the region. Furthermore,
the benefits of further dam construction to navigation,
irrigation, and flood control seem minimal. Therefore,
in most cases the environmental impacts of raising existing
dams or building new dams on flowing streams will be nega
tive, but the addition of generating capacity at existing
dams mayor may not be, depending on circumstances.

COAL FUEL CYCLE

--air pollution effects of powerplants and coal trans
port

--land disruption from mining and solid waste disposal

--occupational hazards of deep mining
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--water pollution from mine drainage, coal and ash
piles, and settling ponds

--acid rain damage

--possible global heating from combustion and added
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere

Coal-fired plants will add particulates (sulfur dioxide,
nitrogen oxides, and hydrocarbons) to the air in their vi
cinity, and the plumes can be expected to produce effects
on health, esthetics, and property. Some appreciation for the
seriousness of the impacts can be achieved by comparing coal
plant air emissions with emissions resulting from the end
uses (home heating, automobile operation, etc.) of fuels
in the region. The thermal/traditional policy set moderate
growth conditions were assumed for purposes of calculating
the table entries. The average megawatts of coal-fired
generation were assumed to be 1,170 megawatts in 1980, 2,290
megawatts in 1990, and 4,400 megawatts in 2000.

Pacific Northwest

Particulates:
End uses (n6te a)
Coal plants (note b)

Sulfur dioxide:
End'uses (note a)
Coal plants (note b)

(with BACT) (note c)
(with NSPS) (note.d)

Nitrogen oxides:
End uses (note a)
Coal 'plants (note b)

Air emissions ( thousands tons/yr. )
1980 1990 2000

140 240 370
4.8 9.4 18

160 260 450

24 46 89
170 320 630

345 3'10 515
43 84 160

a/Emissions take place wherever fuels are burned, thus
- largely in urban areas •

.!2/Emissions take place at coact plants.

c/BACT' is Best Available Control Technology, 90 percent.
- removal of' sulfur' dioxide from 0.7 percent sulfur contact

assumed.

d/NSPS is New Source Performance Standard, 1.2 of sulfur
- dioxide emitted per million Btus of fuel burned.
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These numbers show that the coal plant emissions range
from 4 percent to 30 percent of the end use values. In
terms of effects, the percentages would be much smaller,
probably ranging from 0.2 percent to 1.5 percent, because of
the remote locations of the coal plants and the great
heights above ground level at which their pollutants were
emitted. Some additional air pollution, primarily partic
ulates, would result from rail transport of coal to the
Boardman, Oregon, plant. An importarit factor in controlling
air pollution from coal plants is the use of best available
control technology, assumed in these estimates.

The preceding paragraph has provided some indication
of the relative magnitudes of impacts of air pollutants '
from end uses of fuels and from coal-fired powerplants'.
Other measures of relative magnitudes are the concentrat'ions
of pollutants normally found at ground level. The table
below ~hows annual average concentration of particulates' and
sulfur dioxide at several poin~s in the region along with
approximate values to be expected from a coal-fired power
plant.
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Location Time
Total suspended

particulates Sulfur d iox ide
(micrograms/cubic meter)

noise, Idaho

Moscow, Idaho

Kellogg, ' Idaho

1/62-12/62
1/57-12/72 '

1/72-12/72

1970-72
, 1975

13
92

108

100-130
160-180

Downtown Seattle, 1971~75

Wash. 1975
'40-60

, '12-30

Tolt River
Watershed
(near Joy,
Wash'.")"

1970:"'75 '10-20

Downtown 1970-73
Portland~ breg; 1972-7~ 15-30

~/O .2-1.0

25-40

~/0.1-0.5

.. -.;;;,

1972-75

, , .

Downtown St.
Helens, ,oreg.

500 MW coal-fired
powerplant ,
located in flat
country with
scrubbers and
electrostatic
precipitators,
burning low
sulfur coal and
using Best Avail
able Control
Technology

500 MW coal~fired

powerplant as
above, except
using 'New' Source" ,,:
Performance
Standards

;1'

.. :~/0.1-0.5

.', .' \

. , '

~/1.4-7 .0

I".

a/Maximum concentration, generally
- from plant. .. "' .... ,

occurring about 5 miles

I . , I
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The numbers indicate that the annual average
concentrations of particulates and sulfur dioxide produced
by a coal-fired powerplant,in its vicinity are small
compared with levels in typical locations in the Northwest.
However, it should be noted that the maximum short-term
concentrations from a powerplant will be higher than the
annual average values, and furthermore the size distribu
tion and composition of the coal plant particulates may
lead to greater damage per ton emitted than is the case for
other particulates, such a~' wind-raised dirt. Also the
sulfur dioxide concentrations in rural areas away from
industrial and automobile sources will be lower than the
values in the tables, probably in the range 1-3 micrograms
per cubic meter.

Land disturbances associated with the coal plants
come about as a result of coal mining and solid waste
disposaL Except for the Centralia, Washington, plant th_e ' ..
coal mining will take place outside the Pacific Northwest,
but solid waste disposal (ashes and chemicals) will pre
sUluably be inside the region. Restoration of strip-mined
lands is a somewhat uncertain matter but appears to be fea
sible in much of the area in the Rocky Mountain States.
A closely related effect is the interruption of aquifers
during mining. The changes in ground water quality and
availabilty can be serious depending on local circum
stances. I ..

NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

--possible terrorism and extortion following theft
of nuclear materials

--possible widespread contamination from leaking
radioactive waste storage

--possible contamination from reactor accidents and
sabotage

--routine exposure qf workers and the public to ."
radiation

--expansion of number of nations with nuclear weapons
(nuclear proliferation)

The principal environmental effects of nuclear power
arise from uncertainty about the abilitY'I,of-government ,
regulatory agencies and the nuclear industry to prev~nt

catastrophic consequences of malfunctions and misapplications
of the technology. A derivative concern is that covert
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investigations, invasions of privacy, and massive exercise
of police power in an emergency may be necessary to prevent
the diversion of nuclear weapons grade material in a nuclear
economy employing spent fuel processing and plutonium separ
ation. There will also be some effects on health that arise
from routine plant operation, but they will be small.

The determination of nuclear environmental effects is
an exercise in evaluating the significance of catastrophies
of low probability. Events leading to enormous disasters
can be conceived, but the likelihood of their occurrence is
estimated by most (but not all) analysts to be infinitesimally
small. The average effect can be found by multiplying the
"infinite" effect by the "zero" probability of occurrence, a
very uncertain business. However, the average is not the
quantity that establishes most people's reactions to nuclear
side effects. One faction focuses on the major cons-equences
of a reactor core meltdown, nuclear blackmail of a major
city, or contamination of a regional water supply by a leaking
radioactive waste disposal site. The opposite faction
emphasizes redundant safety features, elaborate security
measures, and stable geologic format.ions. The .first side
fears the complex nuclear technology and mistrusts the Govern
ment security that surrounds it. The second side sees
few problems with either.

In view of this broad range of uncertainty, the impact
of nuclear power in the policy sets is simply described in
terms of the ;evel of potential effects. as it is determined
by the number of nuclear reactors in the region. In a some
what arbitrary way, a qualitative distinction is,mad~

between haVing fewer than 5 nuclear reactors, 5 to 20, or
more than 20 in the Pacific Northwest. Fewer than five are
regarded as manageable on· an individual basis.. If' there
were from 5 to 20 , all. the risks and hazards of nuclear
power would be present to a significant degree and must be
dealt with on a regional as well as an individual basis.
In this range the problems would, be much the same regard
less of number of plants. If there were beyond 20 plants,
the actual and potential impacts would again rise as the
technology spread.. '

BIOMASS AND COGENERATION

Biomass and cogeneration contribute residuals charac
teristic of wood fUel::,. In the table below, tons of resid
uals produced .in th13 w~; ~re com~ared to end use re~iduals

for the intermediate policy set under moderate-growth
COnditions.
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Source
(Pacific Northwest)

Particulates':
End use
Wood plants

Sulfur dioxide:
End use
Wood plants

Nitrogen oxides:
End use
Wood plants

Hydrocarbons:
End'use :,
Wood plants

APPENDIX VII
3

Air emissions (10 tons/year)
1980 1990 2000

The schedule shows thact" wood waste's' generate airresid
uals in amounts up to 4 percent of those produced by 'end
use applications in the region'",' The effects of the wood
plant emissions will, ,however" probably not be over 0.5
percent of the end-use effe'cts because of' ,the' remote loca
tions of the plants and the height above ground of the
emissions.

SOLAR AND WIND ENERGY

--land use

--visual impacts

--electromagnetic disturbanc~s

".' ,"
~.' ,-' I , :

', ..

The principal impacts of, solar' and wind units appear
to be commitments of land. Land 'occupied:'by central station
solar power is 1-2 square m'iles per ,100 megawatts. For wind
the commitment is 0.4-.'8 square miles per, 100 megawatts.
Using these numbers we comput'ed the' land area committed to
these renewables in the renewable/transi-tion>.policy set'
under moderate growth as follows:; "

Resource
(Pacific Northwest)

Land commitment (square miles)
1980 1990 2000

Solar
Wind

1
,,' 0.7-'1<; 5

4-8
"'~ 4-8

These are larger land commitments than are required by
thermal plants but are rather comparable :to', the 'land commi t
ments involved in transmitting the power from the generating
stations to the power markets.
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The visual impact of these units is uncertain, but it
might be quite different _from the visual impact of thermal
powerplants because the techholog'ies involved represent a
very different approach to energy supply. The disruption
of television service in-t~~ vicinity of "large wind turbines
would be very objectionable --to many nearby residents. How
ever, the effect would be local and should be correctable
through use of cable reception.

. ' \ .. ' .~ ... ," -

The impacts described here are limited to _those associ
ated with central station powerplants; distributed (i.e.,

. decentralized) systems are not includ,d because the acquisi
tion of such units is voluntary to the user and the impacts
,appear- to be small and. wideli dispersed. ,- ,..

The severity of the impacts for_each policy set 1S
summarized in the table below'•. A distinction is made between
·local impacts (subscript L) near the _plan-i,- regional impacts
(R) extending over the Northwest, and global impacts (G).

-,

-.-
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TABLE VII .1

Summary of Environmental Impacts

APPENDIX VII

" ,

Degree and locat"ion of impacts'
. for each .policy, set and demand level .

Thermal , . Intermediate Renewable
Technology and impacts Moderate HIgh Moderate High Moderate High

Coal-fired powerplants: . - . ... " ,- ~.
I

Air pollu~ion M ',M . :L i: . M, L, M
.·L, L, L L. '. L L

Land dis~u;~ti,?n' M .M L M L M
, 'L L L L L L

Ecosystem threats .i- ~L~!: :'-'-;". ~ :.-u '. "'L ' " U L L
L R L R L L

Wat~r pollution L
; ':' L L .L L L

R R' R R R R
Occupational ' ' M'hazards M .' t. M M M M

. ~ I L· 'L L 'L
,

L L
Heat balance . U· , 'U U U L U

G G G G G G
Esthetic M M L M L M

L L L 'L L L
Land use L L L L L L

L L L L L L
Nuclear powerplants:

Routine radiation L L L L L L
exposure L L L L L L

Radiation exposure L L L L L L
of workers L L L L L L

Accidents--primarily U U L U L U
reactor L L L L L L

Sabotage--primarily M M M M L M
reactor· L L L L L L

Diversion impacts:
Terrorism . U U U U U U

G G G G G G
Extortion U U U U U U

G G G G G G
.Repressive and

obtrusive police U U U U U U
power G G G G, G G

Waste disposal problems U U U U L U
R R R R R R

Land use L L L L L L
L L L L L L
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Degree and location of impacts
for .each policy set and demand level

Thermal Intermediate Renewable
Technology and impacts Moderate 'High Moderate High Moderate High

-:, . ,"."

Hydroelectric (operations
and extensions):

Loss of fish and M M M M M M
wildlife R' R

..
RR R R

Esthetic M' M M M M M
'R .R R R R R

Recreation M M M M M M
R R R R R R

Solar:
Land use L L L L L L

'L L' L L L' L
Visual impact L L· L L L L

L L L L L L
Wind:

Land use L i:. L L L L
L L L L L L

Visual impact L L L M. M M
L .L .L L L L

Electromagnetic .L L L M M M
L ""L L L ·L L

Transmission lines:
Esthetic M M M M M M

R R R R R R
Land use L .1- L L L L

R R R R R· R

Degrees o! adverse impact'

H--High adverse impact; objectionable to most people.
M--Medium adverse impact; objectionable to some people.
L--Low adverse impact; objectionable to a few people.
U--Uncertain but·possibly damagIng impact; of concern to many people.
V--Uncertain but possible.damaging impact; of concern to only a

few·people.

Subscripts

L--Refers to local area around plant.
R--Refers to regional impacts ~xtending beyond local area.
G--Refers to global impacts •. , .

. i

...

' ...
. ,
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EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS

APPENDIX VIII

The terms llequityll. and llfairnessll ' are not sufficiently
precise to be operational as measures by which alternative
energy polices can be judged. More specific aspects of .
equity that can be considered are:

--Individuals' share of costs' ought to be equal to
the costs caused by their actions (i.e., no free
riders, no windfalls or profiteers).

--The burden and/or sacri fice assoc ia ted 'wi th expand ing
alternative energy supplies or achieving conserva~

tion ought. to be levied on energy .users in propor:'"
tion to their opportunity for· recouping thei·r. costs
through subsequent energy savings and on their ability
to bear the initial cost without undue hardship.

--Poor people, laggihg regions, and struggling indus
tries ought t~ be protected, insofar.aspossible,
from any increases in their costs~

THERMAL/TRADITIONAL

Charges equaling costs: Mediocre. Costs of expanding
the conventional: system would be spread over all users
rather than paid by the specific users that required the
expanded output. However, the shifting would be llclose ll -
partly just among units by a given c~st~mer.

Charge the most able: Mediocre. Rates conventionally
would be set on the basis of willingness to pay, with a
strong tendency to give lowest rates to customers with
greatest opportunity to institute conservation or switch
to nonelectric energy sources •.

Spare the poor and needy: Mediocre. ·No special provi
sions would be made to protect the needy from continuing
rate' increases.

INTERMEDIATE

Charges equaling costs: Mediocre. Costs of expanding
the conventional system would be spread over all users. Some
conservation costs would be subsidized by tax funds, but
benefits (energy savings) would be realized by the users.

Char~e the most able: Good to mediocre. universal
availabilIty of subsidy and low-interest loans would mean
that even those.who benefited greatly would get public as-'
sistance on the conservation programs.
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Spare the needy: Good. Conservation programs which
included financial and other assistance would help the needy
take advantage of opportunities for investments that would
yield good payback in the form of reduced energy bills.'
Special provisions, (larger refunds, free service's, etc.)
could be easily included to further assist needy individuals,
areas, and industries.

RENEWABLE/TRANSITION

'Charges equaling costs: Good. Pricing at replacement
cost with possibility of low rates on initial residential
block' and indirect return of "hydro dividend" would give
excellent charge-to-cost matchup. However, for industry
the connection would not be as good.

Charge the most able: Good. Mandatory features would,
require those who could benefit to adopt the measure at their
own expense. Incentives would be necessary. They might be
reserved ,only for the most needy of the customers or those
that had least opportunity to recoup losses. '

Spare the ne'edY: Good to excellent,. Low front-end
rates would help the poor as would the disbursement of excess
revenues used to subsidize energy conservation, provide
tax rebates, etc. .

. 'j.-

,.' t
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RISK AND IMPACT OF SHORTFALL OR SURPLUS CAPACITY

VISUALIZING AN ELECTRICAL ENERGY SHORTFALL

. This section concerns. it~elf. ~ith an energy shortfall.
ranging from several days to 2 or· 3 ye.ars. We are not con
cerned specifically with short-term forced outages in which
service would be restored within a matter of hours, or at
most a few days. The reason is that the e.conomic employ
ment and perhaps environmental impact of the short-term
forced outage is not severe. Our concern is specifically
wi th the differences in risk and impac't of shortfall ,or .idle
capaci ty due. to the policy set differences that we have .de
fined. For each of the three policy sets under examination
in th{s stUdy, the c'onventional uti1ity' grid reliability
criteria of 1 day's outage in 10 years, ~r 1 d~y'soutage
in 20 years, was .adopted and.applies equally to each of the
·three. policy sets. Thus there is no difference between them.

Strictly speaking" an energy shortfall would be impos
sible, because the electricity generated either would be
consumed or would appear as losses somewhere through the grid
or distribution system. We used the somewhat broader defini
tion of "shortfall" as meaning a negative difference between
the generation and the demand that would occur given no
constraints other than economic ones. '

In the minds of many people, shortfall conjures up an
image like the New York blackout. This is clearly unrealistic.
There would be warning for most types of shortfall' as we
have defined it, and measures could be taken. In fact,
an entire series of graduated responses would be undertaken
as the potential shortfall developed. This sequence is
indicated by the tabulation of assessment criteria shown
in' table IX.!.

The first sign of difficulty would occur when construc
tion or installation of generating facilities or conservation
improvements began to fall behind schedule. This could occur
because of serious cost overruns; scarcities of skilled
workers or capital; inadequate public support, which would
show up in the form of increased opposition in siting hearings;
or in work interruptions through peaceful site demonstra
tions. Inadequate public support could also show up in the
form of failure to enact necessary legislative and executive
programs to implement conservation. Other factors would
include an inadequate research; development; and, particularly,
demonstration program in government and industry, such that
the expected technological and.economic improvements did
not occur far enough ahead of time for plant construction.
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The next phase where an impending shortfall would
manifest itself would be in the belOW-design performance
levels of new supply technologies or conservation improve
ments. Three different facets of this type of low performance
are indicated iri table IX.l under "early warning capability."
The first would be the existence of a plant which systematic
ally performed well below others of the same class. The
second would be development of a sudden failure, such as
a generic design failure, which appeared in a number of
plants of the same type and which would require the redesign
and repair of a given class of plants. Finally, there would
be the possibility of a performance degradation with the age
of the plantas, for example, in the later years of operation
of a nuclear plant. Maintenance difficulties might rise
drastically as the plant itself became more irradiated and
the time for routine maintenance became correspondingly
larger due to the limited dosage that maintenance personnel
could absorb in a given per.iod of time. The corresponding
possibility in the case of conservation would be deterioration,
perhaps from moisture, of insulation in the structure of
commercial and residential buildings.

It should be noted that with concentrations, in terms
of either .very few technologies or .very few plants, the sys
tem becomes more vulnerable to performance degradations
and thus jeopardizes the regional supply due to the greater
possibility of unavoidable shortfall. In energy. networks,
as in all other systems, stability and diversity are cor
related. The popular expression is "don't put all of your
eggs in one basket."

On the demand side, shortfall can evolve due to an
economic boom. In an economic boom, demand for the region's
output is SUddenly increased over the long-term trend level,
thus causing need for additional energy, and it is in the
crest of the economic wave that shortfall is most likely
to occur. This will be discussed in more detail later.

This all raises the question of what would occur in
real life given a developing shortfall situation~

For an immediate crisis which· would occur when one or
more large generators sudd~nly failed or were required to
be derated Or shut down, a very rapid, although temporary,
response could be obtained throtigh voluntary belt tightening.
If the public perceived that a crisis was re'al and immediate,
they would respond, as they always have, and a 10- to 20
percent reduction in energy consumption could be achieved
virtually overnight. The key is that the crisis must be
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uniformly perceived and it must be real. This sort of
a 10- to 20-percent buffer would not last for long. For
example, the 55-mile-an-hour speed limit was almost uniformly
adhered to at the time of the gas shortage following the
oil embargo imposed in 1973 by the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries. As the crisis was resolved, things
returned to normal and driving speeds moved upward again
to the level that they had been previously. This may be
deplorable, but it is human nature. At least we can take
comfort in the fact that we have a reserve which can be
tapped for a short time in the event of an immediate crisis.

Bel t tightening, however, is a temporary measure wi th
temporary results. For a shortfall situation of more than
a few months, more permanent measures would be required.
A sequence of fallback positions actually exists, and although
the sequence would vary from region to region, it would go
something like this: First, surplus power'would be sought
from all standby generators within the region and probably
from secondary markets outside the region. If the shortage
were due to an economic boom, there would not be surplus
electricity available for sale inside or. outside the region,
but if it were due to local factors, t,hen help' could be
received from outside the region.

Voluntary cutbacks would ·be asked for,py the existing
political leadership, but it would probably try to achieve
cutbacks of a more permanent nature rather than those men
tioned above. If the crisis began to develop and deepen,
the next fallback position 'would' be a crash investment
program in conservation. Conservation measures would be
taken with State or Federal Governments, or both, meeting
mvst of the costs in· order to start conservation projects
rapidly and on a widespread basis.

The next step, perhaps simultaneous with the last,
wobld be conversion, perhaps temporarily, to other energy
forms or sources. Some conversions are relatively capital
free, and these would presumably be made. ' ..

The next step would be to impose penalties on those
customers who did not cut back. This was done, 'for instance,
in Los Angeles and was highly successful. Significant
cutbacks were achieved very, very quickly wi th. the threat of
a fine; and in fact', very few fines had to be levied. In this
case, each customer would be given some schedule, perhaps
based on the size of the operation of the structure, "perhaps
based on a percentage cutback, or,maybe a combination of
each. Under any circumstances, the fine would be levied',
probably a very severe one if customers did not stay within
their energy budgets.
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The next fallb,ack position would be the cutoff of
nonessential uses altogether. Such things as outdoor
advertising could be eliminated altogether for 1 or 2
years without significant economic damage to the region.
Other measures would be explored, of course. ~f these
actions were agreed on in advance, the response in t-ime of.
emergency could be quick and without rancor. '

The final step, of course, would be cutting off customers
for several hours, per, day. This could be achieved by instal
ling interruptible se~vice such that during the peak hours
of the day, a hard limit would be imposed. It could be
done with a utility-controlled switching device outside the
structure in such a way that a positive control,wouldbe
achieved. If necessary, thIs control would be used to imple
ment a rolling blackout. Such. blackout would be,well
publicized in advance so that customers would know which
days they would not have electricity, Presumably this wO,uld
be done in the industrial/coriuilercial and commercial sectors
f~rst, because a total cutoff of electricity--even for, a
day--could be serious in the r~sidential sector.'

Needless to say, critical services would be provided
for at all times. Such things as hospitals, essential
pUblic services, and the like would be provided for, although
each would have a standby generator for handling the load
during peak periods when the system generating capacity
would be inadequate.

The purpose of, this descJ;"iption of the' sequence' ~f
fallback positions is,to show that a graduated response
is available even for 'a ,greatly protracted energy shortfall
situation. Regardless of th~ p~licy set under examina-
tion, the graduated response would necessarily focus on the
demand side. A vast array of energy ef.ficiency improvements
are available which are never treated in the analysis of.
"normal" conservation programs" because they seem a little
too novel or because they would require some unusual atten
tion on the part of the homeowner or the business or factory
owner to make them effective. These measures, of course,
in time of emergency would quickly be pressed into' service
and could in fact oecome part of'the permanent operation .
without disruption•. Night window shutters for commercial
and residential buildings are a good example. These could
be quickly fabricated and installed, and are quite effective.
They would result in saving much more energy than a complete
storm window installation throughout the region, at much less
cost. They would enable windows on the east, south, and west
to be used jUdiciously during the day for their solar gain
but closed in order to prevent heat loss·during dark days. ., .
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and the night hours. The only behavioral change required
would be a few minutes" added to the daily routine in the
morning and evening.

" .
The timing of an energy shortfall was mentioned pre

viously. A shortfall situation is most likely to occur during
the crest of an economic boom. The effect of such a short
fall, provided it was not too severe, would be merely to clip
the crest of the boom and in terms of employment would
probably result in preventing unemployment from ever dropping
below 3 to 4 percent, unless the boom persisted for several
years.

The "severity and duration of the shortfall and hence
the significance of the negative impact would be a function
of the rate at which the problem developed, the existence
of adequate warning signals, and the timeliness of preventive
or corrective measures.

SHORTFALL RISK ASSESSMENT

This section contains an item-by-item evaluation of
each of the policy sets against the criteria for assessment
of comparative risk of shortfall. (Surplus capacity will
be discussed in a subsequent section utilizing the same
assessment criteria.)

This discussion will focus on table IX.I. The ratings
against each criteria follow the format of L, M, and H for
low, medium, and high risk. Each criterion is construed in
such a way that H in all cases means the greatest vulner
ability to shortfall risk; L means the safest or the least
vulnerable to shortfall. All ratings are on a comparative
scale between policy sets. No attempt is made to establish
an absolute rating system. Similarly no at"tempt is made to
weigh .the different criteria"in order to allow a single
number index to be derived for each policy set for an absolute
comparison.

In table IX.I, which summarizes these risks, each policy
set is evaluated for each of the two basic groWth assumptions:
moderate growth, which corresponds to the NEPP moderate growth
projection, and high growth, which corresponds to the PNUCC
forecast. Each criterion will first be discussed and then
the evaluation ranking explained.

Ability to meet construction schedule

A serious cost overrun could result in delay or trunca
tion of the construction schedule, thus increasing the risk
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of shortfall. The risk for the traditional policy set was
assessed at medium due to the high reliance on new thermal
generating capacity, which has shown a consistent cost escal
ation' through the".years wi thout any sign of slowing. This
60uld result in attempts at cost cutting which would reduce
the reliability and performance of plants critical to the
traditional policy set. ' The renewable/transition policy set,
on the other hand, would rely chiefly on conservation with
a minor .reliance for new capacity toward the end of the
century from renewable technologies. There is an uncertainty
in the ultimate:costof conservation improvements because it
has been less studied, so it was assigned a medium ranking.
For the high~growth case, where the renewable technologies
would be required ,in some intensi ty toward the end of the
century, the vast uncertainty with respect to the cost of
power from. these new technologies caused a high ranking.

,The intermediate policy set would take the most cost effec
tive conservation in a somewhat milder degree than the
renewable policy set and thus would have the best of both
worlds. It would require less'addition of thermal plants
and therefore is less vulnerable to serious cost overruns,
hence the low ranking in terms· of shortfall risk.

Under the criterion of scarcity of skilled workers,
the high-growth assumption under the traditional policy
set would have the highest vulnerability since it would
require large numbers of the superskilled workers. Conser
vation requires the least skilled workers and therefore
would be 'least vulnerable,· hence the low-risk rating' for the
moderate-growth case of the intermediate and the renewable/
transition policy sets. The intermediate policy set, given
the high-growth assumption relies significantly on thermal
plant construction and therefore got a medium rating, the

. same as for the traditional moderate growth and for the
renewable/transition high-growth. case. In the latter case
some skilled labor would be required for the renewable
technologies, a greater skill level than that required
for conservation.

Scarcity of capital could also lead to shortfalls.
The traditional policy set would require the most capital
since it would have the highest reliance on thermal energy.
The renewable/transition policy set would require the least
because it would have the most emphasis on conservation,
which is purchased,whe~ever it is more cost effective.
This assumes that the renewable/transition policy set would
not employ conservation indiscriminately if it meant burdening
the region with a large surplus capacity. It is realistic
to suppose that conserv,ation programs would be slowed until
it was clear .thatthe generating plants already under con
struction would not be made to stand idle by conservation.
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Limited Government research, development, and
demonstration funding for conservation and solar energy would
result in progressively higher risks as we look from the
traditional policy set across to renewable/transition policy
set.' The Government has been generous in its development
and transfer of the necessary technology to support a nuclear
power industry, but has. yet to devote equal resources to
conservation and solar energy. The trend of.. the most recent
years since 1974 has been more encourqging, and indications
are that the public Will demand that conservation and solar
energy move to some type of parity with nuclear power research
throughout the next 20 years. But there is no assurance
of that and, as a .result" for those policy sets which would
,rely increasingiy on conservation and renewable technology,
we assigned a higher risk of shortfall.

Threatened access to basic resources would create
the highest vulnerability for the traditional policy set
due to its emphasis on new thermal generation. Since
the basic construction resources are least demanded for
conservation and next lowest for renewable technologies,
these were given correspondingly lower risk values.

Diversity of generation/conservation

Diversity has several dimensions--diversity by type
and newness of technologies, by size of a typical installa
tion, and by geographical concentration. Since the thermal/
traditional policy set would involve the highest conce~tra

tion in all cases and since the renewable/transition policy
set would have the lowest concentration; this would corres
pond to the high and the low risk of shortfall, respectively.
The intermediate policy set would lie in between these
two with respect to shortfall risk.

The integration of newest technology needs some explana
tion. There would be a technologi~al diversity inherent in
the renewable transition policy set because its conservation
program w,ould involve small, increments of investment for
a ~ewfechnology;.which could be integrated at ,once. At a
given time, one wo~ld be ,dearing with a very diverse techno
logy, which might span ,several decades. Storm window design
may have been stand'ar'dfor the last 30 years, whereas a new
type of cellulose insulation was introduced within the l'ast
year. This 'type of te.chnolo.9fcal d i liersi ty isa protection
against failure in 'performance,' and this reduces the risk,
of shorffall. ,In contrast, to bring a nuclear plant in line
in 1990, proceedings 'must begin roughly 10 years before in
1980, and in order to ex'pedite the design and certification
phase, there must be a design freeze so that design of several
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years before, say 1975, would ultimately find its way into
a plant coming on line for the first time in 1990. There is
not the diversity in nuclear technology that one finds in
conservation technology or will find in the renewable tech
nologies with their shorterleadtimes.

Early warning capability

An early warning system must be in place in order to alert
power suppliers and consumers and provide time for protec-
tive or preventi~e actions. Because it is inherently easier
to monitor the overall performance of a thermal-energy or
central-stat ion-based system, low vulnerability rankings
were given in the thermal/tradItional and intermediate policy
sets with respect to the data base and' data collection
system requirement. For the conservation-oriented renewable/
transition policy set, an adequate data base does not now
exist. The ranking was only moderate vulnerabil i ty, however,
because such a data collection system could be designed
and put in place with modern solid-state electronics.

The large thermal generators characterizing the thermal/
traditional policy set bring on line suddenly a generating,
increment ranging from 500 megawatts for a new coal uni,t
to 1,250 megawatts for a new' nuclear uni t., These large j, ,

discrete, and incremental developments make predictions
very uncertain, although reliable predictions are the heart
of an early warning capabili:ty! .. , The' conservation-based
renewable/transition policy set would feature a near continuous

, development since each installa'tion in itself would be quite
small. ,A continuous program like this would offer a predict
abi li ty that is unique and would 'deserve a low vulnerability
ranking. The intermediate policy set falls in between the
other two.

The final category has to do with the drop in perfor-
mance with age of any energy installation, be it conservation
or new supply. We have become accustomed to a performance
degradation which varies with the age of thermal plants and;
particularly, nuclear plants because of the increased ~rradla

tion of the' plants. As plant irradiation increases, the
maintenance calls not only are morefrequenti but take much
longer to carry out, due to dosage limitations for the main
tenance workforce. However, the key here is' the predictabil i ty,
and if a performance degraqation with:age were assigned
to thermal plants and if this were"ma'intained reliably and
predictably, it would not increase the risk of shortfall.
Correspondingly, there can be performance'dropoff with age
in conservation, through deterioratio~ from moisture and
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recycling of insulation in commercial and residential
buildings. Insulation may also deteriorate around key ele
ments in industrial process design. Very little is known
about the maturity and the performance degradation factor
in most of the conservation technologies. In summary,
it seems that there is a rough balance of risk between the
policy sets, and a medium .vulnerability was assigned therefore
to each.

Ability to respond to warning signal

The long construction and regulatory leadtimes typical
of thermal plant construction processes, particularly nuclear
plants, forced a high rating of shortfall risk for the
traditional policy set. :Short leadtimes with no regulatory
lag characterize conservation programs and. indicate little
vulnerability in the renewable/transition policy set. The
intermediate policy set falls in between these two.

In all 'cases the potential for temporary belt tightening,
as discussed earlier, would be ample at about the level of a
10- or 20-percentreduction, provided that the 'crisis was
apparent and imminent. At first glance it might appear that
the renewable/transition policy set and, to a lesser degree,

. the intermedia:te policy set would have less potential for
temporary belt tightening. That would not be the case since
the belt tightening involves behavioral changes different
from energy efficiencies'and technological changes that were
considered as conservation throughout this analysis. Further
more, if a cOnservation ethic were developed, it would make
an additional increment of savings more readily available
at a time of temporary crisis.

Summary of comparative risk of shortfall

Table IX.l reveals what could be described best as
mixed rev iew$. '. I t is impossIble to conclude that there
would be any clear advantage to any of the three policy
sets with respect· to the risk of shortfalL We hope the
previous discussion and the summary table communicate
how complex and how frequently nonintuitive or counter
intuitive this consideration is.

It is pos:::ibleto say that there would be a much higher
risk: of short:fal:l shou·ld the high-growth basel ine develop,
but this would beafunction of factors over which we would
have 'little Or no 'contro'l, such as population growth, average
per capita income; ,labor force participation; strength
of the external market ,for the Northwest economic cutput;
and many, many other factors. Should the underlying -
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determinants of demand produce a growth rate similar to the
high-growth projection, there would be ari extremely high
vulnerability to shortfall. If the moderate-growth or'
anything less prevailed;. the risk' of .shortfall would be
correspondingly less.

There would be no net balance with respect to risk of
shortfall between the thermal/traditional, the intermediate,
and the renewable/transition policy sets. Those are the
policy sets illustrating policy decisions over which we do
not have control. After analyzing the situation, however,
we concluded that the risk of shortfall would be rather
indifferent to our policy choices •.

Should a shortfall situation develop, the impact would
be less in terms of severi ty.. and duration under the renewable/
transition policy set than under the intermediate and less
under the intermediate under the thermal/traditional policy
set. This'would be due to the improved early warning capa
bility and flexibility inherent in the continuous development
characterizing the conservation-oriented renewable/transition
policy set and to a lesser degree the intermediate policy
set.

In the conservation-oriented policy se.ts there would
be a much lower vulnerability to the sudden failure of a
large energy resource or systematic derating of several.
generators of a given class. Furthermore, the response time
would be shorter, and the flexibility of response would be
greater.

RISK OF SURPLUS ELECTRICAL
GENERATING CAPACITY

The risk of excess capacity is the opposite side of
the coin to the risk of shortfall. There is one lack of
symmetry: Whereas consumption plus losses equals generation
and by.definition cannot exceed generating. capacity, consump
tion plus losses can be considerably short of generating
capacity, resulting in idle capacity, plant shutdown, and·
an overall economic burden to the region.

It is not necessary to recite again all the steps
which can be' taken in response to electrical energy sur
pluses or shortfall. . Suffice ,to. say that a number. of fall
back positions exist for coping with the risk of excess
capacity. It should be noted, .howe~er, ·that excess capacity
can be a serious problem and must be carefully considered.
For the renewable/transition policy set, moderate-growth.
case, a serious excess capacity problem would threaten for
the mid-1980s and early 1990s.
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As an excess capacity situation evolved, a series of
responses might be developed as follows: First, the surplus
power might be sold to the Pacific Southwest or sold to
utility grids to the east of the region. However, if excess
capacity developed when it was most likely to occur--in the
trough of an economic recession--it is unlikely that a
secondary market would be available since the same conditions
would probably be experienced elsewhere. In this case the
generating facilities with the highest variable cost would
be shut down. These would be shut down in roughly the fol
lowing order: oil generators, 'combustion turbines, coal
fired thermal plants, and nuclear plants. Then, depending
on the operating and maintenance costs, either the renewable
generators using solar, wind, or biomass would be shut down
or the hydroelectric facilities would be forced to spill
water.

If the surplus persisted, the next step would be to
allow electric utilities to undertake promotional advertising.
At first this would probably be restricted to use of offpeak
power, either daily or seasonaL·. However, it might ·ultimately
expand into all uses. Perhaps .suggestions would be. made
and financial inducements offered to convert oil and gas
users more quickly to electricity, although it is anticipated
in all the policy sets that such a conversion would occur
steadily through the remainder of the century for space
heating. Volume purchasing at discount (declining block
rates) would be reinstitute,d, and any hope of evolving a
conservation ethic would be effectively destroyed, rather
than let the·generators stand idle.

As in the case of shortfall, the severity and duration
of excess capacity problems would be a function of the rate
at which the problems developed; the precision and the time
liness of the early warnin~ signals; and, of cours~, the
timeliness of corrective measures.

Comparative risko·f surplus capaCity

To establish the compa·rativ·e risk of excess capacity,
the reader can refer to table IX.I and notice the footnoted
items. The assessment criteria where the footnote appears
are the same for iiik of s60rtfall or risk of surplu~, and
the rankings ··are 'the, saine as can be verif ied by examining
each one carefully. It is,·not necessary to reiterate the
rationale· for each since this ~eals with risk of excess
capacity rather than the impact. The risk rankings are
the same as those for the risk of shortfall.. .
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Assuming as before that a monitoring or data collection
system would be instituted, then the renewable/transition
policy set would be preferred to the intermediate and the
intermediate preferred to the thermal/traditional policy set
with ~espect to the comparative risk of excess capacity;
Excess capacity would ·be most likely to ,occur under the
thermal/traditional policy set and least likely to occur
under the renewable/transition policy set.

Because of the early warning capability inherent in the
continuous development' of the 'conserva tion-oriented pol icy
set and the rigidity inherent in the long construction and
regulatory leadtimes in the traditional policy set, the region
would be impacted more severely by the CJevelopment of excess
capacity under the thermal/traditional policy set.

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING RISK OF
SHORTFALLS OR SURPLUSES

--The likelihood that a shortfall situation would
develop would be essentially the same for each of the
three policy ,sets.

--Should a shortfall develop, then the impact would
be more severe under the thermal/traditional policy
set than it would be 'under the intermediate policy aet
and would be more severe under the intermediate
pol icy set than under, the renewable/transi tion pol icy
se't.

--The likelihood of the development of excess generating
capacity would be slightly great~r under the thermal/
traditional policy·set than under the intermediate
policy set and greater 'under the' interinediate policy
set than under the renewable/trans'i tion policy set.

--Should excess capacity develop, its impact would
be most severe under the thermal/traditional policy
set and least severe under the renewable/transition
pOncy set. , ..

--Shortfall is most likely to' 'occur during the crest
on an economic boom, when it could be 'most easily
tolerated; excess capacity would most likely occur in
the trough of an economic recession, when it would be
least tolerable. " , .'

"

--The impact on the region of '"a shortfall situation
might not be significantly more damaging than the
development of excess capacity.
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Assessment criteria

TABLE Ix.l

Comparative Likelihood of
Shortfall or Excess Capacity

Porie set rowth
Thermal tradltlonal Intermed

Moderate High Moderate

APPENDIX IX

assurn ticn
ate Renewable transitlon
High Moderate High

Abili ty to meet construction
and operation schedule:

Costs may seriously exceed
projections M M L L M H

scarcity of skilled workers M H L M L M
Scarcity of capital H H M H L M
Inadequate public support' H H L M H H
Inadequate Government/

industrial research,
development, and demon-
stration funding L L L M M H

Threate!'led access to basic
resources H H M H L L

Diversity of generation/
conservation:

NarroW' spectrlD11 of
technologies H H, M M L L

Few large installations H H W M L L
Geographically concentrated

installations H H, )1 M L L
Inability to integrate newest

technology H H M M L L

Early warning capability:
Historical arid relative data

unobtainable ( note a) L L L L M M
Discrete versus continuous

deployment ( note a) H H M M L L
" Lemonll potential/offdesign

performance M H L L L M
Possibility of sudden failure

or derating H H' M M L L
possibility of performance

drop with age M M M M M M

IX.14
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Polic

APPENDIX IX

set rowth assum ticn

Assessment criteria
Thermal tradltlonal
Moderate" High

Interrnedlate ~R~e~n~e~w~a~b~l~e~t~r~a~n~s~i~t~l~o~n
Moderate High Moderate ~

Ability to respond to warning
signal; to prevent/attenuate
shortfall or idle capacity.

Lo·ng construction lead times
(note al H

Long regulatory lead times
(note al H

Inadequate public support
(note aI' H

Unresponsive support systems:
Technical M
Poli tical (note al M

Lack of surplus or markets
outside region (note al M

No potential for temporary
belt tightening L

Correlation to economic
cycles (note a) M

H

H

H

M
yH(LI

H

L

M

M

M

M

L
M

M

L

M

M

M

M

L
!!/H( Ll

H

L

M

L

L

L

L
M

M

L

M

L

L

L

L
!!/H( Ll

H

L

H

Definition of comparative rankings:
H = Highest likelihood of ' shortfall (excess capacity (note a»

occurrence
M = Intermediate likelihood of shortfall (e~ess capacity (note all

occurrence
L = Lowest likelihood of shortfall (excess capacity (note al)

occurrence

'a/AlSO applies to likelihood of excess capacity. The comparative likelihood
- ranking is the same as the likelihood of shortfall~ except where parentheses

indicate otherwise.
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APPENDIX X

BASELINE ENERGY DEMAND FORECASTS

APPENDIX X

There is no shortage of electricity demand forecasts,
but there is a serious lack of agreement among the fore
casts as to the expectable rate of growth in demand during
the next 20 to 25 years. Among the annual average growth
rates suggested for firm load power demands are:

7.2 percent

4.5 percent

4.4 percent

2.9 percent

1.8 percent

o

The historical growth rate
until, starting in 1973, it
began to slow.

The rate of growth in PNUCC's
most recent (1976) West Group
forecast. Related to the NERA
econometric forecast.

Northwest Energy Policy project
high-demand forecast.

NEPP moderate- or most-likely
demand forecast.

NEPP low-growth forecast.

Goal of various scenarios,
such as NRDC Alternative
Scenario and Ford Foundation
Energy Policy Project's Zero
Growth Scenario.

It is very difficult to foresee which of the above rates
of growth does in fact, most accurately predict the growth
that will actually occur. The difficulty arises because
actual energy demand results from a complicated aggregation
of many different components and determinants, most of which
are themselves subject to somewhat unpredictable variation
over time. For example, population levels and appliance use
per household are both important determinants of future
electricity use levels, but no one knows for sure what
population or lifestyles will be 15 or 20 years from now.
In the end the forecaster must inevitably face the fact that
the final result is subject to uncertainty. Recognizing
this, we have used two baseline energy demand forecasts,
each based on plausible assumptions, to reflect part of
the possible range of future demand growth.

X.l
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The two al ternative basel ine. forecasts we used--4. 8
percent and 2.7 percent--approximate regional utilities'
(PNUCC's) projection of loads and resources and NEPP's
moderate- or most-likely-demand projection. These are not
the most extreme forecasts that.can be proposed and de
fended as having some likelihood of realization, but they
do bracket a range that includes several of the more well
accepted points of view on future growth of regional
electricity demand.

A set of underlying assumptions that is consistent
with these two forecasts is shown in table X.l. The
assumptions associated with the high forecast were taken
from NEPP high-growth projection. The NEPP assumptions
were used because the PNUCC forecast does not have an
explicit set of underlying assumptions associated with
it. However, the NEPP high and the PNUCC electricity pro
jections are quite similar, so it is reasonable to use
the NEPP high-growth assumptions as a plausible set of
assumptions for the PNUCC forecasts as well. The NEPP
moderate-growth assumptions were used directly with the
lower electricity demand growth forecasts used in this
study.

The principal factors that lead to electricity de
mand growth in the NEPP projections are growth of pop
ulation, households and income, and growth of employ
ment and economic ac.tivity. The moderate-growth as
sumptions foresee the Northwest's population growing
slightly more rapidly than that of the Nation as a whole
due to net migration to the region of about 125,000
persons per year. The number of persons per household
would be expected to fall to an average of only 2.5
in 2000, so the number of households would increase
almost 50 percent more rapidly than population. The
added households would lead to a proportionate increase
in residential demands for energy.

Real income per person is expected to continue to in
crease. In the NEPP moderate-growth projection, the
expected rate of income gain would be 2.6 percent per
year. Income growth is important in the NEPP econometric
model because the past association between income growth
and energy ·use is assumed to· continue into the future.
This results in a forecast of very significant growth in
"other" or miscellaneous re'sidential use of electricity,
following energy use/income trends that existed during the
1950s, 1960s, and early 19705. These trends suggest that

X.2
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TABLE X.l

Alternatives Growth Projections, Pacific Northwest (note a)

Medium projection High projection
Base (2000) average rate (2000) average rate

Item Units ( 1975) (~~) (note c)

Population 1,000 6,'802 9,356 1.3%/yr. 11,245 2. O%/yr.
Households 1,000 2,353 3,755 1.9%/yr. 4,900 3.0%/yr.
Income $/person 4,300 8,300 2.7%/yr. 9,500 3.2%/yr.
Gross .regional product 1,000 2,721 4,350 1.9%/yr. 4,965 2.4%/yr.
Total employment $1,000,000 49,000 127,000 3.9%/yr. 175,000 5.2%/yr.
Employ in energy intensive

industry (note d) 1,000 67 82 0.8%/yr. 97 1. 5%/yr •
Labor productivity index 100 209 3.0%/yr. 236 3. 5%/yr •

~/Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and western Montana.

b/Taken from NEPP, Medium Energy Growth Projections. The medium projection is
- characterized as the most likely. . .

c/Takenfrom NEPP, ·~igh Energy Giowth Projection. The High Growth has growth rates
- com~arable to those in PNUCC load forecasts.

~/Primary metals, pulp and paper, and chemicals.

>
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electrici ty use per person for func,tions other than space
and water heating, would be far above present levels ,by the
year 2000.' That can only'come'about through much higher
energy consumption in basic appl,iances and widespread
adoption of several new appliancesjthat use energy at
rates comparable with those used by water heaters, refri-
gerators, etc. r".

Industrial use of electricity in the NEPP projections
is based on projected employment and labor productivity in
the various industrial sectors. These factors, also taken
from BPA base economic projections, are consistent with the
population and income projections. The moderate-growth
projections do imply that average electricity use per in
dustrial employee would increase by about one-fourth be
tween 1974 and 2000. This average increase would be due
mostly to projected very large increases in electricity use
in the pulp and paper industry.

The primary aluminum industry is treated as a special
case in these projections, as it is in most. Consumption
of firm power by the aluminum industry is projected to be
up substantially in 1980, compared to its actual 1974 level
as the plants are expected to be operated at closer to
capacity and a new plant (Alumax) is projected to be on
line. From that point on, demand by 2000 is projected at
about 30 percent above the projected 1980 level and nearly
65 percent above actual 1974 use by the industry.

The high-demand forecasts in the NEPP study are at
tributed mostly to an assumption that there would be more
rapid rates of growth in population and economic pro
ductivity. Employment would be higher than in the medium
growth focecast,since there would be a larger work force
and, it is assumed, that a higher percentage of the work
force would be gainfully employed. Worker productivity is
assumed to rise more rapidly than in the medium forecast
and, therefore, industrial output and energy requirements
for the industrial sector would rise even more rapidly
than employment. Higher productivity would mean larger
personal incomes per worker and per person. This, in
turn, would result in higher levels of personal consump
tion, including direct consumption of energy by house
holds.

As a consequence of the various assumptions of high
growth factors, the overall rate of growth of electricity
demand would be approximately 50 percent higher under the

c . ;: X. 4
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high-growth demand forecast. (See table X.2.) Thus
there is a plausible set of assumptions that could lead
to growth rates comparable to those forecasted by PNVCC.
Alternatively, one might imagine that basic growth factors
would not accelerate quite as much but energy use in resi
d~nces and businesses would become. considerably higher .
r~lative to industrial output, population, and income.
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TABLE X.2

Electricity Use projections--Without Conservation
(annual average MW x 103 )

;l><
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Moderate growth High growth
Base Rate Rate

~, (1974) 1980 1990 2000 (percent) 1980 19~Q 2000 (p~rcent)

Residential:
Space heat .96 1.60 2.24 2.42 3.6 1.65 2.13 2.82 4.2
wa,ter heat .95 1. 05 1.28 1. 50 1.8 1.12 1. 50 1. 99 '2.9
Other 2.16 2.78 4.06 7.12 4.7 3.02 5.32 11.27 6.6

Total residential 4.07 5.43 -7.58 11.04 3.9 -5.79 8.95 rr:oa D
>< --- --. "

en Commercial ~ 2.14 _2.68 _3.4~ 2.2 2:.~ ~ ~ l.,.~

Industrial:
Aluminum 1. 86 2.34 2.74 3.04 1.9 2.34 3.00 3.32 2.3
Pulp and paper .83 .91 1.43 3.87 6.1 1.04, 2.19 5.30 7.4
Chemicals .62 .80 .93 1.16 2.4 .76 .91 1. 42 3.2
Other manufacturing

4.29and residual 3.32 3.64 4.05 1.0 3.75 4.74 7.66 3.3
Total industrial 6:'63 7.69 -9.15 12.36 2.4 -7" .8~ 10.84 l'7:"'rn 3."9--

Total demand 12.70 ' 15.26 19.41 26.82 2.9 15.94 22.84 38.35 4.3-- = =,
, .

NEPP data adjusted to include BPA industrial sales in Montana.
~

Source: '"'"i:')
Z
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H
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GAO ENERGY CONSULTANTS

APPENDIX XI

walter R. Butcher, Professor of Agricultural Economics,
Washington State University: participated in NEPP
conservation study and. in Pacific Northwest Regional
Commission energy study: member of steering committee,
Washington Energy Research Center and Washington Water
Research Center: participated in studies dealing with
water resource development and use.

Harry W. Garretson, private consultant: retired from
BPA Division of. Power Management: directly involved
with Hydro-Thermal Power Program and Pacific Northwest
Southwest Intertie •.

George W. Hinman, Director, Environmental Research
Center, Washington State University: participated in
NEPP conservation study and in.Pacific Northwest
Regional Commission energy study: participant in
energy impact assessments for U.S. Department cif
Energy: member of several Washington State energy
advisory committees.

Joel Johanson, private consultant: retired from
service with the Office of Management and ··Budget
and U.s. Geological Survey.

Henderson McIntyre, private consultant: retired from
BPA Division of Power Management: participated in
development of Hydro-Thermal Program, united States
Canadian Columbia River Treaty, and other regional
power-planning programs.

Robert Murray, private consultant: participated in
developing the NRDC alternative scenario: also
contributed to the Skidmore, Owings and Merrilt
conservation, Oregon transition, and Seattle-
Energy 1990 studies. .
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APPE: NDIX XII

Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545,

Mr. Monte'Canfie1d. Jr.
Director. Energy and Minerals

Division
U. S. General Accounting Office
Washington. D. C. 20548

Dear Mr. Canfield:

May 1,1. 1978

,APPE: NOI X XII

. ,;

We have reviewed the draft report entitled "Electric Energy Options'
for the Pacific Northwest." transmitted to the Secretary by your
letter of March 27. 1978.

The GAO has done an excellent job of assembling a variety of data
on the energy situation in the Pacific Northwest. The study should
be useful to the Department of Energy. regional leaders. and the
U. S. Congress in understanding the various energy options and de
veloping those most appropriate to. the region.

Enclosed are comments and suggestions about specific parts of the
report. Because of the volume of technical detail. and the absence
of supporting data for some of the conclusions of the report. we
have not been able to respond as comprehensively as we would have
preferred had we more than the 30 days allotted. Representatives
of the Department met with GAO representatives at Portland. Oregon.
to discuss the report in more detail. Additional discussions be
tween GAO and DOE staff may be useful in assuring greater' accuracy
of the data in the report and strengthened 'support for the conclu
sions reached by the GAO t~am.

The enclosed comments are limited to the discussion in the draft re
port of the situation in the Pacific Northwest and the conclusions
reached by GAO. With respect to the recommendations to the Congress.
we would suggest that these be reviewed in light of the passage of
PL 95-91 on August 4, 1977, establishing the Department of Ener~y.

Under this Act, the Congress has charged the new Department with re
sponsibility for assuring coordinated· and effective administration of·
Federal energy policy and ·programs. ' We expect that within the bt~~d '.
energy missions of the Department, the energy problems'of the Pacific
Northwest as well as the rest of the nation will be addressed. Seo
tion 102 of the Department of Energy Organization Act details the
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Mr. Monte. Canfield, Jr. - 2 -

APPENDIX XII ,

purposes of the Act. It is the intent of the Department to follow
these Congressional guidelines as fully as possible•. 'In so doing,.
many of the problems identified by GAO will be remedied. Some of
the ,proposals by the GAO involve actions that are highly sensitive
and controversial and will' require careful study by DOE and coordi
nation with all interested parties. 'Where current legislative
restrictions may serve to inhibit the Department from effectively
carrying out the purposes of PL 95-91, it would be appropriate for
GAO to clearly identify these areas so that the Congress can take
corrective action.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this proposed report.

Si~cerely,

('~I '7jrk~; ,
~~~ L. ~er, Director
Division of GAO Liaison

_. 1_

Enclosure:
'As stated

[See·GAO note.l

:- '~, .' - f ' "

, '

GAO note: The enclosure ii,not included here but
was considered in this report.

'; ',. ~ .
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PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS

RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ADMINISTRATION

APPENDIX XIII

OF ACTIVITIES DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT (note a)

Tenure of office
From To

DEPARTMENT: OF ENERGY

SECRETARY OF ENERGY:
James R. Schlesinger

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR RESOURCE
APPLICATIONS:

George McIsaac

ADMINISTRATOR, BONNEVILLE POWER
ADMINISTRATION:

Sterling Munro
Donald P. Hodel
Henry R. Richmond

Oct.

Oct.

Jan.
Dec.
Sept.

1977

1977

1978
1972
1967

Present

Present

Present
Dec. 1977
Dec. 1972

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR:
Cecil D. Andrus '
Thomas S. Kleppe
Kent Frizzell (acting)
Stanley K. Hathaway
Kent Frizzell (acting)
Rogers C. B. Morton

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE
INTERIOR--ENERGY AND MINERALS:

Joan M. Davenport
William D. Bettenberg (acting)
William G. Fischer (acting)
Jack W. Carlson
King Mallory (acting)
Stephen A. Wakefield
John B. Rigg (note b)
Hollis M. Dole

Jan.
Oct.
July
June
May
Jan.

Apr.
Jan.
Jan.
Aug.
May
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.

1977
1975
1975
1975
1975
1971

1977
1977
1976
1974
1974
1973
1973
1969

Present
Jan. ,1977
Oct. 1975
July 1975
June' 1975
May 1975

Present
Apr. 1977
Jan. 1977
Jan. 1976
July 1974
Apr. 1974
Mar. 1973
Jan. 1973

a/The Bonneville Power Administration was transferred from
- Department of the Interior to Department of Energy on

October 1,'1977. I.

~/Deputy Assistant Secretary in Charge.

(00866)
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Single copies of GAO reports are available
free of charge. Requests (except by Members
of Congress) for additional quantities should
be accompanied by payment of $1.00 per
copy.

Requests for single copies (without charge)
shou Id be sent to:

U.S. General Accounting Office
Distribution Section, Room 1518
441 G Street, NW.
Washington, DC 20548

Requests for multiple copies should be sent
with checks or money orders to:

U.S. General Accounting Office
Distribution Section
P.O. 80x 1020
Washington, DC 20013

Checks or money orders should be made
payable to the U.S. General Accounting Of
fice. NOTE: Stamps or Superintendent of
Documents coupons will not be accepted.

PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH

To expedite filling your order, use the re
port number and date in the lower right
corner of the front cover.

GAO reports are now available on micro
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